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Abstra.ct

An integratecl approach is one of the most clistinguishing characteristics of explo-

ration for non-renewable resources. The integratecl exploration using multiple spatiai

data sets is mathematically represented and moclelecl in ihis thesis. Ftzzy set theo-

ry provides an acLequate tool to represent imprecise and incomplete geophysical and

geological information ancl to integrate the information for a specific exploration tar-

get. Dempster-Shafer eviclential belief function provicles a more natural basis for

representation of geophysical and geological information than the traclitional proba-

bility approach. Integrated results using belief function consequently provide a more

realistic description about a proposition towards the exploration target" The ftzzy

set approach and the Ðempster-Shafer approach can be used both in areas wirete

there ar-e actuai known exploration target occllrrences ancl also in areas lvhere there

aïe as yet no reported target occurrences. An object-oriented knowledge represen-

tation structure and corresponding inference mechanisms l¡ased on belief function

theory are developed for a knowledge-trased approach of integrating geophysical and

geological data. An object-oriented and map-t,asecl prototype expert system is irnple-

mented to test this object-orientecl knowledge representation structure and its corre-

sponding inference mechanisms for base metal exploration application. The lesulting

system appeaïs very effective in handling complex integrated exploration problems.

The information representation and integration techniques using fuzzy set and belief

function approaches, and the prototype expert systern are testecl with real minelal

exploration data from the Farley Lake and Snow Lalçe areas, Manitoba, Canada. The

test results demonstrate considerably improved accuracy and effectiveness in infor-

mation representation techniques using the fuzzy set and belief function approaches

relative to the conventional intuitive approach. The knowledge representation struc-

ture and inference mechanisms impiementecl in the expert system also perforrneil weil



and provide a robust theoretical basis for developing a comprehensive expert system

for non-renewable resource exploration.
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In this chapter, a brief review of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques is presented. It

includes their definitions, developments, associated theories to quantify uncertainties,

knowledge representation techniques and inference mechanisms. This is followed by

a brief review of geoscience applications of the AI techniques. Finally, integrated

resources exploration, one of the most important geological application fields of the

AI techniques, is introduced.

1-.X- ,& GenenaÏ Review of Artifficial lntelligen'xce

Artificial intelligence (Shapiro et al., 1987; Rich, 1983; Winston, 1984) is a domain

of research, application, and instruction that includes programming of computers to

perform in ways that, if observed by human beings, would be regarded as intelli-

gent. It includes cognitive tasks, at which people, at present, are better. Examples

include commonsense tasks, such as understanding English, and recognition of re-

motely sensed irnages.

Stucly of expert systems is an important branch of AI. Expert systems are so-

phisticatecl computer programs that manage human knowleclge to solve problerns



efficiently and effectively in specific problem areas. Some of the tasks of an expert

system include locating mineral deposits, diagnosing diseases.

Both the scientific and engineering application disciplines of AI are based on the

hypothesis of physical symbol systems. The processes which are required to produce

intelligent action can be simulated with a collection of physical symbols and a set of

mechanisms that produce a series of structures built with these symbols. In an AI

program symbolic structures are used to represent both general knowledge about a

problem domain and specific knowledge about the solution to the current problem.

The science of AI began ancl some of the first AI programs, which played chess

and proved theorems, were written in 1950s (Rich, 1987). Starting in the early sixties,

several efforts emerged to build programs to do a variety of tasks, primarily ones we

now call commonsense tasks. Among these efforts were GPS, the General Problem

Solver, which was built by Allen Newell, J. C. Shaw, and Herbert Simon at Carnegie-

Mellon University (Brnst and Newell, 1969); STRIPS, a general problem solver built

at the Stanford Research Institute (Fikes and Nilsson, 1971); chess and checker pro-

grams (Rich, 1983). None of these was particularly successful if success is meant to

indicate the construction of programs that could solve significant problems. But out

of them emerged two important ideas. The first is understanding the role of search in

problem solving; and the second is appreciation of the key role being played by knowl-

eclge in controlling the search" The second idea arose directly out of failures of the

early systerns. The main reason for the failures is now understood to be inadequate

knowledge. By the mid-1970s, it was recognized that each program needed to possess

knowledge on their domains. For example, MYCIN was designed and implemented by

E. H. Shortliffe and others to diagnose and recommend treatment of infectious blood

diseases (Gordon and Shortliffe, 1985). The MYCIN program consisted of both a

code portion and a knowledge base that was used by the code. The knowledge base

contained a set of condition-action rules that described the diagnostic knowledge that



a human physician might possess. Although MYCIN was never used outside of the

research laboratory, it demonstrated that tasks that previously had been done on-

ly by highly trained human experts might be accomplished by machines. This was

the first step toward the current technology of expert systems development, in which

prograrns that solve restricted problems in a wide array of scientific, engineer-ing,

cornmercial, and military areas are being built. PROSPECTOR (Duda, 1979), the

first expert system in the geosciences, was designed and implemented during this

period at Stanford Research Institute (SRI). By the end of 1970s AI was a thriving

research area in a small number of academic and industrial laboratories, but it had

little impact outside of those laboratories. In the early eighties, the first generation

of expert systems that performed complex tasks in a cost-effective fashion began to

appear. Since then, there has been an explosive growth of interest in AI, both in

research and applications. In research, people attempt to find long-term answers to

many unsoLved problems. In applications, many developmental efforts are made in

an attempt to apply the discovered techniques to the problems for which those tech-

niques can provicle adequate near-term solutions. In 1990 alone, over 1000 systems

have been documented to be in production use and the actual number is estimated

to be over 3000 systems (Fox, 1990). Almost all these systems are in the areas of

engineering and manufacturing.

3..2 l{now}edge R epnesentation arxd lnfenence h/{ech-
annsn'Ì.s

The techniques that AI applies to solve problems involve knowledge representation

methods and inference methods for handling the relevant knowledge, and search-

basecl problem-solving methods for exploiting that knowleclge. Although the tasks

with which Al is most concerned. appear to form a very heterogeneous set, they are



related through their common reliance on techniques for manipuiating knowledge ancl

conducting search.

There are hundreds of techniques for representing knowledge in AI systems if

details are consiclered. But if details are ignored, those techniques fall into three

categories: logical formulas, slot-and-filter structures (Rich, 1983), and production

rules. In some cases, such as proving theorems, knowledge can be represented as log-

ical formulas, then all of the formal power of a logical theorem-prover can be applied

to the knowledge to generate new knowledge. Slot-and-filler structure knowledge

representation uses a network of nodes connected by relations and organized into a

hierarchy. Each node represents an object that may be described by attributes and

values associated with the object. This method provides a natural and efficient way

to represent the knowledge structure associated with a multidisciplinary problem.

Rule-based knowledge representation concentrates on the use of -IF conditjon THEN

action- statements. When the current problem situation satisfies or matches the IF

part of a rule, the action specified by the THEN part of the rule is performed. This

action may affect the outside world, may direct program control, or may instruct the

system to reach a conclusion. The search procedure can be applied to the knowledge

base to find a path from the initial state to the goal state.

An AND/OR graph (Pearl, 1987) is an explicit representation of the relationship

between all situations and options that may be encountered in the solution of decom-

poseable problems. The nodes in an AND/OR graph represent subproblems to be

solved or subgoals to be achieved, with the top node representing the specification of

the overall problem. The nodes are connected by two types of links: OR links and

AND links. The OR links represent alternative options of handling the problem node

from which they emanate. The problem is solved if any one of the subproblems is

solved. The AND links connect a parent node to individual problems of which it is

composed. The parent problem is solved only when all its subproblems are solvecl.



A terminal node in an AND/OR graph represents either a primitive problem whose

solution is readily available or a subproblem that cannot be decomposed any further.

The basic idea of the AND/OR graph is very useful to knowledge representation for

information integration tasks. It can be used to explicitly represent the relations

which are relevant to the overall exploration target between different data and con-

cepts. Actually, this idea, combined with frame and rule-based techniques, is used in

the expert system which is developed in this thesis research for integrating geoscience

information for resource exploration. It will be described in detail in Chapter 6.

1-.3 Representation and Quantificatiorr of {Jrlcen-
tainties

In the real world, one frequently faces tasks that defy absolute or categorical analysis

because of their complexity,lack of sufficient knowledge, and incomplete and imprecise

evidence (data). Typical examples of this type include prediction of a rnineral deposit

and diagnosis of a disease. It is however very important in the real world to reach

a decision based on imprecise evidence and using incomplete knowledge. In such

situations, proper uncertainty representation and inexact but careful reasoning are

crucially important"

Three major mathematical theories which can be applied to expert systems for

management of uncertainties are Bayesian probability theory, Dempster-Shafer evi-

dential belief function theory, anð, fizzy set theory. During the mid-1980s, there were

an increasing number of discussions about these theories both in the field of AI and

in statistics. The topics in the field of AI are mainly focused on how to apply these

theories to manage uncertainties in specific knowledge structures and corresponding

inference mechanisms, such as Gordon and Shortliffe (1985), Lee and Shin (1987), Lu

and Stephanou (9184), Dubois and Prade (i985), and Zedeh (1986).



In the fleld of statistics, there have recently appeared an increasing number of

discussions on how a certain theory would be suitable to handle the uncertainties

in expert systems. Lindley (1987), a leading proponent and developer of the use

of the subjective probability and Bayesian theory for representation of uncertainties

writes: "Our thesis is simply stated: the only satisfactory description of uncertainty is

probability. By this is meant that every uncertainty statement must be in the form of a

probability; that several uncertainties must be combined using the rules of probability;

and that the calculus of probabilities is adequate to handle all situations involving

uncertainty. In particular, alternative descriptions a e unnecessary. These include

... possibility statements in finzy logic, ... and belief functions." Shafer (1987), the

major proponent for the use of the belief function theory to represent uncertainties,

writes: "After developing a constructive understanding of the Bayesian theory, I

introduce another constructive theory, the theory of belief functions. I argue that

both theories should be thought of as languages for expressing probability judgements

and constructing probability arguments." Spiegelhalter (1987), a leading statistician

working on the use of expert systems in medicine, writes: "The development of

expert systems in medicine has generally been accompanied by a rejection of formal

probabilistic methods for hanclling uncertainty. We argue that a coherent probabilistic

approach can, if carefully applied, meet many of the practical demands being made."

In commenting on the papels of the above three authors, Dempster and Kong (1987)

of Harvard University wrote: "In our view, the belief function system is very close to

Bayes, and indeed includes Bayesian moclels as a special case, ... ". Watson (1987)

of Cambridge University, who has hirnself done important works related to expert

systems, states: "Probability theory has a strong intellectual support and in principle

there is no reason why one should not be satisfied with this theory. Its use does,

however, lead to enormous problems of complexity, and as a matter of practice it is

necessary to seek for approximations. Fuzzy set theory can be viewed as a heuristic for



handling those situations where imprecise inputs and imprecise inference are required

without the need to resort to the greater complexity of probability theory. Belief

function theory can be thought of as a way of representing inferences from evidence

within the probabilistic framework."

The statements given by the above authors clearly provide contrasting insights

into these theories. At this point, after considerable efforts were made to apply these

theories to geological problems, particularly to mineral resource exploration problem-

s, I find myself being in more agreement with Watson's view. As demonstrated in this

tlresis, both fizzy set theory and belief function theory work well for integration of

geoscience data for mineral resource exploration. They can be conveniently applied

to both less-explored areas and well-explored areas. Bayesian probability theory can

be a good choice for well-surveyed regions with a training area. In the development

of the expert system in this thesis research, belieffunction theory is utilized to repre-

sent and process uncertainties. The effects of incomplete spatial coverage of certain

clata sets can be better represented in a map-based system and mathematical and

computational complexity can be avoided if the knowledge structures are designed in

a \May in which the problem with dependent information can be resolved.

During the early to mid-1980s, statisticians developed methodologies, both in the

Bayesian probability and in the belief function frameworks, for probability fusion and

propagation using structured knowledge representation models (Pearl, 1985; Shafer

and Logan, 1985; Shenoy and Shafer, 1986). Up to now, no report has appeared

on successful application of these models to real world problems. I have tried to

apply those knowledge representation models. I found that either the models are too

simple or not applicable due to the mathematical requirements ancl complexities which

are often impossible to resolve for incomplete and imprecise input data. Another

important issue in uncertainty management concerns proper interpretation of the

output probability. When a system asks users to supply judgements about certain



evidence, different values can be given to the same evidence by different users, and

hence different results can be achieved. Another difficulty in interpreting the certainty

output is more intrinsic because a theoretically correct and accurate implementation

of a real world problem is still almost impossible. Assumptions have to be made

to simplify the problems and uncertainty processing. Many systems being utilized

today employ an ad hoc way of handling uncertainties. Further studies are required

for representation and quantification of uncertainty in the field of AI and particularly

in the geoscience application of AI"

1,.4 R.eview of Al Applicatlons in Geoscier¡ces

The first serious application of AI to geoscience began with the construction of an

expert system named PROSPECTOR (Duda et al, 1979; Duda, 1980; Duda and Re-

boh, 1984) after which many expert systems have appeared in geosciences, such as

DIPMETER ADVISOR, LITHO, MUD (Waterman, 1986), muPROSPECTOR (M-

cCommon, 1986) and XEOD (Shultz et al, 1988). The AI applications in geoscience

are mostly implementation of expert systems. Among the many systems, PROSPBC-

TOR is probably the most widely-quoted one although it was built about fifteen years

ago. It was designed at the SRI for decision making processes specifically in mineral

exploration and has the distinction of being the first computer expert system built to

assist geologists in evaluating mineral prospects.

The work on PROSPECTOR started at tiie SRI in 1974 and continued until 1983,

which included construction of the system, field testing, and evaluation. At the mo-

ment PROSPECTOR is the rnost comprehensive expert system in geosciences. The 12

prospect-scale models in PROSPECTOR contain over 1000 rules and more than 1500

spaces. The 23 r-egional-scale models in it include over 1300 rules and more than 1600

spaces. Over the course of developing the system, nine different mineral exploration



expelts contributed their skills and expertise, working with several knowledge engi-

neers ancl computer programmers. It was implemented in INTERLISP and it took

more than 30 person-years of effort to produce the system. Recently, PROSPEC-

TOR is expanded to be able to combine different map data (McCommon, 1988). The

central idea behind PROSPECTOR is to encode the ore-deposit models developed

by expert economic geologists in a form that allows the models to be systematically

interpreted by a computer program for a variety of purposes. The PROSPtrCTOR

system used a combination of rule-based and semantic net to represent knowledge.

The nuPROSPECTOR and nuPETROL, which were built three years after the

PROSPECTOR, adopted the PROSPECTOR's approaches to represent kno\Mledge

and applied a simplified inference procedure of the PROSPECTOR.

The PROSPECTOR was originally designed for the following main applications

(Duda, 1980):

-Prospect evaluation,

-Regional resource evaluation and-

-Drilling site selection.

For prospect evaluation, it can be used by a field geologist in an interactive

mode. A field geologist would view the program as a computer-based consultant,

providing the system with information about the particular site to determine how

well the provided information matches the various models, what additional data would

be most worth acquiring to reach firmer conclusions, and why a particular piece of

information should be sought and particular conclusions could be reached. In this

type of application, the PROSPtrCTOR both improves the evaluation of available

data and reduces the cirance of overiooking any particular data segments.

For regional resource evaluation, the PROSPECTOR woulcl probably be used in

an off-line mode to process tabulated data about a large number of geological districts.



Here the major purpose would be to evaluate in a systematic and unified manner the

degree to which each district is favorable for the development of a particular class of

ore deposits.

For drilling site selection, the PROSPtrCTOR can only be used in a graphic-

input mode, in which various kinds of geologic maps are digitized and processed

in accordance with specific drilling-site-selection models. Here it assurnes that the

presence of a specific type of deposit has been already determined and a drilling

program is being planned, and that the main task would be to produce an output

map that uses an appropriate model to combine the input data to determine the most

favorable drilling sites. Such an exploitation of expert knowledge is expected to lead

to significant savings in time and the cost of exploratory drilling.

The rules in the PROSPECTOR. form a large inference net, which includes con-

nections between evidence and hypotheses and hence all the possible chains that can

be generated from the rules. When a ne\M certainty factor of an evidence is given by

the user, the program will modify the certainty factor of the subseq.uent propositional

assertions. The part of the system that actually propagates the probabilities forward

through the inference net is termed the PROSPBCTOR's inference engine.

During the development of the PROSPtrCTOR, great efforts were made on un-

certainty processing. The PROSPBCTOR uses Bayesian probability theory to guide

the updating (propagation) of the probabilities when new evidence is acquired or

added. That is, when a user provides new information, the inference engine updates

appropriate probabilities from prior to posterior values. However, a theoretically cor-

rect implementation of the Bayesian approach would require knowledge of the joint

probabiliiy function for all of the events in the model. It is difficult to estimate the

joint probability functions for even a small subset of events, and impossible to do

so for a relatively large modei. Certain assumptions have to be made to update the

probabilities in the real problem implementation. As indicated by Konolige (1979),
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one of the major contributors to the PROSPtrCTOR, "some of the assumptions lead

to behavior that might eventually be unacceptable", when certain assumptions are

erroneous.

The expert systems in geoscience have been built for different purposes, often

using dillerent computer languages. If one investigates these systems more closely,

one finds that they often utilize different knowledge representation methods, and con-

sequently, different inference methods. In the following, examples of expert systems

specifically designed for geoscience applications are briefly reviewed.

LIT}TO

assists geologists in interpreting well log data. The data include measuremen-

t curves of density, resistivity, acoustic wave transmission velocity, and radioactive

ernission. The system uses the log data in addition to the region's geological envi-

ronmental knowledge to characterize geological formations encountered in the well.

This characterization includes porosity, permeability, composition, texture, and type

of layering. The LITHO uses a separate pattern recognition program to extract fea-

tures directly from the well log data. The knowledge is represented as rules and is

accessed through a backward chaining. The LITHO is implemented in BMYCIN and

was developed by Schlumberger Co. (Bonnet and Daham, 1983).

mUtrR"OSPECTOR-

is a mineral consultant system. It assists geologists in evaluating mineral po-

tential, especially of large areas in which the available data are of a reconnaissance

nature. Such areas may contain undiscovered mineral deposits of a wide variety of

cleposit types. In these situations, geologists can be at loss to consider all of the

possible deposit types that may be suggested by the data. External to the program

is a knowledge base that consists of mineral deposit models. It uses a combination of

ruie-based and semantic net formalism to represent its knowledge. It estimates the

11



likelihood of occurrence of the deposit types represented in the knowledge base. The

system was implemented in muLISP on an IBM PC or a compatible machine. It was

cleveioped by McComrnon (1986) after the PROSPECTOR system developecl at the

SRI International.

mUPETR.OL

is an expert system to aid petroleum geologists in classifying the world's sedimen-

tary basins. The basin classification is based on nine sedimentary basin models using

H. D. Klemme's recognition criteria (Klemme, 1980). The knowledge of the system

is represented in rule-based models. It uses a forward chaining inference method to

evaluate the tikelihood of one or more hydrocarbon occurrences in a basin on the

basis of the geological characteristics that categorize the basin. The muPtrTROL is a

microcomputer-based petroleum geology expert system, constructed on an IBM PC

or a compatible machine in muLISP (Miller, 1987).

MUD
helps engineers to maintain optimal drilling fluid properties. It performs the task

by diagnosing causes of problems with drilling fluids and by suggesting appropriate

treatments. Possible causes to be diagnosed include parameters such as contami-

nants, temperature, pressure, and. inadequate use of additives. The MUD contains

l<nowledge from the domain experts about drilling fluids and the diagnosis of drilling

problems. It is a forward chaining rule-based system and uses certainty factors to

represent the subjective determination of experts. In addition, it can provide ex-

planations about its recommanded treatment plans. The MUD is implemented in

OPS5 and it was developed at the Carnegie-Melion University in cooperation with

NL Baroid (Kahn and McDermott, 1984).

XEOÐ

is a microcomputer-based expert system for interpretation of environments of

12



siliciclastic deposition. The XEOD incorporates rules and semantic nets to represent

knowledge. A certainty judgement from 0 to 1 is supplied as input to indicate the

user's observational confidence. The calculation of certainty sums is based on an ad

hoc method with no statistical basis. The system is implemented in PASCAL (Shultz

et al.,1988).

In addition to the systems listed above, Visher and Sutterlin (1990) developed

De-Xpert, an expert system to help geoscientists identifying depositional systems.

Fowler (1987) developed the SRPS, a knowiedge-based system for predicting source

rock potentials. Penas et al. (1986) developed an expert system for determining

vibroseis fleld parameters. Miller (1990) reported an object-oriented expert system

for sedimentary basin analysis under development at the U. S. Geological Survey.

Zhang and Simaan (1991) reported a rule-based system for interpretation of seismic

sections based on texture. Lu and Cheng (1991) reported the implementation of an

expert system for structural style identification. There are also many other expert

systems reported by authors such as Kuo and Startzman ,7987; Conrad and Beightol,

1988; Fang et. al. 1986; Walker, 1988; Coppens, 1997; Yeezhinathan, 1991; Fang et

al.,1991.

Another equally important Al application field in geoscience is geological remote

sensing. Recently, efforts have been made to apply a knowledge-based approach to

automate interpretation of remote sensing data. Argialas (1990) reviewed computer

techniques, including the expert system approach for remote sensing image interpreta-

tion. Egenhofer and Frank (1990) reported their efforts in combining AI ancl database

techniques for a geographical information system (GIS). Campbell and Cromp (i990)

identified an urgent need for an intelligent information fusion system for managing

enormous volume and complexity of the remote sensing data. Wang (1989) developed

an expert system for remote sensing image analysis. Frzzy set theory was applied

in th.e system to handle uncertainty which originates from the intrinsically imprecise
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geographical information derived from remote sensing imagery. In Wang's system,

the knowledge is represented as production rules accompanied by certainty factors

which denote the certainty leve1 of the rules. Goodenough et al. (i989) applied a

knowledge-based technique to analyze the environmental change from remote sensing

data. Schenk and Ziiberstein (1990) recently examined the feasibility and applica-

bility of building a knowledge-based system to control the interpretation of linear

features in cligitized topographic maps. Moller-Jensen (1990) developed an expert

system for classification of an urban area using texture and context information in

Landsat-TM imagery. Hadipriono et al. (1990) developed a knowledge-based system

for analysis of drainage patterns using an expert system shell named PC Plus. These

list some of the recent efforts and important application potentials.

Most of the expert system developments in the remote sensing discipline are

incorporated with GISs that can provide convenient database management, display

and basic graphical processing capabilities. Although problems in the remote sensing

discipline seem quite different from those in resource exploration, the imprecise nature

of the data, knowledge representation, and approximate reasoning processes are very

similar to those in the resource exploration. In addition, temotely sensed imagery is

often one of the important data sets in resource evaluation or exploration.

Expert system research and subsequent developments after the PROSPECTOR

are mostly focused on application of the knowledge extraction, knowledge encoding,

and inference techniques, most of which are already well established in the main

strearn of AL In most cases, expert system shells are used. An expert system shell

usually provides users with built-in knowledge representation structure, inference en-

gine, and methods for managing uncertainties. It provides a convenient tool for quick

experiments. But the built-in knowledge representation structure and method for

uncertainty management may not be suitable for specific problems. Although these

research and developments show important potential values of applying AI techniques
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to resource exploration, most of them, however, show iittle interest and effort, and

consequently littte progless in representation of imprecise and incomplete knowledge,

inference mechanisms, and uncertainty processing for resource exploration. Some sys-

tems provide probabilities or certainty factors accompanying their output, but they

are inadequate with very simplified assumptions. These are very important issues

directly related to effective application of AI techniques to geoscience problems and

related to the quality of expert systems.

Another important characteristic of recent expert system research and develop-

ment is that they are often constrained to specialized domains, such as well-log in-

terpretation and identifying depositional environments. One of the reasons for this

characteristic is probably the common belief thai AI performs better in a small and

well-defined domain. Exploration tasks in resource industry are, however, multidisci-

plinary. Integrated resource exploration which combines all types of geoscience data

is in general much more complex and difficult than the traditional AI applications.

1-.5 lntegrated ffi,esot¡.rae ExpÏonation

An integrated approach is one of the distinguishing characteristics of today's non-

renewable resource exploration. With the introduction of new efficient data acquisi-

tion techniques and subsequent rapid accumuiation of exploration data, the number of

data sets available is often large in many exploration areas. The tasks of integrated in-

terpretation for resource exploration are also becoming more complicated with rapidly

incleasing volume of data. Use of the conventional intuitive approach is becoming less

effi.cient with increasing voiume, size, and complexity of data. An approach one can

take to resolve this problem of ineffi.ciency is the application of a commonly available

GIS. But there is no one GIS package that can satisfy all requirements and be used

accurately and efficiently to integrate information from various sensors for resouLce
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exploration and evaluation. A number of statistical and mathematical approaches

have recently been developed to complement shortcomings of the current generation

of GISs. The Bayesian, regression, and weights of evidence models (Fabbri, 1984;

Singer and Kouda, 1988; Agterberg et al., 1990; Agterberg, 1989; Bonham-Carter

et al., 1988, 1989) derive prediction maps based on known mineral occurrences in

the exploration area. The decision-tree approach (Reddy and Bonham-Carter, 199i)

used a commercial software called "Knowledgeseeker" to extract information from

known mineral deposits and apply the knowledge to predict new mineral potentials.

These new approaches provide us with more objectively generated mineral potential

prediction maps based on given data. Problems still exist in precise representation of

information and further research is needed because most of the exploration areas are

under-explored and there are too few known mineral occurrences. Evidential belief

function (Moon, i990) and fizzy set (An et al., 1991) approaches can be used in

these cases. The evidential belief function approach has the potential of combining

known information on mineral occurrences in a chosen exploration area with known

mineral occurrence information in geologically similar areas. Difficulties in represent-

ing exploration data in an evidential space or in a lazzy space due to unfamiliarity

with belief function and/or fitzzy logic and possible unfamiliarity with all available

data can impecle theii- widespread application. An automated expert system can be

a solution which provides a useful tool to overcome this difficulty (An et al., 1992).

The tasks of integrated exploration, in ihe AI perspective) are much more difficult

than many well-defined single problems. First, it needs knowledge about specifrc dis-

ciplines from which there is a data set or data sets to be integrated. These disciplines

may include geology, geophysics, remote sensing, geochemistry, etc. Often the human

experts do not have expertise in all these fields. The second reason is that the data

sets from different disciplines often have different data formats. The data are often

symbolic in geology and numeric in geophysics. This causes dificulties in knowl-
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edge representation and consequent inference processing. These problems naturally

suggest combination of several different knowledge representation techniques.

Most of the data sets from different geoscience disciplines are imprecise, incom-

plete, and in different formats. The knowledge for resource exploration is also not

absolute. For example, an explorationist can never simply answer ttyes" or ttno" for a

specific exploration target before it has been observed directly or drilled, even when

the survey data available are of a very high quality. Mathematical and/or statis-

tical representation and processing of uncertainties from imprecise and incomplete

data, and incomplete knowledge are important issues for AI applications to resource

exploration. This research focus on mathematical representation and integration of

geological and geophysical data for mineral exploration. This thesis will first briefly

review the test areas and test data sets (chapter 2), and then will describe set-theoretic

representation of integrated resource exploration (chapter 3), application of fuzzy sel

theory (chapter 4) and belief function theory (chapter 5) for integration of different

geoscience data, and finally, will describe the experiment of knowledge-based approach

(chapter 6).
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ChapËer m

ß"esË ,&neas as-åC ffia6a se6s

Two test areas were chosen for implementation of the neIM approaches of this thesis

and development of a prototype expert system in this thesis research. One of the test

areas is located in the Farley Lake area (Figure 2.1) and the other is iocated in the

Snow Lake area (Figure 2.2),both of which are in northern Manitoba, Canada.

2 "3, F anley S,aI<e Á.nea

The Farley Lake test area is located in the northeast part of the Lynn Lake green-

stone belt. This geological belt comprises moderately io highly metamorphosed vol-

canic, sedimentary and plutonic rocks, extending 130 km from Laurie Lake near the

Manitoba-Saskatchewan border in the west to Magrath Lake in the east (Syme, 1985).

Rocks in the belt represent early Proterozoic deposition, intrusion and metamorphism

(Clark, 1980). The volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks belong to the Wasekwan Group

(Campbell, 1969) and were intruded by subvolcanic plugs, and subsequently folded,

faulted and intruded by larger mafic and felsic plutons. The Wasekwan Group rock-

s are uncomformably overlain by sandstone and conglomerate of the Sickle Group

(Campbell, 1969). Regional metamorphism and further deformation and plutonism
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took place after the deposition of the Sickle Group (Syme, 1985). The Lynn Lake

greenstone belt is divided into two structural sub-belts: a northern sub-belt between

Motriuk Lake ancl Eagle Lake ancl a southern sub-belt between Fox Mine and Hughes

Lake (Syme, 1985). The two sub-belts are separated by large granitic intrusions.

Magnetite and/or pyrite-pyrrhotite-bearing iron formation occurs within the Wasek-

wan Group of the northern belt and in the area southwest of Nail Lake in the southern

belt. Outcrops occur south of Stear Lake and west of Boiley Lake (Gilbert et al.,

1980). The iron formation are commonly associated with electromagnetic anomalies

and strong aeromagnetic anomalies.

Nickel-copper (Ni-Cu) and copper-zin c (Ct-Zn) deposits were found in the Lynn

Lake greenstone belt. The Ni-Cu deposits occllr within mafic to ultrarnafic igneous

plutons of the Wasekwan Group (Pinsent, 1980). The Cu-Zn deposits occur in felsic

to mafic metavolcanic rocks of the Wasekwan Group (Gilbert et al., 1980; Syrrre,

1e85).

The Farley Lake test area is locatecl in the northern sub-belt. It covers an area of

6x6 kmz. The liedrock is rnostly overlain by surficial deposits which include glacial

till, glaciolacustrine silts ancl clays. Most of the area is coverecl with fen ancl bog

veneer (Nielson ancl Graham, 1985) ancl the geological map is mainly based on veïy

limitecl outcrops, clrill holes ancl geophysical data.

The mineral deposits discovered in this area are sulphicle facies iron formation ancl

gold deposits (Figure 2.3). The iron formation was discovered by Hudson Bay Explo-

ration and Development Limited by drilling ground BM anomalies west of the test

area (Clievillard and Genaile, 1970). The golcl deposits were cliscovered in the west

central part of the test area. Occurrence 2 (Barnburak, 1990) ancl occurrence 3 (by

personal communication) were cliscovered by Manitoba Mineral Resources Lirnitecl.

Nine rnaps are available in this test area. The descriptions of these rnaps are
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Mrp Name

Bedrock Geology Map
(Figure 2.4)

Airborne Magnetic Total
Field Map (Figure 2.5)

Ground Electromagnetic
Map (Figure 2.6)

VLF trlectromagnetic
Contour Map STN: NNS

(Figure 2.7)

VLF Electromagnetic
Contour Map STN: NLK

(Figure 2.8)

IP Chargeabiiity Contour
Map (Figure 2.9)

Ground Resistivity Contour
Map (Figure 2.10)

Ðescription

Scale 1:25,000.

Scale 1:50,000.

Horizontal Loop,
Frequency:2400 Hz,

Scale:1:4800.

Horizontal Loop, Station:
NNS at Annapolis, USA

Frequency:21.4 I<Hz,

Scale I:2400.

Horizontal Loop, Station:
NLK at Seattle, USA
Frequency:24.8 I<Hz,

Scale 7:2400"

Time Domain IP,
Pole-Dipole,
Scale 1:2400.

Pole-Dipole
Scale 7:2400.

Source of Data

Manitoba Mineral
Resources Limited
Project 654,1984.

Geological Survey of
Canada, Open File
Report 1047, 7984.

Chevillard and Genaile
1970.

Manitoba Mineral
Resources Limited,
Project 654, 1986.

Manitoba Mineral
Resources Limited,
Project 654, 1986.

Manitoba Mineral
Resources Limited,
Project 654, 1986.

Manitoba Mineral
Resources Limited,
Froject 654, 1986.

'able 2.7: Description of the l)ata Sets in the -Farley Lake Area.
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Mtp Narne Ðescription Source of Ðata

Airborne INPUT 6 channels, Questor Surveys Limited,
Electromagnetic Anornaly Mean Flight Spacing 200 m, 1969.

Map (Figure 2.11) Scale 1:20,000.

Airborne Electromagnetic Scale 1:50,000. INCO, 1956.

Anomaly Map (Figure 2.I2)

Table 2.1: Description of the Data Sets in the Farley Lake Area.

listed in Table 2.1. The anomalies of the Airborne INPUT EM Map were originally

represented as number of observed anomaly channels. A good conductor tends to

cause higher number of anomaly channels" The anomalies of the Airborne EM Map

were represented by their relative anomaly amplitude, decreasing with a sequence

of characters A, B, C, D, E. Only lithological types are digitized from the Beclrock

Geology Mup.

Nine clata sets were obtained by digitizing and processing these maps into digital

raster maps in the computer. The data matrix size of the digitized raster maps is

256x256. The pixel size is about 24x24 r¿2. Their grey leveÌ plots are shown in Figures

2.4-2.r2.

Only the Bedrock Geology Map (Figure 2.4), Airborne Magnetic Total Field Map

(Figure 2.5) and Airborne INPUT Electromagnetic Anomaly Map (Figure 2.11) cover

the whole test area. The Airborne Electromagnetic Anomaly Map (Figurc2.I2) covers

more than half of the test area. The Ground Blectromagnetic Map (Figure 2.6), IP

Chargeability Contour Map (Figure 2.9), Ground Resistivity Contour Map (Figure

2.10), and the two VLF Electromagnetic Contour Maps (Figures 2.7 and 2.8) only

cover a very smal1 portion of the test area. Clearly, the spatial data coverage is very
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unbalanced.

2"2 Snow LaÏ<e Anea.

The Snow Lake test area is located in the eastern part of the Flin Flon greenstone

belt. This belt comprises a metamorphosed assemblage of early Proterozoic sub-

aqueous and subordinate subaerial volcanic and associated sedimentary tocks, an

overlying sequence of terrestrial sedimentary rocks, and a complex array of intrusive

rocks (Bailes and Syme, 1989). Metamorphic grade in the Snow Lake area varies

from greenschist metamorphism in the volcanic terrane in the south to amphibolite

metamorphism in the gneiss terrane to the north (Froese and Moore, 1980; Ferreira

and Fedikow, 1991; Baiies and Galley; 1991).

The Flin Flon greenstone belt is well-known for its base metal production from

volcanogenic massive CvZn and Zn-Cu sulphide deposits. These deposits mainly

occur in felsic to mafic volcanic rocks and usually are associated with electromagnetic

anomalies (Fedikow et al., 1989).

The Snow Lake test area is located in the east part of the Flin Flon greenstone

belt and covers an area of 16x12 kmz. Cr-Zn deposits occur near the Anderson Lake

and Stall Lake (Figure 2.13) (Bailes and Galley, 1991; Ferreira and Fedikow, 1991).

There are also gold deposits near the Snow Lake (Fedikow et al., 1989) (Figure 2.13).

Six geological and geophysical data sets are available in this test area. Brief de-

scriptions ancl their origins are listecl in Table 2.2. They were digitized and processed

into raster maps in the computer. Their corresponding grey level plots are show in

Figures 2.I4- 2.I9. The raster matrix size is 400x300 and the pixel size is 40x40 m2.

The Ground EM Anomaly Map (Figure 2.74 was compiled from more than ten

different ground EM surveyes in the area by Hosain (1988). The anomalies were
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Figure 2.7: YLF Electromagnetic Contour Map (Station:
Legend unit is normalized to % background.
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Figure 2.8: VLF Electromagnetic Contour Map (Station: NLK) (Farley Lake).
Legend unit is normalized to % background.
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Figure 2.9: IP Chargeability Contour Map (Farley Lake).
Legend unit: mv/v.
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Figure 2.ii: Airborne INPUT Electromagnetic Map (Farley Lake).
Legend represents number of anomaly channels. Anomaly area: low channels anomaly
frequently observed.
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relatively classified as weak, medium, and strong anomalies. The ground magnetic

anomalies were compiled by Hosain (1988) from six snrveyes. I re-examined original

survey maps and classified them as weak, medium, and high anomalies relatively (Fig-

ure 2.17). The Airborne Electromagnetic Anomaly Map (Figure 2.76) are classifiecl

by dominant r :in-phase/out-of-phase ratio. A strong anomaly has a dominant ratio

r > 1.0; a medium anomaly has a dominant ratio 0.8 < r 1 I.0; a weak anomaly

0.5 < r ( 0.8; averyweakanomaly0.3 < r ( 0.5. r < 0.3isconsideredasno

anomaly in this case. Only lithological types are digitized from the Bedrock Geology

Map (Figure 2.19). Minor re-classification had to be done before digitization because

the test a ea covers the joint line of two maps with different lithological classifications.

Only the Geology Map (Figure 2.19) and Airborne Magnetic Total Field Map

(Figure 2.75) cover the whole test area. The Ground Electromagnetic Anomaly Map

(Figure 2.74), Airborne Electromagnetic Anomaly Map (trigure 2.76), and Airborne

Magnetic Total Intensity Anomaly Map (Figure 2.18) cover part of the test area. The

Ground Magnetic Anomaly Map (Figurc 2.I7) only covers a very small portion of the

test area. Unfortunately, four of the six data sets do not cover the locations where

the Cu-Zn deposits occur.
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M.p Name Ðescription Source of Data

Grouncl Electrornagnetic Compiled flom Open Hosain, 1988

Anornaly Map Assessment Files
Figure 2.14 Scale 1:50,000

Airborne Magnetic Total
Field Map
Figure 2.15

Hosain, 1988

Scale 1:50,000

Airborne Electromagnetic Mean flight line Fosco Mining Ltd., 1971.

Anomaly Map spacing 660 feet Manitoba Energy and Mines,
Figure 2.16 Scalee 1:15,840 Open Assessment File 92130.

Ground Magnetic Compiled from Open Hosain, 1988

Anomaly Map Assessment Files
Figure 2.17 Scale 1:50,000

Airborne Total Magnetic Mean flight line Fosco Mining Ltd., 1971.

Intensity Anomaly Map spacing 660 feet Manitoba Energy and Mines,
Figure 2.18 Scale 1:15,840 Open Assessment File 92130

Bedrock Geology Map Preliminary Map Hosain, 1988

Figure 2.19 Scale 1:50,000

Table 2.2: Description of the Data Sets in the Snow Lal<e Test Area.
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Figure 2.13: Mineral Occurrence Location
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Figure 2.14: Ground Electromagnetic Anomaly Map (Snow Lake).
1. no data; 2. strong anomaly; 3. medium anomaly; 4. weak anomaly; 5. no anomaly.
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Figure 2.15: Airborne Magnetic Total Field Map (Snow Lake).
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Figure 2.16: Airborne Blectr-omagnetic Anomaly Map (Snow Lake).
1. no data; 2. strong anomaly; 3. medium anornaly;

weak anomaly; 5. very weak anomaiy; 6. no anomaly.
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Figure 2.17: Ground Magnetic Anomaly
2. high anomaly; 3. medium anomaly; 4.
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Figure 2.18: Airborne Magnetic Total Intensity Anomaly Map (Snow Lake).
1. no data; 2. high anornaly (> 5b00-y); 3. rnediumanomaly (5400 -b5007); 4. low
anornaly (< 5a007).
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Figure 2.19: Geology Map (Snow Lake).
1. lake; 2. felsic intrusions; 3. intrusions (not differentiated); 4. quartzofeldspathic
gneiss and migmatite; 5. sandstone and conglomerate; 6. greywacke, siltstone, mud-
stone; 7. felsic volcanic rocks; 8. mafic to intermediate volcanic rocks and related
sedimentary rocks.
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åsltegs'e.Ëåova of Geosaåesace ÐaÉa

This chapter discusses set-theoretic representation of geoscience information which in

its original form exists as a collection of symbols and numbers. The first step of pro-

cessing geoscience information involves representation of the survey data. Integration

of different geoscience data sets can then be viewed as a special type of mapping op-

eration. The general properties of representation and integration of geoscience data

are then reviewed and studied based on the mathematical framework.

3.1- Geoscietrrce Ðata Sets as Classical Sets

The classical set theory was founded by Georg Cantor (1845-1918), a German math-

ematician who published a series of papers over the last three decades of the 19th

century. As he defined, "A set is a collection into a whole of definite, distinct ob-

jects of our- intuition or our- thought. The objects are called the elements (members)

of the set." Clearly, this definition has loosely and imprecisely defined meaning. It
rnakes use of the intuitive concept of the set, which is recognized as characteristics of
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the "naive set theory". Mathematicians after Cantor (for example, Kuratowski and

Moslowski, 1976) tried to represent the set theory as an axiomatic system by clefining

the set on a well-clefined system of axioms. This is the so-called the axiomatic set

theory.

An observation or measur-ement in geological sciences forms a simple set with

certain specifications. A geophysical measurement, for example, usually contains

instrument parameters of the o'bservation, ûreasurement value, attributes, location,

and time of the observation. A geological observation may include rock type, age

of the rock, petrographic features of the rock, location, time of the observation, and

name of the observer. A point in a remote sensing image may be defined by its sensor

parameters, its reflectance value, location, and time of the observation. This type of

simple set can uniquely represent a scientific observation and we define it as a data

object. Formally, a data object is a subset which contains ali specifications that can

uniquely define the observation.

Based on this definition, geoscience data sets are classical sets which contain data

objects. Data set A can be written as

A: {r : ç(r)}

wlrele r is a data object ancl g@) arc for"mulae or specifications which r must satisfy

in order to be a membel of A. It can also be written as:

lAVr(r€ A<-+ç(*))

and it is called the axiom of comprehension. The inclusion relation is defined as:

1r(n€A--+r €B) e+ A:B

Geoscience data sets defined above satisfy axioms defining a set and the laws of

union, intersection, and subtraction. Let A, B and C be sets. Some of the frequently

used laws in the set theory are
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1. The comrnutative law

AUB:BUA;

A) B : B o A.

2. The associative law

Au (B u C): (Au B)u C;

A.(B.C):(A^B)nC.

3. The distributive law

A À (B u C) : (A.t B) u (At C);

Au (B .t C) : (Au B) ì (Au C).

4. De Morgan's law

A-(BnC) :(A-B)o(A-C);

A - (B u C) : (A - B) ) (A - c).

As an example, let the following set be defined as:

Mo: {r : magnetic data } ;

Mt : {u : magnetic data in the area ü} ;

M : {r: geophysical data } .

Then we irave

MuÇM"CM;

M"l)Mt)M - Mui
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M"UMuUM-M.

A set of data objects, as a classical set, generally has clearly defined boundaries

although the data itself might be imprecise or even wrong. A data object can either

be a mernber of a set with a membership 1 or not a member with a membership 0.

For resource evaluation or exploration purposes, a data structure should be de-

fined. Let us define a D-set as a set of data objects which represent the same physical

or chemical property and only have one spatial coverage. This definition means that

data from different surveys can be calibrated and compiled to form a D-set if they

are measurements of the same physical or chemical property and they cìo not overlap

spatially. The data should be organized as different D-sets if they spatially overlap

and they are measurements of the same property. For instance, two magnetic surveys

made at different times over an area are treated as two D-sets; remote sensing irnages

from different channels form different D-sets. A lithologicai map is a D-set and a

geological structure map forms another. A D-set can be derived from another D-set

or other D-sets.

Let us define an exploration set X, which is called X-set, as a collection of all

D-sets which have direct or indirect implications to an exploration target in a defined

area. Given an X-set

X:{Dt,Dz,...,D^}

where D¿ (i: I,2r...,n) are D-sets. Any X-set is an essential part of an exploration

project. The exploration activities discussed below are based on the X-set.

&.2 G-rrrapping tpenations

In geological research and exploration problems, we have to absorb information from

several D-sets to reach a subset of results and we usually have to consider subsets
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in a larger area for a decision at a specific location. In some cases, specific mapping

operations are required to represent the D-sets into a fizzy space or a probability

space in which they can be processed more accurately and effectively. A mapping

operation, G-mapping, is defined for describing the data operations in geoscience

problems, particularly in integrated resource exploration problems.

Definition: G-mapping:

Let

A:{At,A2,...,A,}

B: {Bt,Br,...,B*}

C:{Ct,Cr,...,Ct}

be sets of classical objects, fizzy objects, or probabiliiy objects, where A¿ (i :
7,2,...,n.) is a subset of A; B¿ (i: I,2,...,rn) is a subset of B; C¿ (i: I,2,...,1)
is subset of C. Suppose G is a set of relations; then it is called a G-rnapping if and

only if B : G(A) and C : G(A) imply that B : C. Wesay that G is a G-mapping

of A into B and it can be denoted as

G:A--+B

OT

e S. g.

This definition allows mapping operations among the classical sets, fazzy sets, and

probability sets ancl it encompasses fuzzy operations in fuzzy space and probability

operations in probability space. Some special cases of G-mapping are discussed below.

Let

A:{At,A2,...,A,}

B--{Br,Bz,...,B*}
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be sets, where Ai (i:7r2,...,n) is a subset of A and Bi (i:\,2,...,rn) is a subset

of B. And

A¿: {a!,o?,...,ol'}

B;:{b},b?,...,b1}

whereot¿(j:7,2,...,k;i_ 7,2,,.'.,n) isanobjectinA;andbtn(j:I,2,...,h,i-
1,2,...,n2) is an object in B;. G is a G-mapping of Ainto B or G : A --+ B.

Case 1. n:rn:k:h:7

B : G(A) : G({"}): {ó}

This is a single data point transform.

Case 2. n : rm :7, k: å., and for every a € A we have exactly one ó such that

&:{G({"})loçAt}
This is a traditional binary mapping.

Case 3. n : rrl :7.
Bi:{G(A\)lA"cAr}.

wlrere i:7,2,...,å.. In this case, a subset Ai of ,41 is used as input to determine an

object in 81.

Case 4. n ) 1, m:7.

& : {G(Ai, A:r,. . ., Ai) I Ao, Ç Ar, Ai Ç Az,. .., A'. c A*}

wlrere i : I,2,. . . , å.. This G-mapping combines several subsets to form a new subset.

Case 5. m ) 7, n ) 7 and G : {Gr,Gr,...,G*}
( B, ì |, {G{Ai,Ai,...,Aï)} I

r> I B, I ,| {Gr(Ai, A'r,' ' ', A'")} 
to:1: f:1: f

I "* J t {G^(Ai, A,2,..., A'^)} )
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wlrere Ai ç At, A1, Ç Az, ..., Aï Ç A,i i:7,2,...,h. This case corresponds

operations on subsets to create new subsets for different needs.

Case 6. m ) I, n ) l,and G : {Gr, G2,...,G,}

wlrere Ai C Ar, A"z Ç A2,..., Ai Ç A^; i:7,,2,...,h. This represents the

operations which map separately all subsets inside A irrlo B.

Two specific types of G-mappings, X - F which maps classical sets into fizzy

space and X - P which maps classical sets into probability space, can be defined as

below"

Definition: X - F mapping. Let Abe a set of classical objects. A G-mapping G

is an X - F mapping if and only if G : A --+ Ft and G : A ---+ F'2 imply that Fr : F2,

wlrere Fr and F2 are finzy subsets or sets of frzzy objects. We say that the X - F

mapping transfolms a classical set into a f,tzzy set or fizzy space.

Definition: X - P mapping.

Let, A be a set of classical objects. A G-mapping Gis an X -P mappingif and

only if G : A --+ P1 and G : A -+ P2 imply that Pi : P2, where Pr and P2 are

probability sets or sets of probabilities. We say that the X - P mapping transforms

a set into a probability set or probability space.

The G-mapping defined above applies to the operations in both luzzy space and

probability space because it is a generalized description of mathematical operations

with details ignored. The only requirement for a mathematical operation to be a

G-mapping is that the value from the operation will not change if the variables for

the operation are not changed. It must be satisfied by all mathematical operations.

.-[ E:ì -f Iï:ili]l" - 
I 'r.l- I *",,r,,t
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The equivalence of G-rnappings G1 and G2 is defìnecl as

A (c' (Ao) : Gr(Ai)) *a Gt - Gz.
A;ÇA

Let A and B be sets and let G1 and Gz be G-mappings

{(A,B),V(A9cnc9n¡¡
C

rvhiclr is called the composition of Gt and Gz and denoted as G1 o G2.

Let Gr,Gr,G", and Ga be mappings. If

A (cr o G2(A¿): Gs o Gq(A¿)) n--¡ Gi o Gz : Gs o Ga
A;ÇA

we say that Gi o G2 and G3 o Ga commute.

Suppose G is a G-mapping. G is pairwise if an<l only if there exists a function g,

such that

G(At, A2,." . , A,,) : g(. . .gk(At, Ar),,4s) "^ . , A,)

where g is calleci its pairwise function. The pairlvise property ailows G to be calculated

step by step.

Let, G be a G-mapping and g its pairwise function" If

g(g(A¿, A¡), Au) : e(A¿, g(A¡, An)),

where i,,i,k,_( n, we say that G is symmetric" This property allows At,,Az,...,An
to be cornbined one after another without concerning the order in which they are

combined"

ß.S lntegnatlon as Special T'ypes @f G-mappings

The first task one has to do prior to an integratecl Ìesource exploration or evaluation

pi:oject is to establisir a clatabase relevant to the target in the prospect region. An
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exploration set or X-set which contains several D-sets of data objects can be obtained

by structuring ol or-ganizing the database. Suppose

X:{Dt,Dr,...,D.}

is an X-set and

is a set of exploration targets

and

T : {Tr,,Tr,...,7*}

or propositions associated with the exploration targets,

G:{Gt,Gr,...,G*}

is a set of G-mappings which maps X into 7. Then we have

T_
{Gl(Di, D,r,. . ., DÐ}
{Gr(Di,D",. . ., D'.")}

{G^(Di,D",...,D'")}

where Dl Ç Dt, D", C Dz,""., D". C Dnj i: I,2.,...,h. This means that an

integrated resource exploration is nothing more than a G-mapping of X into T, i.e.

G : X --+ T. But unfortunately, we do not know or have not had generalized analytical

relations of these G-mappings. Most efforts related to the resouÌce exploration fall into

two categories based on the above description. In the first are those which attempt

to improve an X-set, ranging from data acquisition to processing. The backt,one

of most data management and processing in this category, either numeric (mostly

in geophysics and remote sensing) or symbolic (mostly in geology), is the classical

set theory although the actual data objects have been intrinsically imprecise. The

efforts trying to establish and improve the G-mapping of X into 7 fall into the second

category. In this category, explorationists have to face the impreciseness of the data

objects, incompleteness of spatial data coverage, and lack of enough knowledge. They

Ii:l f
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have to process these deficiencies as accuïately as possible. It is almost impossible

to establish ? on the basis of the classical set theory because an explorationist can

n-ever simply ansr¡/er "yes" or "no" about a prospect until a well is drilled and the

final assessment is made. This thesis research is more focused on the second category.

The following is an example which shows that there are different procedures in

data integration approaches and that uncertainties in this type of problems require

finzy logic and probabilistic representation and operations.

Suppose we have D-sets in an area ü:

D1 : {r: magnetic data },

D2 : {r: airborne EM data },

Dz : {z : geological data }

then we have an X-set

X: {Dt,Dr,D"}"

Let Tn be a target subset or target proposition for base metal deposits. The task

lrere is to map X into Te, ie. X S- 73. This G-mapping can be decornposed into

steps. By interpreting D1, a new evidence set can be created:

E1 : {e: base metal deposits exist from D1}

and similarly, the other two D-sets can be represented as evidence set

E2 : {e: base metal deposits exist from D2}

Es: {e: base metal deposits exist from D3}

and then we have

E : {8t,, Er, E"}.

These mappings represent a type of G-mapping, Case 6, described in 3.2. And then,
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Et, Ez, and Es can be integrated by a G-mapping

G:E------+Tn

The whole procedure can be sketched as

An alternative procedure can be taken for the same task. Such as

-----+ Tn

where Ea in the sketch is a set by combining E1 and E2 and represents evidence

for base metal deposits from geophysical data D1 and D2 in the area. Ea is then

combined with Es which represent the evicìence f.,.-om geological data D3.

The above example shows that there are diferent approaches and they can be

represented by G-mappings. Apparently, there are great difficulties to establish ,Ð¿

(i :7,2,3,4) and Tp in a framework of the classical set theory. A classical set has

clearly defined l¡oundaries. An object can either be a member with a membership 1 or

not a member with a membership 0. No other situation is allowed. A more natural

approach is to map the exploration information into a fizzy space or probability

space with X - F or X - P mappings. And then they can be processed using fazzy

operations in the fazzy space or probability rules in the probability space. The above

example can be sketched as

Dr4 F,
D, {:I F,
D"4 F,

Dr_-Er)
D, ------+ Eo I
ni----- ø" J

'r::"r:\ ' t^ 
¡

Ds ------+ Es )

Ì-*
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in fizzy space and

D,H P,

Dr Il P,

D"4 P,

PO^
------+ fB

ä': Ì*" I
- '2 ) (

DrH P= )

is a. fuzzy operato

D1

D2
PO^
------+ fB

in plobability space, whele FO

respectively.

r, and PO a probability operator,

&"4 fuetegration Usieeg EBayes' Rule

As an exampie of set-based representation and integration of exploration data, a

Bayesian probability approach is represented as G-rnappings and some of the impor-

tant features are cliscussed below. Suppose

X:{Dt,Dr,...,D,}

is an X-set, where Dr, Dz,. . . , Dn are D-sets.

Let P be a set which contains the probabilities of aÌl possible occurrences (events)

implied lry X.
p : {G(Di, Di,. . ., D,*)},

where Gis a' X -P mapping and DiÇDt,D'rç D2,...,D'*çDn.i:I,2,...,h.
å. is the maximum number of possible events. It can be sketched as
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D1

D2

'Dn

Let T¡ be a set of specific target ú. A

Pltl"i)o'r...la',):

and under the assumption of conditional

P(ai1'ai...nai)

independence,

I
l-gt"
)

ccording to Bayes

PQ¡)P(ai) o'r. .

trule, we

. ft ailT¡)

have

(3.1)

P(T¿lai a o'r. . .a 
"'")

wlrere P(fr) in this formula can J:e

A favorability can then be defined

_ P Qt) P (a"rlT;) P (a'rlT:ò . . . P(a'"lrt)
P(a!)ai...À"",) (3.2)

treated as a constant in a chosen exploration area.

AS

PÍ: PQ¡lainai...nai
(3.3)

(3.4)

Under the assumption of

PJ

The P¡ in Eq. (3.a) is called

conditional indep endence,

P(Tr)

P(ainai...na',lT¿)
P(a'rOai...Oai)

the favorability function.

Tlreorem: If. A1,A2,.

r-icai.

r@¿rl7l)r@,rlTr) . . .p(","lrr)
P(aittai...aa',)

. . , An are independent, the favorability

(3.5)

function is svmlnet-

Pf
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Proof: Accorcling to the assumption of independence, we have

P(ai n o'2 . . . À o'^) : P(a\)P(ai) . . . p("'")

and then

(3 6)

1 ; P(a'rlT¡)
where pi : ';# (i : I,2,.

P@ilr¿) P(ailr¿) P(ailr1)-FW-FGÐ -pW
PiP'2" . -P""

, n). The pairwise function

g(fj,P'j+r) : P'¡P'¡*,

Pr

and clearly

g@(P'j, P"¡+r), P'¡+r) : g(P'j, g@i+r, P'r*r)).

Hence the theorem holds.

If we call fi as partial favorability from D¡, the total favorability of the X-set is

the product of all partial favorabilities when all D-sets are independent. Equations

(3.1) and (3.4) are generally not pairwise even though they are under the conditional

independence assumption.

The whole procedure of integration using the

Dt I f'
D2 L"-t P Pa)ur-l '! 

I
wlrere BÊ is Bayes' rule and T¿ (i :7,2,. . ",m)
eration.

of iih targets under consid-

Bayes'

il
:(
r^)

is a set

rule can be sketched as
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S.5 Cornrreemt and Ðiscr-lssroÍÏ

Geoscience data sets can be represented as ciassical sets. A data structure, an X-set,

can be established by restructuring or reorgantzing a data base. Integrated lesource

expioration can be represented as a set of G-mappings based on the X-set. This rep-

resentation allows the integrated resource exploration problem to be examined in a
mathematically precise way. This representation, in addition, provides a mathemati-

cal basis for further advanced study of integrated exploration problems.
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Tlrere lrave recently been several reported applications of fuzzy set theory in re-

mote sensing and other geographical information processing. Among them are Wang

(1989) who applied fazzy set theory in an expert system for remote sensing image

analysis and Blonda et al. (1989) who used a fuzzy logic technique in classifying

multi-temporal remoteiy sensed imagery. This theory can also be used as a basis fol
integrating geoscience information (An et al., i991).

Let us considel a subset of gravity data objects, which is defined as A:"Bouguer
gravity anomaly of 31.52 mgal". One can define this as a subset with only 37.52 mgal.

However, it is known ihat it is not practical to create an infinite number of subsets to

represent certain information. A rnore logical approach would be to define a subset

such that survey data from a sensor would be included together. The elements in this

subset can then have varying degrees of information content as well as varying degrees

of uncertainty. Secondly, the subset of a geological map can be defined as B :"felsic

intrusives". This spatial subset of a geological map is consists of symbolic elements
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but the clata elements have uncertainties such as J¡oundary elrors, uncertainties in

identifying the rock, scale and drawing errors on a map. Sirailarly, most geoiogical,

geophysical and remote sensing inforrnation cannot be precisely represented using

classical set theory, either in temporal or spatial domains.

Suppose that an explorationist is searching for favorable locations for base metal

deposits in an exploration area, and he/she has an aeromagnetic map. Analysis of the

map will provide a subset of several anomalies, some of which may be indicative of

base metal deposits. However, physical size, shape and degree of magnetic induction

associated with each anomaly may be more appropriately represented by some other

methoc{ t}ran the classicai set approach. Uncertainties involved in interpretation of

each anomaly and of correlating the results with actual physical parameters represen-

tative of a base metal pose problems. If there are more than one data set, anomalies

and/or evidence indicative of a base metal deposit with varying degree of uncertain-

ties may be identified from different data sets at the same ol at different locations.

One of the first tasks of today's integrated exploration includes representation of the

information from each data set using a mathematically acceptable tool ancl an appro-

priate technique of information corlbination for the evidence represented flom data

sets so that a reasonable and accurate evaluation can be obtained. Fuzzy set theo-

ry provides a suitable precise method for such cases of representing the information

content of different clata sets and combining them with chosen processing operations.

As mentioned above, data integration involves operations of combining informa-

tion from many different D-sets. The result of information integration provides an

estimate of favorability towards a specific exploration target. The concern here is

however whether the final estimate is unreasonably biased towards a specific D-set.

It might also be biased by an improper combination operation or by erroneous data.

Quenouille (1956) introduced a technique which can be used to estimate the opera-

tional bias by splitting the given data into r¿ groups if the data are composed of n
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independent pieces. The jackknife variance can then be calculated to help evaluate

the estimated result (Miller, 1968).

In this chapter, finzy set theory is briefly reviewed and integration of different

geoscience data sets using fuzzy logic are investigated. The approach is tested using

exploration examples frorn Farley Lake and Snow Lake Areas, Manitoba, Canada.

4"X, W'wøzy Set T'Ïeeory

Thefuzzy set theory was systematically formulated as early as 1965 by Zadeh. (1965).

A hzzy set F is a set of ordered pairs:

F : {(r, pp(r))lr e A}. (4.1)

where A is a collection of objects and ¡rp(r) is called the membership function or

degree of compatibility of z in F; pr(*) maps Á to the membership space. The

range of ¡tp(r) is usually, but not necessarily, defined in [0,1], where 0 expresses

non-membership and 1 full membership. The membership function is nurnerically

equal to the possibility distributioÍ,7TF, for the proposition "r is Fp" if Fn acts as

a fitzzy restriction associated with z (Zadeh,, 1973). The concept of possibility is,

in general, very clifferent from the concept of traditional probability. For a simple

exarnple, consicler a fazzy set

F : {* eggs Ping eats for breakfast}

wlrere ø takes value from {0, 1,2,...}. A possibility distribution, r(r), can be asso-

ciated with z by interpreting n'(ø) as the degree of ease with which Ping can eat x

eggs. zr(r) can be assessed by considering his age, weight, type of work he is cloing, his

former roommate's statement that Ping rised to buy a dozen eggs per week, and other

explicit and implicit criteria. A probability distribution, P(z), may also be associated

with z by interpreting P(r) as the probability of Ping eating u eggs for breakfast. It
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may be obtained by collecting sarnples for a period ancl statistical anaiysis on these

samples. They might be as shown in Table 4.1

0 1 2 Ðù 4 5 6 7 8

"(") 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.80 0.50 0.30 0.10 0.0
P(r) 0.05 0.10 0.70 0.10 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 4.i: The possibiliiy and probability associated with z

The first ihing to notice in this example is that Ð"(*) I 1 while Ð P(r): 1. It
should also be noticed that a high degree of possibility does not imply a high probabili-

ty, nor a low probability imply a low possi-bility. However, if an event is impossible, it is

bound to be improbable. This heuristic connection is stated as possibility/probability

consistency principle and the degree of consistency of the possibility distribution

n -- {nt,r2,...,Tn} with probability clistribution P : {pr,pr,. . .,,pn} is expressed

by

6:rtpt*rzpz*...*nnpn

(Zadeh,1978)" This is an approximate formalization of the heuristic observation that

decr-easing possibility of an event tends to decrease its probabitity of its occuïrence.

In another mathematical example, a fuzzy membership function representing the case

of "a number r is close to 10" can be written as

F : {(r, Fr(x)) : pF : (1 + (z - 10)t)-t}.

This fbrmula represents the possibility that the number ¿ is a real number close to

10 and it does not represent a probability distribution even though the function itself

has the appealance of a probability distribution function.
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4"2 Wwzzy H,epnesentation

In the framework of fuzzy set theory, the suirsets discussed above may be redefined

depending on the problem to be solved. For the subset F¡ :"Bouger anomalies

of 31.52 mgal", a membership can be attached to each observation according to its

information content. For the subset 4 : "felsic intrusive", a membership can be given

according to the certainty of identifying the rock and/or according to the strength of

the evidence which supports that mapped outcrop is a felsic intrusive. Similarly, an

expiorationist can assign a membership to each magnetic anomaly according to the

accuracy of the data and the interpreter's expertise.

In the case of resource exploration, the final objective is to generate sets of dif-

ferent resource types, such as base metal and iron formation in mineral exploration,

and oil or gas reservoirs in petroleum exploration. For example, a survey data set

for the base metal deposits contains evaluation of base metal occurrences spatially

distributed in the exploration area. It is, however, almost impossible to establish

this set if one completely follow the ciassical set theory because an explorationist can

neveÌ sirnply say "yes" or "no" before they are drilled or observed directly. A set of

spatially distlibuted evaluation of occurrences of base metal deposits, however, can

be established more plecisely in the ftzzy space by assigning membership functions

or possibilities by taking "base metal" as a fizzy restriction and "an object r is a

base metal" as the proposition associated with z. Clearly, the final set of resource

estimates should be based on the assessment of all exploration data available in the

area. Suppose an X-set

X:{Dt,D2,...,Ð,}

is established in the area ü, where D¿ (i : I,2,...,n) is a Ð-set. The procedure

of generating a set that delineates the base metal deposits TB : {tr,tr,. . . ,t*} can,
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then be sketched as
Dtl
D2 l"
; l-lF '

D-)
wlrere G is an X - F mapping. It can also be expressed as

Tp : {(t¿, F(Di, D'r,. . ., D'"))}

where i:7,2,...rrn and Diç Dt,,D'zÇ Dzr...rDïç D,.

The only difference in this procedure from the conventional intuitive approaches

is in the way the final results are represented. There is no mathematical analytical

relation in the X - F mapping and it is still a very difficuli task, especially, when

the number of D-sets are large in the area. This problem, however) can be decom-

posed into subproblems in fizzy space. The D-sets in the X-set can be individually

interpreted and evaluated for an target resource type being searched, and then be in-

dividually mapped into the fizzy space. The fuzzy sets, Fi , Fz, . .. , fi obtained from

D-sets, can then be combined with fitzzy logic operators in fuzzy space to generate a

new luzzy set that consists of the final objectives. This can be sketched as

D' {-I F' I
DrH F, I:i
n,r4 r, )

where FO is fuzzy operation which combines

of the resource type (target) being searched.

FO^
------+ fB (4.2)

Ft, Fzr. . . , Fn to form a new fuzzy set
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4.& Ftazzy lnûegnatåon

Imprecise and incomplete information, represented using finzy sets, can also be pro-

cessecl using fizzy logic operators. Some of the basic operations which are most

frequently applied to information processing are as follows:

(1) Min-operator

The membership function pr(r) of an intersection F : Ft O Fz . . .ì Fn is defined

by

rtr(r) : min{L¿{r), p2(r),... ,F"@)}. (4.3)

This operation is interpreted as logical "AND'. If we define a pairwise function

g0u, Pr) : rnin{¡L'1, P'2}

then

g@Q.rt, pz), pz) : min{min{[q,, [tz], p,z]

: min{¡.t1,,min{¡t2, p,s}}

: g01t, g012, Ps)).

So, this operator is pairwise and symrnetrical.

(2) Max-operator

The membership function trp(r) of a union F : Ftu Fz...u Fnis defined by

Fr(r) - mar{¡.t1(*), pr(*),..., p.@)}. (4.4)

This operation is interpreted as logical ((OR". Similarly,it is pairwise and symmetri-

cal. The pairwise function is

g}a, Pz) : mar{p4, ¡-t2}.
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(3) Algebraic product operator

The membership function p.p(x) of a product F : FtFz . . . Fn is defineci as

Fr(z): ut(r¡rrçr). '. F.@)' (4 5)

This operation can also be interpreted as logical ¿(AND". The pairwise function can
l-,t)e

g}q, pz) : þtþz

and obviously it is symmetrical.

(a) Algebraic sum operator

The algebraic sum F : Ft I Fz* ... I Fnis defined as

F : {(r, Fr(r))lr e A}

where

Fr(x)-1-fttt- u;(r)). (4.6)
i=\

Given n : 2, we have a pairwise function

g1h, Pz) : þt * ltz - lttltz

ancl

gØ}tt,pz),p,2) : h* ¡,t2* lt"- lttltz- þzþz- l-rzth* l.ttltzlts

: s1h, g(p2,, pz)).

So, this operator is pairu'ise and symmetrical. The min-operator does not allow corn-

pensation between low and high degrees of rnembership functions. Full compensation
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is assumed by max-operator (Zimmermann, 1985). The algebraic sum operation may

also be interpreted as logical ((OR", but it not only assumes full compensation but is

also increasing. The membership function increases whenever it is combined with a

non-zero mernbership.

(5).7-operator

The 7-operator was proposed by Zimmermann and Zysno (1980) as a combination

of algebraic product and algebraic sum operators. The membership function p,r(r)
for a 7-aggregation of fuzzy sets f.1, F2,,. . . , F^ is defi.ned as

t.,e(r) : (g r,,",)"-'' (r - E,r - t ,(,))) (4.7)

(x€X,,0<rS1).

This operator becomes an algebraic product operator (Eq. 4.5) when 7 : 0 and

an algebraic sum operator (Eq. (4.6)) when .l : 7. In these two special cases, it is

pairwise and symmetrical. It does not exhibit clear pairwise or symmetry properties

when 1 + 0 and 1 f 7. This means that when .y + I and 7 f 0, yoperator does

not allow partial possibilities and the membership functions can not be combined

hierarchically. The other operators given above allow partial possibilities and the

possibilities can be cornbined one after another. But the 7-operator allows clifferent

degrees of compensation depending on the choice of 7. Given a task of combining

two or more sets of information, the choice of an appropriate 7 value provides a com-

pensatory mechanisrn in the aggregation of different information categories. Suppose

one finds a vely high possibility in one data set towar-ds a chosen hypothesis (i.e.

exploration target), while another data set fails to show any possibility towards the

same hypothesis, or even negative possibility. In such cases, one's total confidence

level, estimated by combining two data sets would lie somewhere in between the high
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(pr)

0.8

0.4

t.o (!r )

Figure 4.1: Theoretical Property of 7 Aggregation (Z : 0.975)

and low confidence, i.e., the compensation occurs between the high confidence and

the low confidence. Degree of compensation between the two extreme confidence lev-

els is determined by the choice of 7. There is no compensation when 7 : 0 and full
compensation when 1 : 7. The theoretical curves of the fuzzy set F of aggregat-

ing two fuzzy sets F1 and F2 using 7-operator with 7 : 0.925 are shown in Figure

4.1. When membership functions are combined using 7-operator that allows a certain
ievel of compensation, a situation exists that the resulting membership function is

identical to one of the membership functions. I call the situation, zero aggregation.

For example, given two fizzy sets F1 and F2, sucir that

lrF : (tt,pr)'-, (l-t:. * ¡t 2 - ltt ttz)1
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Figure 4.2: Theoretical curves of Zero Aggregation.
shown.

and

.y values for each case is iisted as

we have

I,LF : þt,

ltzP': 
o":r+ +;='

Clearly, zero aggregation depends on the values of p1 and þz when a nol-zero 7 is
chosen. The zero aggregation curves with different 7 values are plotted i1 Figu¡e 4.2.

If the combination of two sets is modelled using a rnar-operator, the lower con-

fidence is ignored and one with higher value becomes chosen as the cornbination of
the confidences, as if there does not exist a data set which can actually produce a
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low or negative possibility. If the same problem is integrated using an algebraic surn,

the iotal confidence levei increases regardless of low or negative confidence values. It
is similar with a min-operator and an algebraic product operator. Several criteria

for selecting appropriate aggregation operators are given by Zimmermann (1985) for

choosing optimum operators for a specific modei or situation.

4"4 Test Ðxa.rn-aples

Problems in integrated minelal exploration program can be decomposed into sub-

problems based on their specific functions. The exploration target is usually the

"top hypothesis" or "proposition". Al1 D-sets in a structurecl database X-set can be

interpreted and evaluated independently for the exploration target and mapped into

the fizzy space. These fuzzy sets are then combined in the fitzzy space to form a fitzzy

set of the top proposition. This plocedure is sketched in a mathematical notation

@q. a'2).

The fizzy logic method discussed above of integrating geological and geophysical

inforrnation is tested with the data sets collected from the Far'ley Lake and Snow

Lalçe areas of northern Manitoba, Canada (Figure 2.1 and 2.2). The top hypotheses

or propositions chosen for the Farley Lake area are "there is a base metal deposit" and

"there is an iron formation deposit". For Snow Lake area, the hypothesis chosen is

"there is a base metal deposit". The fuzzy restrictionsfor htzzy subsets, Ft, F2,..., Fn

are "data showing signs of a base metal deposit" and "data showing signs of an

iron formation deposit". For example, the finzy sets from aeromagnetic data are

"magnetic anomalies showing a base metal deposit" and "magnetic anomalies showing

an iron formation deposit", etc.
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4.4"L Far1ey l,ake T'est Area

There are nine geological and geophysical D-sets available in this area (Figures 2.4-

2.12). They are the Bedrock Geology Map, Airborne Magnetic Total Field M.p,
Glouncl Electromagnetic Map, VLF Electromagnetic Contour Map (Station: NNS),

VLF trlectromagnetic Contour Map (Station: NLK), IP Chargeability Contour Mup,

Ground Resistivity Contour Map, Airborne INPUT Electromagnetic Mup, Airborne

Electromagnetic Map. Nine fuzzy sets are obtained by assigning membership func-

tions to each data set for each chosen proposition, according to the mineral deposit

theory and based on the normal interpretation process of each geophysical data set"

For examples, the mafic intrusive rocks and mafic to felsic volcanic rocks should be

assigned relatively hihg membership values for the base metai deposit proposition;

the iron formation is often associatecl with strong aeromagnetic anomalies; the high-

er BM anomaly is more possibly related to a base metal deposit than a lower EM

anomaly; an anomaly from a larger scale EM anomaly map can be more effective

than an anomaly of similar amplitude from a smaller scale EM anomaly map. The

membership functions for each exploration data applied in the subsequent integration

experiment are summarized in Table (4.2).

These fis,zzy sets are then aggregated by using both the algebraic sum operator

(Bq. 4.6) and 7-operator (Eq. 4.7) with .y : 0.975. As explained in the previous

section, choice of 1 :0.975 means that a certain degree of compensation is allowecl

in this operation.

The results of combining all rnembership functions of the fuzzy sets from different

D-sets are membership functions of our target hypotheses or propositions, "there is a

base metal deposit" and/or "there is an iron formation". The resulting membership

functions give us the spatial possibility distribution for each chosen top proposition.

They are plottecl as grey level maps (Figures 4.3-4.6). Figures 4.3 and 4.5 are com-
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Exploration Data (typu and value)

,{eromagnetic Data (7)
> 3000

500 - 3000
< 500

Fr(r)

0.25
0.15
0. i0

IJB(T)

0.10
0.15
0.10

Ground EM Ðata
<4

4-10
r0-20
>20

Airborne EN4
B
C

D
E

Band
No anornaly

0.05
0.15
0.20

0.25

0.06
0.14
0.18

0.23

0.15

0.13
0.11

0.10
0.08
0.05

Ground Resistivity Data
< 100

100 - 500

500 - 1000

> 1000

IF Chargeability Ðata
>40

20-40
6-20
<6

(ohm-m)

0.15
0.13

0.11

0.09
0.07
0.05

0.25
0.18
0.10
0.05

0.27
0.20
0.13
0.06

(m\r/v)
0.25
0.18
0.10

0.05

0.27
0.20
0.13

0.06

4.2: Exploration
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Exploration Data (typ" and value)

VLF trNl[ Ðata (Station: NNs)
>80

50-80
20-50
<20

VLF EM Data (Station: NLK)
>80

50-80
20-50
<20

Airborne INPUT EM Data
No anomaly

Anomaly area
Band 2

Band 3 and 4

Band 5 and 6

Bedrock Geological IMap
Felsic Intrusive

Basalt - Andesite
Iron Rich Rocks

Picrite
Mafic Intrusives

pr(r)

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05

0.20
0.15
0.10

0.05

0.08

0.10
0.13
0.16

0.18

Fe(x)

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.06

0.20
0.15
0.10

0.06

0.05

0.15
0.25
0.10
0.15

0.07

0.09
0.11

0.13

0.15

0.05

0.15
0.1

0.08
0.15

Table 4.2: Exploration Data and Membership Functions (Farley Lake). I urç") -
mernbership function for the proposition that there exists a base metal deposit; F{r)
- membership function for the proposition that there exists an iron formation.]
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Figure 4.3: Possibility Map for a Base Metal Deposit using 1-Oper-ator- (Fa,rley Lalie).
1 - Iron; 2,3 - Gold.

W
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2km

Figure 4.4: Possibility
Lake).

Map for a Base Metal Deposit using Algebraic Sum (Farley

0.705

0.089
2km

Figure 4.5: Possibility Map for an lron Formation using 7-Operator (Farley Lake).



0.834

0.772
2km

Figure 4.6: Possibility Map for an Iron Formation using Algebraic Sum (Farley Lake).

puted using the 7-operator and Figures 4.4 and 4.6 using the algebraic sum operator.

The patterns of the two possibility maps for a base metal deposit, Figures 4.3 and

4.4, are very similar and both have a relatively higher possibility distribution in the

west central area. The relative possibility distribution for an iron formation (Figures

4.5 and 4.6) are aìso similar although the absolute values are quite different.

Many D-sets cover only a small portion of the test area with the remainder having

no data (Figures 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, and 2.12). This fact has significant effect

on the choice of 7 value. If all data sets had complete coverage, the result would

have been expected to have increased resolution when an appropriate 7 operator was

used. Incomplete spatial coverage of some of these data layers can cause unreasonable

results if an improper ? value was chosen. In such cases, it would be safer to use a

very high degree of compensation (with 7 close to 1) or use an algebraic surn operator.
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Values of membership functions are relative for both cases (TabIe 4.2 and Figures

4.3-4.6). Although the membership is defined in an interval of 10,1], a membership

close to 1 does not necessarily mean near certainty of a mineral deposit. In this

study, variation of the originally assigned membership functions by up to +20% has

not significantly altered the pattern of the final possibility maps. This indicates the

robustness of the fuzzy set approach.

4.4.2 Snow T,ake Test Area

The geological and geophysical data sets available for this test area are Geology Mup,

Airborne Magnetic Total Field Mup, Airborne Magnetic Total Intensity Map, Ground

Electromagnetic Anomaly Map, Airborne Electromagnetic Survey Map, Ground Mag-

netic Survey Map. Among the six D-sets available in this area, two D-sets are both

from airborne magnetic sensors. Only one of them is used in this test. As for the

Farley Lake area, five fitzzy subsets are obtained by analyzing and evaluating the

D-sets independently. The membership functions used to map the D-sets into fazzy

subsets are listed in Table 4.3. The fvzzy subsets are combined by using both the

aigebraic sum (Eq. 4.6) and 7-operator (Eq. a.7) with 1 : 0.97b.

The final result is the fizzy set with the proposition that "there exists a base

metal deposit" from all five D-sets and the final membership functions represent the

spatial distribution of possibilities that there is a base metal deposit. The possibility
maps (Figures 4.7 and 4.8) obtained using different operators appear the sarne. Both
of them have characteristically high possibilities in the east central part of the area.
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Exploration Data (typ. and value)

Airborne E1\4 Ðata
Very strong anomaly

Strong anomaly
Medium Anomaly

Week anomaly
No anomaly

Ground EM Ðata
Strong anomaly

Medium anomaly
Week anomaly

No anomaly

Ground Magnetic Ðata
Strong anomaly
Week anomaly
No anomaly

Geological Map
Felsic intrusions
Mafic intrusions

Quartzofelclspathic gneiss and migmatite
Sandstone and conglomerate

Greywacke, siltstone and mudstone
Felsic volcanic rocks

Mafic to intermediate volcanic rocks

Airborne Magnetic Data 7
> 3000

2550 _ 3000
< 2550

Fn(r)

0.72
0.10
0.08
0.05
0.01

0.2
0.15
0.10
0.01

0.10
0.07

0.01

0.01

0.07
0.01

0.05

0.08

0.10
0.10

0.08

0.10
0.01

Table 4.3: The Available Exploration D-sets and Membership Functions (Snow Lake).
Fn(r) - membership function for the proposition that there exists u bur" metal cle-
posit.
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0.421

0.010

Figure 4.7: Possibility Map for a Base Metal Deposit using 7-operator (Snow Lake).

0.533

0.010

Figure 4.8: Possibility Map for a Base Metal Deposit using Algebraic Sum (Snow
Lake).

-: ::::t:i:i:i:::i l

ffi
ffi

ffi

4km
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4.5 "lacÏ<kr¿ife,&nalysis

Cornbining the membership functions frorn different D-sets using the algebraic sum

or.- 7-operator results in an estimate of the unknown membership function associated

with a specific target proposition. As the number of D-sets increases, it becomes

important to estimate the relative contribution and/or bias of one D-set with respect

to others. The jackknife technique can be used to estimate the bias in the membership

estimate and the jackknife variance can be computed to evaluate the estimate.

4"5.L "Tacktrcnife Technique

Let 0 lre an unknown membership function and p.i,lrT,. . . , pï be a sample of sjze n

of independent and identically distributed fizzy membership functions from different

D-sets. Suppose â i. utt estimate of the unknown membership function d and â is

obtained by combining n layers of D-sets using a specifrc fazzy operator. Let î-¿
be the corresponding estimate obtained using the same fizzy operator based on the

sample of size (, - 1), where the itli fuzzy membership function has been deleted.

Then, one can calculate

0¿:n0-(n-7)0-¿ (4.8)

where i:7,...)TL.

The quantity
1rL

ã : !Ðø @.s)n 7-t

has the property that it eliminates the first order bias from â. Namely, if

E(q:o¡c1fn-fo(11n2), (4.i0)

where c1f n is the first order bias and O(11n'z) includes the terms of second and higher
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order bias, then

E(0):0 + O(11n'z)'

From (Eq. a.10 and 4.11), we have the first order bias

(4.i1)

c1f n: E(0) - E(0) (4.12)

and its absolute value

l",l"l: lE(ù - E(ûl 1+.rs¡

is, in practice, more convenient to use. In an unpublished work, Tukey created the
name "jackknifed estimater" for (Eq. 4.9) in the hope thai it would be a rough-and-
ready statistical tool (Milter, rgï4) and, ã is called jackknife estimation.

Tukey (1958) proposed that ã¿ U : 1,. . . ,n) could, to a close approximation, be

treated as n independent estimates and it is in many instances identically distributed
when n is large. Then,

1

;@-tÐ(u-o)'
becomes an estimate of jackknife variance var(ã) (Miller, 196g).

(4.14)

As shown above, the jackknife technique can be used to estimate the first order
bias. In this research, it is also used to evaluate the consistent validity of the fazzy
operators usecl to combine the membership functions. If the resulting pattern of the
spatial distribution of ¡tp(r) : E@) is similar to the spatial distribution pattern
of the jackknife estimate E(0), the fazzy operator used is judged acceptable in this
research. If they are substaniially different, the operator and each D-set have to be
re-examined.

The jackknife estimater (Eq. 4.9) does not confine its estirnations within [0,1]
although the membership, as shown above, is defined in [0,1]. Because it only has

relative meaning and can easily be normalized without altering the original ilforma-
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tion content, it is not a serious problem that the jackknife estimation is in some cases

larger than 1.

4"5"2 Farley l,ake Anea

The jackknife estimation, jackknife valiance, and first order bias of the possibilities

distribution obtained using both the algebraic sum and 7-operator ale computed for

the two exploration target propositions. Because the conclusions from both propo-

sitions are very similar, only the results for the proposition that there exists a base

rnetal deposit are discussed below.

Comparing the r-elative spatial possibility distributions shown in Figures 4.3 and

4.4 with their corresponding jackknife estimations (Figures 4.9, 4.I0), there are no

significant difference between them.

The jackknife variances ar-e computed using (Eq. 4.14) and shown in Figures

4.11 and 4.72. The two jackknife variance maps obtained using algebraic sum and

7-operator have very simiiar spatial distribution patterns. The high variance values

are found in some parts of the west central test areas, where some D-sets give high

rnembership functions towards the target proposition while the others can only give

very low membership functions towards the same proposition. The spatial distribution

is clearly affected by the incomplete spatial coverage of some Ð-sets. The low variance

values in the southwest and lake areas are due to the lack of available spatial data

layers.

The results of the first order bias lcllnl of the possibility maps for the proposition

that there exists a base metal deposit using both operators are shown in Figures 4.13

and 4.14. In the west central test area where there are more spatial data layers, Figure

4.13 shows a relatively low first ordel bias, whereas Figure 4.14 shows a relatively high

first order bias. Further- moïe) the first order bias ranges between 0.051 and 0.186 with
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0.676

0.216
2km

Figure 4.9: Jackknife Estimation of Possibilities for a Base Metal Deposit using 7-
Operator (Farley Lake).

1.095

0.241
2km

Figure 4.10: Jackknife
Algebraic Sum (Farley

Estimation of Possibilities
Lake).

Base Metal Deposit usingfor a
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0.009

0.000
2km

Figure 4.11: Jackknife Variance of Possibilities for a Base Metal Deposit using 7-
Operator (Farley Lake).

0.012

0.000
2km

Figure 4.72 Jackknife Variance of Possibilities
braic Sum (Farley Lake).

for a Base Metal Deposit using Alge-
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0.186

0.051
2km

Figure 4.13: First Order Bias in the Possibilities for a Base Metal Deposit using
7-Operator (Farley Lake).

0.355

0.078
2km

Figure 4.14: First Order Bias in the possibilities
Algebraic Sum (Far-ley Lake).

Base Metal Deposit usingfor a
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the 7-operator, and from 0.078 to 0.355 with the algebraic sum operator. The results

oJ:tainecl using 1-operator appeal to be less biased than the case with algebraic sum.

These facts inclicate that the fir-st order bias is related to the combination operators.

The 7-operator allows a certain degree of compensation while the algebraic surn is

increasing. Another important factor that affects the extent of the first order bias is

the spatial coverage of the D-sets. This is shown by the fact that the value of the

first order bias is in general relativeÌy low in the lake areas.

4.5,3 Snow Lake Area

The results of the jackknife estimation of the possibilities for the proposition that
there exists a base metal deposit using the algebraic sum and 7-operator are shown

in Figures 4.15 and 4.i6. As in the Farley Lal<e test area, their patterns of spatial

distribution are very similar to theil corresponcìing spatial possibiliiy distributions

(Figures 4.7 and' a.8). The corresponding jackknife variance distributions are shown

in Figures 4.17 ancl 4.18. Again similar to the Farley Lake test area, high variances are

associated with areas where contradictory f'ttzzy membership functions are obtained

from different D-sets. Clearly they are affected by the incomplete spatial clata cover-

ages. The spatial distribution of the first order bias estimated using the 7-operator
and algebraic surn are shown in Figures 4.79 and 4.20. Their patterns are similar

and the values range from 0.0 to 0.165 with 7-operator and frorn 0.0 to 0.2g2 with
algebraic sum opetator. Similar to the Farley Lake area, it appears that the results

are less biased than those obtained using an algebraic sum operator.

.7'7
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4km

Figure 4.15: Jackknife Estimation of the Possibilities for a Base Metal Deposit using
7-Operator (Snow Lake).

0.598

0.010

0.844

0.010

4km

Figure 4.16: Jackknife Estimation of the Possibilities for a Base Metal Deposit using
Algebraic Sum (Snow Lake).
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4km

Figure 4.17: Jackknife Variance of the possibilities for a Base Metal
7-Operator (Snow Lake).

0.014

0.000

Deposit using

0.022

4km

Figure 4.18: Jackknife Valiance of the possibilities for a Base Metal
Algebraic Surn (Snow Lake).

0.000

Deposìt using
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0.189

0.000
4km

Figure 4.19: First Order Bias in the Possibilities for a Base Metal Deposit using
7-Operator (Snow Lake).

0.311

0.000

4km

Figure 4.20: First Order Bias in the Possibilities for a
Algebraic Sum (Snow Lake).

Base Metal Deposit using
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4"6 Ðrnon analysis

The whole integration procedures discussed in previous sections include independent

interpretation of different D-sets antl mapping of the data into a finzy space by

assigning mernbership functions to each data object. Errors naturally occur and

exist from various sources, some of which are random, observation, digitizing, and

interpolation err-ols, noise in the data, interpreter's uncertain knowledge, etc. These

errors are reflected in lhe fuzzy membership functions assigned to different D-sets

and subsequently propagate through the entire reasoning process towards the final

membership function. In this section, some formulae derived in this research are

described for error propagation through the aggregation process and interpretation
of relative information is discussed.

4"6"L Ernor Pnopagation thror.lgh the Aggregation Fnocess-
ES

Let p, be an estimate of resulting membership function ¡r and

it: ¡1,*e

where e is error term. The algebraic product of n membership functions is given as

Let p.-¿ be the algebraic

u:ffiu;.
i=I

product with the ith term deleted, i.e.

11-¿ : llt " ". l.t¿_t lt¿+t... þn.

Then, we have

2'o : u-,.dltn ' '
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Lel e¿ be the error term associatecl with the membership function from the ittr D-

set. The error, e, associated with algebraic product can be estimated using Taylor

expansion with the second and higher terms ignored and it is given as

€p : i r-oro
x=L

't7 -.\-\ L?: ltp Ll.
i='l ltz

(4.15)

The eo can then be further normalized using the resulting membership function ¡1. The

norrnalized error is called relative erroï. It is also an important value for evaluating

the estimated r-esulting membership function. The relative error eo associated with
algebraic product is given by

¿ncD \- Lz
-_j_\"r- rr-kø

If i¿ can be referred as relative error of the membership function from the ith D-set,

the relative error associated with algebraic product is the sum of the relative eÌrols

from membership functions from different D-sets.

The algebraic sum

tt :1-I-tr(r-r,n)
i=1

7-u

where u : lI?=tG - p¿(r)). Now let

r/-¿: (1 - pr)... (1 - po_r)(l - pi.+7)...(1 - þ^).

The error, e", associated with algebraic sum can be estimated by neglecting the second

ancl higher tenns in ihe Taylor expansion and it is given as

å ôp"
\ 

-2,

Ls/^L2

"E 
olt¿

: f '-o'n'i=1
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Similarly, the lelative error, €", associated with algebraic sum can then be estimated

by
€suå€;

"'- tr- r-ukr-lt,
In tire case of the 7-operator, we have

/"- 1(t-r) / n \"p : (gr') (' -g a - u))

(x€X,0<rl1).
Similarly as for the algebraic sum, the error, e, associated with 7-operator can be

estimated as

€r : ,É lft --,ù:! +tl-o"f
i=r L tt¿ , -;l Ø,7)

(reX,0<Z<1).

Note that the above equation becomes (trq. 4.16) when ..1 : I and (Eq. 4.15) when

1 : 0. The corresponding relative eïroï 6r can be definecl as

€r,, : 
;: 

(1 _ 1)e, * 1e".

Using the above formulae to estimate the errors passing through the aggregation

process requires quantitative estimation of errors in the data. Because this infor-

mation is not available, these formulae are not used in the real exploration data

processing in this thesis research.

4.6"2 Tnterpretation of Retrative Infonmlation

As mentioned above, the membership functions are relative. A membership close to

1 does not necessarily mean near- certainty towards the target proposition. If the
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membership value is higher at a location V1 than at another location {/2, however, it
cloes mean that the the possibility for the target proposition is higher at the location

Vi than at the location ü2 based on the information from the whole X-set.

The algebraic sum and 7-operator are also proportional. A higher mernbership

function can be expected if a membership function is combined wiih another larger

membership function. This property of the combination rules aliows a relative X - F
mapping and the membership functions can be very distinct from their real values.

Actually, we do not know exactly what their membership values are, but in most

cases we can reason and learn which data values should have a higher membership

function and which D-set is more effective for the target. For example, (1) the high

anomaly areas in a D-set representing ground EM data objects should have higher

membership for a base metal deposit proposition and the areas with no anomaly

should have lower membership, and (2) if there are two D-sets, one is ground EM

and the other is airborne magnetic, clearly the anomalies in the D-set of EM data

objects should have higher mernbership for a base rnetal deposit proposition than the

anomalies in the D-set of airborne magnetic data objects. At this point two types of

important relationships in the X - F mapping shoulcl be pointed out: the relations

inside each D-set and the relations between different D-sets. If these two distinct
types of relations can be established without conflict in an exploration area, resulting

high level membership functions usually have higher possibilities for the target objects

being searched.

4.7 Resutrts and Ðiscussion

Inaclequacy of the conventional classical set theoretical approach of combining geo-

logical and geophysical exploration data has been known for some time. There is
an urgent need for developing and establishing mathematicai theories to precisely
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represent and integrate spatially interpolated geological and ground and/or airborne

geophysical data. In this chapter, a mathematical basis for using tlrefazzy logic theo-

ry is developed and illustrated with real exploration data from the mineral exploration

projects in the northern Manitoba, Canada.

The results indicate that the fuzzy set theory provides an effective tool that can

adequately represent and manage the imprecise and incomplete information contained

in each of the geologicai and geophysical data sets. The possibility maps for each of

the top hypotheses "there is a base metal deposit" and "there is an iron formation

deposit" in the Farley Lake area and Snow Lake area do outline the most favorable

areas' much more accurately and efficiently than the conventional intuitive integration

approaches. In fact, mineral deposits such as sulphide facies iron formation and gold

deposits were discovered in the areas outlined by the study in the Farley Lake area

(Chevillald ancl Genaile, 1970).

There is no significant difference between the possibility distribution patterns from

the simple combination and the their corresponding jackknife estimation. It appears

that the results obtained using 7-operator are less biased than using algebraic sum

operator.

Incomplete coverage of some of spatial data layers can cause unreasonable results

when an improper 7 value is chosen. In such cases, a very high compensation (7 near

1) or an algebraic sum operation is ïecommended. If all data sets have complete cov-

erage of the exploration area, less Jriased final possibility distribution can be expected

when the 7-operator is used with an appropriate 7 value.

In conclusion, the test results strongly support effectiveness of the fitzzy Iogic

approach of integrating multiple spatial geological and geophysical D-sets. One of the

cleficiencies of this method, at present, appeaïs to be that there is no adequate way to

distinguish between negative evidence and lack of evidence as in the Dempster-Shafer
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evidential belief function approach (see Chapter 5). Low possibility values computed

in the final results cannot be properly interpreted because they may either due to lack

of data or due to very low membership function values. Another clifficulty in applying
fuzzy logic approach is that there is presently no standard aggregation operator, the
fact of which, in certain situations, provides flexibility but possibly causes confusion

and non-uniqueness to the solution.
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ChapÉes' 5

Ðvådesaüåaå ffi eååefl &-'q-åsacÉåosa asad
åsaËegtre.tåxag Geoårgåcaå aaad
Geophy*åcaå ffiaÈa SeËs

Evidential belief function theory is based primarily on Dempster's work on generaliza-

tion of Bayesian inference and upper and lower probabilities (Dempster, 1g66, Ig67a,

1967b, 1968). In the belief function theory, Shafer (1976) reinterpreted the lower

probabilities as epistemic probabilities or degree of belief and upper probabilities as

plausibilities. In this chapter, I will interpret belief functions as probabilities in the

traditional probabilistic framework.

In recent years, the belief function theory has receivecl considerable attention in
the field of AI (Lee, 1987) ancl geoscieutists have tried to apply it in both deveiopment

of expert systems and in GIS reÌated geo-information integration (An, 1g8g; Moon,

1990; Kim and Swain, 1989). Belief function theory has the following advantages over

the Bayesian probability theory:

ø It subsumes the Bayesian probability theory. The Bayesian probability theory
is a limited case of the belief function theory.
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It is able to represent ignorance. The Bayesian probabiiity does not discriminate

between lack of belief and disbelief. When one commits a degree of belief to a

proposition, the remainder is automatically committed to its negation. Belief

function theory, however, does not require the whole remainder is committed

to its negation and the degree of disbelief can be determined based on one's

knowledge or on statistical analysis. We will see later in this chapter that this

characteristic of the belief function theory provides a more adequate basis to

create a realistic picture about the corresponding proposition.

It allows beliefs from several sources to be treated symmetrically and pooled

together. In the framework of belief function theory, combination of evidence

is achieved using the Dernpster's rule of combination. Because the Dempster's

rule is symmetrical, the evidence from different sources can be combined one

after another without concern about which evidence is old and which evidence

is new.

In this chapter, some of the important ideas of belief function theory and Dempster's

rule of combination will be briefly reviewed, and then the issues of representation and

integration of geoscience information using this theory will be described and testecl

with real exploration data from both Farley Lake and Snow Lake test areas. Error
propagation and conflict information problems will then be cliscussed.

5.x- Ðernpsten-shaflen Ðvidential tselief Function
Ttrreony

The basic concepts that form the backbone of Shafer's belief function theory are

the frame of discernment, basic probability numbers, belief functions, and p/ausi-

bility functiotts. A frame of discernment is a set of all different possibilities under
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consideration (Shafer, 1976). It is denoted by O. The propositions of interest are

in a one-to-one cor-respondance with the subsets of O. Thus, 20 denotes the set of

all subsets of O and corresponds to the set of all propositions of interest. When a

proposition corresponds to a subset of a frame of discernment, the frame is said to

"discern" that proposition.

The definition of a basic probability assignment is as follows: If O is a frame of

discernment, then a function m : 2o - [0,1] is called a basic probability measure

whenever

m(Ø) : s

I m(H) :1,
¡IcO

where 11 is a subset of O. The quantity *(H) is called H's basic probability number,

and it is understood to be the measure of the belief that is committed exactly Lo H.

Condition (5.1) reflects the fact that no belief ought to be committed to an empty set

Ø, while condition (5.2) reflects the convention that one's total belief has a measure

of one. The quantity m(H) measures the belief that one commits exactly to 11, not

the total belief that one commits to H. To obtain the total belief committed to H,

one must add to *(H) the quantities rn (^9) for all proper sul¡sets S of H

Bet(H): Ð *(S).
SCÍI

(5 3)

If O is a f'-arne of discernment, then a function Bel : 2ø -- 10,1] is a belief

function, if and only if it satisfies the following condition:

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.4)

(5 5)

Bel(Ø) : o

Bel(Ø) :1
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ancl for every positive integer n and

Bet(H1u ltj J7")

every co11ection Ht,. . ., Hn of a subset of

(-r¡r.r+'r a(n,r,n,).

o

(5.6 )

(5.10)

lower

Ic{tr..,n}

Clearly, the Eqs. (5.a) and (5.5) are analogous

trq. (5.6) becomes

to Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). Taking n :2,

Bel(H1u nz) >_ BeI(H1) * BeI(H2) - Bet(fun Hz). (b.7)

By further assuming Hr À H2 - Ø, and taking only the equal sign of Eq. (5.7), we

have

Bel(H1u Hz) : Bel(Ht) * Bel(H2). (5.8)

This is the addability condition of the Bayesian probability. The equations (5.8),

(5.4), and (5.5) together define a Bayesian probability.

A subset H of a frame O is called a focal element of a belief function Bel over Ø

if m(H) >0. Theunionof allthefocalelementsof abelief functioniscalledits core.

A plausibilityfunction Pl:2ø -- [0,1] is defined using belief function Bel as

PI(H) : 1- BeI(E),

.9cO Scn
(5.e)

: Ð ^(S)snH+Ø

for every 11 C O, and where E is the negation of H. Comparing Eq. (5.g) with Eq.

(5.3) we have

Bet(H) S PI(H).

The belief and plausibility about H, Bel(H) and PI(H) can be viewed as

and upper probabilities. The deglee of uncertainty about l1 is represented

Pt(H) - Bet(H)

the

by
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ancl when it equals 0, we have

Bel(H) -t Bet(E) :1.

It becomes a Bayesian probability.

(5.12)

5.2 Ðempster's Ru.Le of Cornhinatiom

Dempster's rule of combination (Dempster, 1967; Shafer, 1976) is a mathematical

approach to combine two or rnore belief functions. Suppose m1 is the basic proba-

bility assignment for a belief function Be\ ovet a frame O, and its focal elements

are,Ë[,...,Hn.Then the probability masses are measured by the basic probability

numbers, *t(Ht),---,,mt(Hn)" Suppose there is a second belief function Bel2 wil,h

basic probability assignmenl rrl2t focal elements ,51,..., S¿ and the basic probability

numbers mr(St),.' -,mz(St). Suppose

t"- Ð m1(H¿)m2(Si) < 1. (5.13)
'i rj

H;ñS¡=@

Then the function n'L :2o ---+ 10, 1] defined by m(Ø) :0 and

m1(H¿)m2(S¡)m(H): (5.14)
¿rj

H;nS¡=H

for all non-empty ll c O is a basic probability nutnber. The core of the belief function

given lty * is equal to the intersection of the cores of Be\ and Bel2.

The basic probability for the new belief function *(H) is also called the orúåog-

ona'l sum of Be\ a:nd BeI2. The combination of BeI2 and BeI2 can be clenoted as

1

1- k
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BehØ Bel2. Because Dempster's ruie of combination (DRC) is symmetricai, com-

bining a collection of belief functions can be performed by

(... ((Be\Ø Bel2) @ Beft)o . . .) @ Bel..

This combination rule applies in two important strategic steps. The first is to

committheproduct,of ml (H,) un¿ *(S¡) tothepossibility H¿ÀS¡,te. m.(H¿n.9j) :
m1(H¿)rn2(S¡). The propositions which correspond to the subset H of Ø may have

more than one probability mass committed exactly to H. By Eq. (5.3), we have the

basic probability measure

rn(H): m1(H¿)m2(S¡).\-/¿
irj

nS¡=Hú.

One difficulty here is that some of

Bely and S¡ of Bel2 may be committed

a case,

the intersections of

to an empty subset,

the focal

ie. ÍI¿ À

elements H¿ of

S¡ : Ø. In such

0< I m1(H¿)rn2(,9j) <1.0.

,,Å'!r=ø

So, the second step is to "discard" all probability measures committed to fl by nor-

malizing the probability measures. This is done by multiplying those not committecl

toØbyafactor

\-/r
à,i

H¡nS¡=@

Dempster's rule of combination provides a method for changing prior opinions

the light of new evidence; one can construct belief functions to represent the new

m1(H¿)rn2,rrr)

ln
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evidence ancl combine them with the 'prior' belief functions, that is, with the belief

functions that represent the prior knowledge. This method is clearly symmetrical

(Shafer, 1976) and deals symmetrically with new and old evidence on which one's

prior knowledge is based. Combined evidence is represented by new belief functions,

and the result of combination does not depend on which evidence is old or on which

evidence is new. Theoretically, any number of belief functions can be combined in

any order.

One important requirement in using the Dempster's rule of combination to com-

bine two or more belief functions is that the evidence represented by the belief func-

tions must be independent. Shafer (19Sa) suggested that the problem of dependent

evidence can be resolved by reframing O. We will see in the next chapter that de-

pendent evidence can be dealt with by reframing in the knowledge-based system.

5.3 Representation of Explonatior¡. Ðata

Suppose we have an exploration area ú and an X-set

X: {Dt,Ð2,...,Dn},

where D¿(¿ : 1,2,. .. , n) is a D-set in V. We further assume that all D-sets are

evidentially independent. Upon deciding an exploration target, a set of all possibilities

O, a frame of discernment which recognizes the propositions related to the exploration

target,

O : {lfr , Hr,. .. , H^}

can be established. Moon (1990) called it a set of environmental possibilities. The

propositions correspond to the subsets of O and the set of all subsets is denoted as 20.

Belief functions can be constructed over O to represent D¿ (i : r,2,... ,n) towards
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the exploration target. This operation, in terms of set-theoretic representation, is an

X - P mapping.

A complete set 2ot which corresponds to the propositions related to the target
based on D¿., may be defined as

2o; - {Ø,Tr,T¿,A¿}

where

Ø: an empty set,

T¿: the target exists based on D¿,

T¿: the target does not exist based on D¿,

Ø¿: {T¡,T¿}.

Probabjlity numbers may then be estimated using an X - p mapp ing G¿

m¿(T¿) : Go(DÐ,

*,(T) : Go(D?),

*¿(@¿) : 1 - m¿(T¿) - m¿(T¿)

and

m;(Ø) :0,
wlrere D¿1 and Dl are subsets of D¿; *¿(T¿) is the degree of belief (lower probability)
tlrat a target exists based on D¿. 

^{To) is the deglee of disbelief or. degree of belief
tlrat the target does not exist. *¿(Ø;) is the degree of uncertainty based on D¿. The
plausibility or upper probability is defined as

PI(T"):*¿(T¿)Im¿(@¿)

PIgt) - 1- *o(T).

OI
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Thele are two independent probabilities to be committed in this X - p mapping.
In some cases) one may onry know *n(7") or m¿(T¿). Trre remainder can be sirnpry
committed to m¿(@¡). In the case that no belief or disbelief can be committed to
*¿(Tn) or m¿(T¿) based on D¿, one has *¡(Ø¿):1. This situation is the same as the
case with no data' similarry, n belief functions Ber1, BeI2,. . . Berrfrom D1 , Dz,. . .D,
can be obtained by X - P mappings over the same frame of discernment for the same
target.

The X - P mappings can be performed by a statistical method if the exploration
alea is well surveyed and there are suficient target occurrences in the area, or there
exists a geologically compatible control area. The x - p mapping by a statistical
method is based on traditional probability theory and it is called traditional proba-
bilistic x - P mapping in this research. when the exploration area is less explored
and there is no control area available, the X - P mapping has to rely mainly on the
explorationists'knowledge and expertise and can be called expert x - p mapping.

5.3,1- Tþaditional Frobabilist ic X _ p Mappíng

Suppose we have a D-set D¿ from the X-set in a well developed exploration area ü,
in which mineral deposits are discovered. In the D-set D¿, there ate Tn attributes.
For exatnple, the attributes in a geological map may include felsic intrusions, mafic
volcanics, etc.; a total magnetic map may include very high, medium anomary, etc.
The exploration area can be divided into ff cells or squares of equal area. The number
of squares having an attribute Q can be denoted as ry'ç . Nq, denotes the number
of squares with an attribute Q and a target rnineral deposit. l/ç and /y'ç7 can be
obtained by counting the number of squares inside ü. Then *¿(T¿) is given by

*¿(Tn):H
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To determine m¿(T¿), one must know the areas in which one can conclude, based on

sound evidence, that no target mineral deposit exists. If the number of squares in
which no target mineral deposit exists can be counted and ìt can be clenoted u, iy'qz,
the probability measule of f. is

*¿(T¿):I?'
1',1 e

and the uncertainty is defined as

*¿(@¿)-1-ry-ry' Nq Nq'
In the case that 1/-ç7 is not available, which means that one does not have enough

evidence or is uncertain about it, the belief function Bel¿ can still be constructed by
committing the remainder of m¿(T¿) to m;(@¿),

m,(7,\ : Nq'
NQ'

m¿(A¿): I-N-3','t - Ne'
*n(T) : 0,

*¿(Ø) : o'

These probability measuïes define a belief function Bel¿ atd can be cornbined with
other belief functions. Unlike the representation using the Bayesian probability the-
ory, one does not have to commit all remaining squares, Ne - Nqr,, in which one is
trying to find mineral deposits, to Nqr which represents the squares in which there
are no such mineral deposit. Therefore, the belief function theory provides a more
natural and consistent basis of representing geological exploration information.

Another advantage of the belief function representation is that the total number
of squares in V is not used to determine the basic probability values for Bel¿. This
means tha'u a D-set with incomplete spatial coverage, which frequently happens in
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exploration projects, can be integrated with others. If there exists a control alea,

the belief functions can be borrowed from it or refined by combining the data in the
exploration area with the data in the control area. This combination is made possible

by the fact that the total number of squares in the test area is not used for determining

the belief functions. If no sufficient target rnineral deposits have been discovered and

no control area is available, an expert X - P mapping has to be employed.

5.3"2 Expert X -P Vlapping

Tlre real usefulness of the expert X - P mapping is that it can be used in an under-

explored area. The basic probabitity numbers are first assigned by an explorationist

according to the theories of mineral deposits and normal interpretation and/or eval-

uation of the data in Ü, instead of statistical analysis of mineral occnrrences and

attributes of the D-sets. The basic frame of discernment and propositions can be the

same as in the traditional probabilistic X - P mapping.

Suppose one has an X-set in ü in which no discovered mineral deposit or only

a very limited number of mineral deposits are known. Reviewing the whole X-set

and the limiied but valuable information from the mineral occurrences in ü, the ex-

plorationist can obtain an approximate idea about which D-sets would have stronger

support towards the target proposition and which D-sets would have stronger silp-

port towards its negation. And by analyzing each D¿ C X (i : 7,2,. . . ,,n) the ex-

plorationist should l¡e able to establish a qualitative measure about which attributes
of- D¿ woulcl contribute stronger support towards the target proposition or to its
negation. Having learnecl these two qualitative relative measures, the basic proba-

bility numbers can be assigned to m¿(T;), m¿(T¿) and m¿(Ø¿). These assigned basic

probability numbers can then be justified together until the explorationist becomes

confident with the relative distributions.
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For instance, if the target proposition involves a volcanic-associated massive sul-

phide deposit, a detailed geological map of good precision would have stronger support

towards the target proposition or its negation than an airborne magnetic survey map.

In the geological map, the attributes of volcanic rocks should give a higher level of
support than those of intrusive rocks. The strong anomalies in an airborne EM map

will similarly have stronger support than weak anornalies. If these relative relations

are correct, the absolute values assigned to m¿(T¿), m¿(T¿) and rn¿(O¿) do not nec-

essarily have to be accurate. Consequently, the results of combining belief functions
Bel1, Bel2,. . . , Beln are relative and represent the relative probability measures from
the whole X-set.

Although this representation approach relies on the explorationists' knowledge

and expertise, it allows individual interpretations of D¿ (i : I,2,...,n) to be pooled

together to form a set of maps representing the target proposition from the whole

X-set. These final maps outline, based on the available data and best to the explo-
rationists' knowledge, favorable areas for further exploration.

5"4 Tntegration ofl Ðxploratior¿ Ðata Using Ðerrep-
stenes R ule of Cor¡abination

The belief functions estimated above can be integrated using the Dempster's rule of
combination. Suppose we have two beiief functions Bel representing Dy and BeI2

representinl Dz. The propositions for Bel are H1, fI2 and fI3, where fl is ,,the

target exists from D1", H, : ã1 and Hz : {Hr,,Hr}. The corresponding basic
probability measures are

mt(Ht) : bt,

m{Hz) : dt,
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*{Hs) : LLr¡

where ó1 colresponds to the degree of belief, d1 corresponds to the degree of disbelief,

and u1 correspond.s to the degree of uncertainty for the target proposition basecl on

Dr. Similarly, 1et the propositions of Bel2 b"^9r,.92 and ^9s, where 51 is "the target

exists ftonr_ D2", 52 :3r and ,9r : {Sr, Sr}. The corresponding basic probability

numbers are

*z(St) : bz,

mz(sz) : dz,

mz6s) : ltz,

(5.16)

where ó2 corresponds to the degree of belief, d2 corresponds to the degree of disbelief,

and u2 the degree of uncertainty for the target proposition from D2. AII possible

combinations and the plobabilities committed to them by combining Bel and BeI2

ale listed in Table 5.1. The intersection of two subsets llr and Sr, Hro,g1, in the top
left corner of Table 5.1, for exarnple, means that both D1 and D2 support the target
proposition and b7b2 is the probability committed to it. The focal elements of Bel
wlriclr we are trying to establish for the target by combining D1 and D2 may be

{?,7, o}

where ? is "the target exists from D1 or D2",7 is its negation and o : {?,7}.
Thus, referring to Table 5.1, the total probability committedto T is given by

m1(H¿)m2(S¡) : búz * ul:2 ! u2lt1,

H;nS¡=T

where fub2 is the probability committed f,o H1r-ì 51 which means that both Dl and D2

support the proposition 7, u1b2 is the probability committecl to Ì13 n ^91 which means
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^9,

HraS.

brbz

HzÀSt

dtbz

Hs n ^9t

urbz

Sz

Hlo52

btd"

H2 t\ 52

dt d,

Hzlr Sz

utdz

^9t

ãr O,9s

btuz

HrnS"

dtuz

lle o ,9s

utuz

Table 5.1: Propositions and their basic probability measures

that D2 supports the proposition, and u2b1is the probability committed to H1 ñ 
^93

which means that D1 supports the proposition. The total probability committed to
7 is given by

Ð m1(H¿)m2(S¡) : dñz * u1d,2 ! u2d4,::
n,Åí,=r

wlrere d,1d2 is the probability committed to Hz À Sz which means that both D1 and

D2 support the negation of T, u1d2 is the plobability committed to ä¡ ñ ^92 which
means that D2 supports the negation of ?, and u2d4 is the probability committed
to 

^9s r-ì Ilz which means that Di supports the negation of ?. The total probability
committed to O is given by
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Ð m1(H¿)m2(S;) : 1trrtl2t

n,åi!,=t

whele u1u2 is the probability committed to ä3 n ^93 which means the both D1 and D2

are uncertaín about 7. Because the intersections Ht À Sz arrd H21 ,91 do not exist,

probabilities byd,2 and b2dl are committed to an empty subset, namely,

I m1(H¿)m2(Sr) : btdz * bzú.

a,Å1,=ø

According to the Dempster's rule of combination, the probability measures for Bel
for the chosen proposition are given by

búz*bzutlbtuz
^Q) :

*(T) :

7-bñ2-brd, )

dñz*d,1u2{d'2u1
r-bd2-brú ) (5. 1 7)

and

*(ø): ----]!t-.1-hd2-bzú'
Clearly, the above defined probability measures satisfy

*g)+mQ) *nz(O) :1.

In the case that d1 cannot be properiy estimated or assigned for Bel1 based o¡
the given data and knowledge, one can assign dr : 0. The remainder of m(H),
1 - m(H1), is committed to *(ø). Thus, the corresponding formulae for eg. (5.17)

become
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*(r) : búzlb1u2!b2u1
I -bd2 )

*(T) : d'Y'- 
.I - b1d.2' (5'18)

and

m(o) : -IrlYx--/ r-hd2'
In the case that both d1 and d,2 cannot be properly estimated or assigned., one

can assign dt : 0 and d2: 0. Thus the combination rule becomes

^(T) 
: búz*b1u2|b2u1,

*(T) : 0, (5.1e)

and

*(O): uL?12'

The Dempster's rule of combination is symmetric. The belief functions which

represent Ds, . . . Dn cal then be combined one after another by repeatedly applying
Eq. (5.17), (5.18), or (5.19).

The whole procedure of representation and integration of exploration data using

the belief function theory can be, in terms of set-theoretic representation, expressed

as
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x-PD1':-+ B"¡,
D' 4:3 Be6

X_PDn':= B"¡n

wlrere DRC means Dempster's rule of com

(5.20)

5.5 Test ExarnpÌ.es

The above described approach is tested using the real exploration data from both

Farley Lake (Figures 2.4-2.12) and Snow Lake area (Figures 2.19-2.17). There are

only a few mapped occurrences of iron formation and base metal deposits in the

Farley Lake area. In the southwest part of the Snow Lake test area, there are some

base metal occurrences but they are very limited and most of the D-sets do not cover

the locations of these mineral occu,r-rences. The expert X - P mapping has to be used

in both a eas.

5.5"1- Farley T,ake Test ,A.nea

The target propositions fol this test area are "there is a base metal deposit" ald
"there is an iron formation deposit". The propositions for the base metal from D¿

(i:7,2,...,9) are

Tn; - "a base metal deposit exists from D¿",

T"n: "a base metal deposit does not exists from D¿",

Os¿ : {Ten,TB;}"

Tlre basic probability numbers m¿(TB¿), m¿(TB¿) and nz¿(Osr) assigned to the at-

tributes of D¿ are listed in Table 5.2. The propositions for the iron formation from

j

I 
DJg s 

"¡,

)
bination.
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Di (i : 7,2,. .. ,9) are

Tt¿ : "an iron formation exists from D¿",

Tn : "an iron formation does not exists frorn D¿,,,

O¡,' : {Ttr,Tn}.

The basic probability assignments m;(T¡¿), m;(Tt;) and nz¿(o¡;) assigned to the at-

tributes of D¿ are listed in Table 5.3.

The belief functions are combined using Bq. (5.17) to estimate new belief func-

tions which represent the total belief from pooling all the D-sets for the chosen ex-

ploration targets. The focal elements of the propositions being established are

Tr : "an iron formation deposit exists from the X-set",

Tr : "un iron formation does not exists from the X-set,',

A1: {Ty,T¡},

for the iron formation and

Tn : "a base metal deposit exists from the X-set,',

T u : "a base metal deposit does not exists from the X-set,,,

O.a : {TB,T1},

for the base metal.

The resulting distribution of belief functions is plotted in grey level plots. Figure

5.1 shows the spatial distribution of *(Tt), the degree of belief or support to whicÌr

ft is true. The high support, *(Tt), is found in the west central part of the test

atea, in which ore bodies with up to 95 percent pyrrhotite were discovered by drilling
(Chevillard and Genaile, 1970). The low support is found in the lake areas and the

areas in which we have less or no information. Figure5.2 shows the spatial distribution
of m(Tl), the degree of disbetief to which ?¡ cannot be believed according to the
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D-set D¿

Ground EM Ðata
no clata

<4
4-L0
r0-20
>20

Airborne EM
B
C

D
tr

Band
No anomaly

No data

Ground R"esistivity (ohm-m)
< 100

100 - 500

500 - 1000

> 1000

no data

IF Chargeability Data (mV/V)
>40

20-40
6*20
<6

no data

Aeromagnetic Ðata (7)
> 3000

500 - 3000
< 500

m¡(TB¿)

0.0
0.05

0.10
0.15

0.20

0.15
0.13
0.10
0.08

0.05
0.05
0.0

0.25

0.77
0.10

0.05
0.0

0.25
0.20
0.10
0.05

0.0

rr¿¿(Tn¿)

0.0
0.10
0.08
0.05
0.03

*¿(Øa;)

1.0

0.85
0.82
0.80
0.77

0.82
0.84
0.86

0.88

0.90
0.88
1.0

0.72

0.78
0.82
0.85
1.0

0.72
0.75

0.82
0.85
1.0

0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04

0.05

0.07
0.0

0.03
0.05
0.08
0.10
0.0

0.03

0.05
0.08
0.10
0.0

0.05
0.15

0.05

0.08
0.05

0.08

0.87
0.80
0.87

Table 5.2: Basic Probability Measure for a.
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D-set D¿

VLF'' trM Data (Station: NNS)
>80

50-80
20_50
<20

No data

VLF EM Data (Station: NtK)
>80

50-80
20-50
<20

No data

Airborne INPIJT EM Ðata
No anomaly

Areal Anomaly
Band 2

Band 3 and 4
Band 5 and 6

Bedrock Geological l\,fap
Felsic Intrusive

Basalt - Andesite
Iron Rich Rocl<s

Picrite
Mafic Intrusives

m¿(Ta¿)

0.20

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.0

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.0

0.03

0.04
0.08
0.10
0.0

0.03
0.04
0.08
0.10

0.0

0.07
0.05

0.05
0.04

0.03

0.10
0.05

0.10

0.10
0.05

-¿(@n¿)

0.77
0.81

0.82
0.85
1.0

0.77
0.81

0.82
0.85
1.0

*,(Tnn)

0.05
0.05
0.09
0.72

0.15

0.05
0.15

0.05

0.05
0.15

0.88
0.90
0.86
0.84

0.82

0.85
0.80

0.85
0.85
0.80

Table 5.2: Basic Probability Measures for a Base Metal Deposit (Farley Lake).
m¿(76¿)-degree of belief for a base metal deposit from D¿; m¿(?6;)-degree of

disbelief for a base metal deposit from D¿; m¿(@n¿)*degree of uncertainty for a base
rnetal frorn D¿.
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D-set D¿

Ground EM Ðata
No data

<4
4-70
10-20
>20

Airborne El4
B
C

D
E

Band
No Anomaly

No data

Ground Resistivity (ohm-m)
< 100

100 - 500

500 - 1000

> 1000

No data

trtr Chargeability Data (mV/V)
>40

20-40
6-20
<6

No data

Aeromagnetic Ðata (7)
> 3000

500 - 3000

< 500

m¿(Tt¡)

0.0
0.05
0.15
0.19
0.23

0.15
0.13
0.10
0.08

0.05

0.05
0.0

0.20
0.15
0.10

0.05
0.0

0.20
0.15
0.10

0.05

0.0

0.22
0.15

0.05

m¿(T n)

0.0
0.10

0.08
0.05
0.03

*¿(An)

1.0

0.85
0.77
0.76
0.74

0.03
0.04
0.05
0.05

0.05

0.10
0.0

0.82
0.83
0.85
0.87
0.90

0.85
1.0

0.77

0.80
0.85
0.85
1.0

0.03

0.05
0.05

0.10
0.0

0.03
0.05
0.05

0.10
0.0

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.77
0.80
0.85

0.85
1.0

0.73

0.75
0.80

Table 5.3: Basic Probability Meusure
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Ð-set D¿

V[,F EIVI Data (Station:
>80

50-80
20_50
<20

no data

VLF EM Data (Station:
>80

50-80
20-50
<20

No data

NNS)

n¿¿(Tn)

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.03
0.0

m¿(Tn)

0.03
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.0

0.03
0.05

0.05
0.10
0.0

*¿(Øn)

0.82
0.85
0.90
0.87
1.0

0.82
0.85
0.90
0.87
1.0

0.85
0.90
0.87
0.85

0.80

NN,K)

Airborne INPUT EM Ðata
No Anomaly

Areal Anomaly
Band 2

Band 3 and 4

Band 5 and 6

Eedrock Geological l\4ap
Felsic Intrusive

Basalt - Andesite
Iron Rich Rocks

Picrite
Mafic Intrusives

0.15
0.10

0.05
0.03

0.0

0.05
0.05

0.08
0.10

0.15

0.05
0.10

0.25

0.08
0.10

0.10
0.05

0.05
0.05
0.05

0.15

0.05

0.05

0.05
0.05

0.80
0.85

0.70

0.87
0.85

Table 5.3: Basic Probability Measures for an Iron Formation (Farley Lake).
m¿(Zl¿)-desree of belief for an iron formation from D¿; m¿(T y;)-degree of disbeiief
for an iron formation from D¿; m¿(Ø¡;)-degree of uncertainty for an iron formation

frorn D¿.
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combined data. The high disbelief for an iron formation is found in the southeast

part of the test area. The uncertainty *(Øt) plot (Figure 5.3) shows the degree

to which the target proposition is uncertain. The higher uncertainty indicates that

there is less or less efficient evidence in the X-set with respect to the given target and

further data acquisition may be necessary. The plausibility is mathematically the sum

of support and uncertainty. High plausibility is expected in the areas where there is

either high support or high uncertainty or where both support and uncertainty are

high. In practice, it can be interpreted as the upper boundary of probability which

may be reached if mathematically sufficient evidence is acquired. Relativety high

plausibility is found in the west central alea where the support is high and in some

of the areas where there is less data (Figure 5.4).

Similarly, for the target of base metal deposits, the spatial distribution plots of

*(Tn), *(Te), *(@a) and m(Tp) + nz(O¡) correspond to degree of belief, disbelief,

uncertainty and plausibility (Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8) towards the target propo-

sition that there exists a base metal deposit from the X-set. The most favorable area

for base metal deposits predicted by these plots is found in the west central area

(Figure 5.5). The high disbelief is in the areas where there is more data coverage but

some of thern, such as chargeability, resistivity, etc. fail to show anomalies (Figure

5.6)" A relatively high level of uncertainty is found in the areas where there is less or

less efficient information (Figure 5.7). Relatively low uncertainty is found in the west

central area where there is more clata cove.-age. The high plausibility region can be

found in areas with less data or with relatively high support.
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0.728

0.086

2km

Figure 5.1: Suppoú (m(Ty)) Map for an Iron Formation Deposit (Farley Lake).

0.389

0.077

Figure 5.2: Dislielief (m(T¡)) Mup for an lron

1i0

Formation Deposit (Farley Lake).



0.727

0.186

2krn

Figure 5.3: Uncertainty lrn(Or)) Map for an Iron Formation Deposit (Farley Lake).

0.923

Figule 5.4: Plausibility
Lake).

2km

(*Qt) + nz(o¡)) Map for an Iron Formation

0.611

Deposit (Farley
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0.442

0.067
2km

Figure 5.6: Disbelief (rn(TB)) M"p for a Base Metal Deposit (Farley Lake).

0.788

0.225
2km

Figure 5.7: uncertainiy itn(oe)) Map for a Base Metal Deposit (Farley Lake).
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0.933

0.558
2km

Figure 5.8: Plausibilitv @Qe) + -(os)) Map for a Base Metal Deposit (Farley
Lake).

5.5"2 Snow Lake Test Anea

The target proposition tested in this area is "there is a base metal deposit',. The
corresponding propositions for different D-sets in this area are the same as in the
Farley Lake test area. The basic probability numbers assigned to the attributes of
the D-sets are listed in Table 5.4.

As in the Farley Lake area, the focal elements of the target proposition being
established are

Tn : "a base metal deposit exists from the X-set,,,

Tu: "a base metal deposit does not exist from the X-set,,,

O¡ : {Te,,T"}.
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D-set D¿

Airborne EM Ðata
Very stlong anomaly

Strong anomaly
Medium Anomaly

Week anomaly
No anomaly

No data

Ground EM Data
Strong anomaly

Medium anomaly
Week anomaly

No anomaly
No clata

Ground Magnetic Ðata
Strong anomaly
Week anomaly

No anomaly
No data

Geological Map
Felsic intrusions
Mafic intrusions

Quartzofeidspathic gneiss & migmatite
Sandstone and conglomerate

Greywacke, siltstone & muclstone
Felsic volcanic rocks

Mafic to intermediate volcanic rocks
No ciata (lakes)

m¿(Tn¿)

0.15

0.r2
0.10
0.07
0.02
0.0

0.25
0.20
0.15

0.03

0.0

0.15
0.10

0.02

0.0

0.01

0.05

0.01

0.06
0.08

0.20

0.20
0.0

m¿(TB¿)

0.01

0.03
0.05
0.07
0.08
0.0

0.01

0.03
0.05

0.10

0.0

0.03
0.05

0.08
0.0

*(@n¡)

0.84

0.85
0.85
0.86
0.90
1.0

0.10

0.05

0.10
0.04
0.04
0.05

0.03

0.0

0.74
0.77

0.80
0.87
1.0

0.82
0.85

0.90
1.0

0.89

0.90

0.89
0.90
0.88
0.75

0.77
1.0

Table 5.4: Basic Ptob
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Ð-set D¿

Airborne Magnetic Data
> 3000

2550 - 3000
< 2550

(r)

m¿(Te¿)

0.05

0.10
0.05

*o(TB)

0.10

0.02
0.08

*(ØB¿)

0.85

0.88
0.87

Table 5.4: Basic Probability Measures for a Base Metal Deposit (Snow Lake).
m¿(Tl¿)-degree of belief for a base metal deposit from D¿; rn¿(TB¿)-degree of

clisbelief for a base metal deposit from D¿; nz(O6¿)-degree of uncertainty from D;.

The spatial distribution of the probabiiities which correspond to degrees of support
(*(Tu)), disbelief (*(Tu)), uncertai'ty (-(oB)) and ptausibitity (*(Tn) + rn(o¡))
are plotted in Figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12. From Figure 5.9, high support is closely

related to the ground EM anomalies. This is because the ground EM anomaiy map
provides more important evidence than other D-sets for the base metal deposits in
this area. The relatively high disbelief is found in the central test area (Figure b.10).

The uncer-tainty is relatively high in most of the test area (Figure 5.11). The areas in
which BM anomaiies are found have relatively 1ow uncertainty. The 1ow plausibitity
is in the central aïea corïesponding to the area with relatively high disbelief (Figure
5.12). Note that these results are based on the X-set. Because most of the data
do not spatially coveï the southwestern portion of the test area where base metal
deposits a,...e found, the support in this area is noi high. But disbelief is very low ancl

uncertainty is very high in this area, which suggests that it is a promising area ancl

more information is needed for making a more conclusive decision.
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4km

0.566

0.050

0.200

Figure 5.9: support (m(TB)) Map for a Base Metal Deposit (snow Lake).

0.284

4km

Figure 5.10: Disb eher (m(TB)) M"p for a Base Metal Deposit (Snow Lake).
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0.880

0.366

Figure 5.11: Uncertainty (-(O¡)) Map for a Base Metal Deposit (Snow Lake).

0.980

0.716

i:::i',:iiiiffi

Éftt¿tÈÀ
ss8$$s

km4

Figure 5.12: Plausibilitv @Qn) + rn(O¡))
Lake).
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5.6 Enron Estlrmation and Ðegnee of Conffiiat

All X - P mappings contain experimental errors and uncertainties. They can propa-

gate through the DRC towards the probabilities for the final target propositions. The

Detnpster-Shafer approach also provides quantities which can represent the conflict
in tlre D-sets. By analyzing and modifying these quantities, a value which is called

the degree of conflict can be specified. As defined, the degree of conflict has close

resemblance to variance in the relative error. approximation.

5.6.1- Ðrror Fropagatíon

The probability measures of Beft and Bel2 contain experimental and numerical eïïors.

They can propagate through each step of the Dempster's rule of combination towards

the finai probability obtained by combining Be\ and Bel2. Recall 5.2 where *{H¿),,
*r(S¡),, and rn(H) are defined, and let e¡¡¿ be the error term in rn1(H¿) ancl es; in
*r(S¡) respectively. By denoting

mr(Hn) : 1-i mt(H¡)
i=1

mz(Sù : 1-Ð mz(S¡)
j=7

and ignoring the seconcl and higher terms of the Taylor expansion of Eq. (5.t+), the
following equation gives the error estimation e¡¡ associated with nz(fi)

eH : 
þ-ã*,GÐea¿ 

i I a*¡E1",
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? -'(s')'J '''
nsj=H /

1:
1-k

*r@))rr,
l-r+t
j=L

l^-, (lrl r *,6)-
l,=r I j
| \H;nSr=H H6

(
I )- m,(H;)- tI 

-\a,.r3r=ø u;¡lt=n
(5.21)

/
o-t I

+nz(ø) | | Ð
;:1 I j

\ 1r;ns; =g

,-, /
+-(H)t f Ð

'=t \t,.,br=ø

where k has been defined in Eq. (5.18).

m{Ht) :

mt(Hz) :
mt(Hs) :

m,,( S;\ - \-
-\ J/ lJ

j
H¡nS¡=Q

m{H¿) -

bt * en,

dt * ea,

uL * €u7,

*r@)rp
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If we take the errors from the X - P mapping into consideration, the equation

(5.15) which defines the belief function Bel1 becomes

where €n¡ €dt and e,1 are the error terms associated with mt(Hr), m1(H2), and
m{Hs)', and similarly, equation (5.16) which defines the belief function óel2 becomes

mz(Sr) : bz*etz,

mz(Sz) : dzte¿2,

mz(Ss) : uzl€uz,

wlrere €bzt €d.z ar,d eu2 are the error- terms corresponding to mr(sr), mz(sz) and nz2(^93).

The error estimates for the target proposition corresponding to Eq. (b.12) are given
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by

€.r' : *l@rÊr) r m(T)m2(sr)) ru, t (*r(Hr) + m(T)m1(H2)) e62

+ (m(T)mr(s') - mz(st)) ea -r (m(T)*'(Hr) - m1(H)) e¿21,

er : å l(-,(s.) * m(T)m2(sr)) .r' + (-'(ar) * m(T)m1(Hù) ,0,

(*g¡*rçsù - *r(sr)) en * (m(T)*r(H,) - m1(H2)) e62l ,

€ar : *l@2(s2)m(o) - -r(sr)) e6v r (m1(H2)-(o) - m1(Hs)) e62

(m(@)m2(^9') - *r(Ss)) e¿t * (m(Ø)*r(Hr) - m1(fu)) e¿21.

5.6.2 Ðegree of Conflict

While two belief functions are combined using Dempster's rule of combination, some of
the probabilities may be committed to disjoint or contradictory subsets (H¿aS, : g¡.

The total probability committed to contradictory subsets is given by

and this is the same as Eq. (5.13). The renormalization constant

K:-l-7-k

k - I m1(H|m2(S¡)
'i,i

H;nSt-Ø
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increases with k and presents the extent of the conllict between Beft and Bel2. So,

Shafer (1976) defined the weight of conflict as

log/f--logl-k.

In error evaluation, log 1( does represent the relative amount of conflict contained in

the two bodies of evidence, but it is difficult to interpret physically because it does

not have physically obvious relationships towards the probabilities committed to the

non-empty subsets. The quantity k is used instead. If the two belief functions do

not conflict, then k : 0; k : 0.5 means that the total probability committed to
contradictory subsets is equal to the amount committed to the all other subsets. So,

k < 0.5 rneans that

¿,j
H¿NS¡:Q

and k > 0.5 means that

xrJ
H;nS¡=Q

D m1(H¿)m2(s,) <I Ð m1(H¿)rn2(s¡) (5.22)
l{co i,i

H;l1S¡=H

f m1(H¿)m2(S,) > Ð
ãco

D m1(H¿)m2(S¡). (5.23)

Tlre special case, k,:7, means that Be\ and Bel2 flatly conflicts and. BeftØ Bel2

does not exist.

The calculation of ,t can be extended to a collection of more than two belief
functions

B el1, B e12, . . ., B eln¡1.

The total probability committecl to contradictory subsets k is given by

k:\- i
l(, K^ r(
'Lf 

LL¿.., tLn
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where

K¿: r _ 1..L lùX

with

(i:7,2,...,,n)

is the renormalization constant for

(. . . (Beft @ Bel2) Ø . . . Bel¿-t) Ø Bel¿.

There are still two problems in the actual application of k in integration of explo-

ration information. The first originates from the problem of incomplete spatial data

coverage over the exploration ar-eas. To resolve this problem, q is defined as

kq- -.n (5.24)

Thus q is expected to balance the difference caused by varying spatial data coverage

and may be interpreted as an approximation to the average of probability committed

to empty sets.

Another problem is the information eflÊciency of data attributes in the same given

data layer. For less efficient data attributes, uncertainty is high and in general *(@)
is largel. The g consequently becomes smailer. A new quantity, which is called úåe

degree of conflict, is defined as

(5.25)

The above formula that defines the degree of conflict reduces the effect of efficiency

difference in a given D-set. So, f is an approximately balanced quantity and provides

a spatial estimate of the degree of conflict for the combined data. Intuitively, this
value, l, is related to the errors in the <iata. Erroneous data tend to induce the
higher degree of conflict and the less erroneous ciata the lower degree of co¡flict. Its
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functional role is like the variance in statistical analyses. The high degree of conflict
tends to occur where some data layers show strong support towards the proposition

but some of the data layers show strong support to its negation. Equations (5.24)

and (5.25) are empirical relations ancl are expected, to a certain extent, to balance

the effect of the number difference of the spatial data coverage and data efficiency

clifference. They tend to improve the spatial comparison of the conflict. The degree

of conflict can be calculated both in the traditional probabilistic X - P mapping and

in the expert X - P mapping.

The degree of conflict is calculated for both test areas. Figures 5.13 and b.14

show the spatial distribution of degree of conflict for the proposition of a base metal
and that of an iron formation in the Fariey Lake area. In the west central part
of the test area, both data accuracy and spatial data coverages are better and the

uncertainty distribution is low. The degree of conflict is relatively low in the area

for the proposition of an iron formation (Figure 5.i4) but relatively high for the

proposition of a base metal deposit (Figure 5.13). This shows that there is a higher

potential for an iron formation deposit than for a base metal deposit although the

belief distributions for both propositions are high in the area (Figures b.1 and b.5).

Figure 5.15 shows a spatial distribution of the degree of conflict for the proposition

of a base metal deposit in the Snow Lake area. The black level in this plot means that
f does not exist because there is only one data layer there. As mentioned in the last
section, the locations of high belief are closely related to the ground EM anomaiies

(Figure 5.9). Some of the locations with high belief (Figure 5.9) show a low degree of
conflict (Figure 5.15), which indicates that the combined data at these locations more
consistently support the target proposition than those with a high degree of conflict.

The above described test further shows that the degree of conflict is a very impor-
tant pararneter for evaluating the final results. It also can be an important criterion
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Figure 5.13: Degree of conflict (f) Map for Base Metal (Farley Lake).

0.068
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Figure 5.14: Degree of Conflict (f) Map for Iron Formation (Farley Lake).
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Figure 5.15: Degree of Conflict (l) Map for Base Metal (Snow Lake).

for accepting or denying a proposition in knowledge-based decision making processes.

5"V Ðisctrssiora arnd Concn¡.lsion

In non-renewable resource exploration, explorationists can never simply say ,,yes,, or
"no" to questions asking for specific exploration targets before it is observed directly or
drilled' Uncertainty always exists when one tries to make a decision. The Dempster-
Shafer (D-S) evidential belief function provides an adequate way to represent the
intrinsically imprecise information and uncertain propositions. In the applicatio' of
the D-S evidential belief function theory to represent exploration data, one does not
have to comtnit the remainder of a probability measure to its negatio¡. It allows one
to represent the degree of uncertainty associated with clata ancl propositio's. This
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capability is the rnajor difference between this approach and the Bayesian approach.

The D-S evidential belief function theory provides a more natural problem solving

basis fol realistic information represerìtation than the traditional probability theories.

Another advantage of the D-S approach is its ability to handle the D-sets with
incomplete coverage. In most non-renewable resource exploration projects, the D-

sets are spatially incomplete and statistically unbalanced although the rate of clata

acquisition is alarmingly rapid. The D-S approach can handle this situation naturally
and allows incomplete D-sets to be integrated with others, both in highly explored

and unclerexplorecl areas.

The test results in the two test areas outline the most favorable target exploration

areas. The known mineral cleposit occurrences located in the high support areas pre-

dicted by this approach have independently confirmed the effectiveness of the methods

utilizing the D-S evidential belief function. An exception is in the southwest part of

the Snow Lake test area where there is insufficient data coveïage. Consequently, the

result shows low disbelief and high uncertainty, which suggests that further data ac-

quisition should be carried out in this region. The outcome of this approach can

provide more information for a proposition which allows one to carr-y out detailed

analysis of low support, and to distinguish lack of support from support to its nega-

tion. Apparently, the D-S evidential belief function approach provides a rnoïe realistic
picture of the target proposition in the expioration area.

One problem with the D-S approach is its stringent requirement for the evidential

independence of the D-sets. Shafer (1984) suggested the dependent evidence can

be hanclled by reframing ttre frame of discernment. This can be implemented in a

knowledge-base system. Furtheïmore, the expert X - P mapping also lencls itself to
an expert system approach. The D-S approach can thus be a very powerful tool for
integrated lesource exploration tasks.
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An object-oriented and map-based prototype expert system has been developed in this

research using programming language C++ for integrating different geoscience data

sets for base metal exploration. The prototype system has been tested using real ex-

ploration D-sets from Farley Lake and Snow Lake test areas) Manitoba, Canada. The

clevelopment is based on the set-theoretic representation and integration of spatial

data, evidence representation, combination and uncertainty quantification described

in the preceding chapters. The Dernpster-Shafer evidential belief function theory

(Dempster,1967; Shafer, 1976) is utilized to manage uncertainties in both knowledge

representation and uncertainty propagation. The object-oriented knowledge represen-

tation structure and the reasoning procedures for uncertainty propagation perforrned

well for the chosen test examples. In addition to the expected advantages of the

knowledge-based approach, physically known dependent evidence can be better dealt

with in a knowledge-based approach.

The present system has 23 nodes (objects) and includes more than 150 rules. It
consists of a knowledge base, inferenceengine and an object base (Figure 6.1). A set
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Figule 6.1: Block Diagram of the Prototype System
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of utilities was developed to define and plovide a necessary programming environment

because the C++ is a relatively low-ievel programming language. The development

is focused on knowledge representation structure, its corresponding inference mecha-

nisms and object simulation of the data and related concepts, so that the user interface

is simple and can also be used to acquire judgements about data from user-s.

In the following sections, several major problems in the application of expert sys-

tem techniques to resource exploration will first be discussed. This will be followed.

by descriptions of object-oriented knowledge representation structure and its corre-

sponding inference mechanisms. Finally the prototype expert system developed will
be presented.

6" 1- Some Fnohlerns in the Applicatiora of Al Tech-
raiques to R esource ExpÏoration

The work which was carried out by Duda et al. at SRI in the late 1970's has been

recognizecl as a pioneering work in the field of expert system research ancl develop-

rnent. It is also the first expert system for geoscience application. Numerous new

systems have been cleveloped and teported since then for resource exploration ap-

plication. These systems were developed to varying degrees of completeness, from
a mere concept to a completely functional research type, but very few have reached

the production stage. Exploration applications are minor when they are compared

to expert system applications in engineering and manufacturing, where thousands of
systems are reported to be in production use today (Fox, 1990). WhV has the expert

system technique not been widely used in resource exploration? Aminzacleh (1gg1)

surnmarized two reasons for the lack of success in oil expioration: (1) oil and gas

exploration is in general highly multidisciplinary and (2) rules governing the explo-
-^+:^- -,-- I L1ratlon process are, ïot' f lte tnost part, reiatively more subjective. in this section, I will
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briefly review some of the common problems in the resource exploration procedure

itself and recent research and practices in AI applications targeted towards resource

exploration.

Expert systems usually attain high levels of performance either in a narrow prob-

lem area (Waterman, 1986; Winston, 1984) or in a na row and well-defined domaìn.

But most tasks in non-renewable resource exploration are neither narrow nor well

defined. Non-renewable resource exploration activities can in general be divided into

two categories as described in Chapter 3. The first is tasks of acquiring and improving

the X-set. Classical set theory is essentially the backbone of this category. A tasl< in

this category can in turn be divided into many subtas]<s such as airborne EM data

acquisition, surficial geological mapping, seismic data processing, etc. There is often

no interaction between these subtasks. The second category includes interpretation

of the X-set to identify and isolate selected exploration targets. Although the D-sets

can be interpreted individually, the final decision has to be based on the whole X-

set. The tasks in this category are highly multidisciplinary and yet less adequately

defined than those in the first. This fact may explain why most of the expert system

applications to resource exploration are limited to specifrc domains, as presented by

numerous authors such as Dulac (1991), Coppens (1991), Zheng and Simaan (1991)

and Fang et al. (1991)"

The tasks in the second category cannot be represented adequately in the frame-

work of classical set theory. Most of the geoscience data are intrinsically irnprecise

although they are established in a framework of the classical set theory. In the inter-

pretation of a D-set or D-sets, one can rarely answer t'yest' or ttnot' to a proposition

or exploration target, even when all the available data sets are judged to be of good

quality. One can at best say vaguely "to some degree yes" or "to some degree no',.

Usually no clear cut solution or- answer is available. This situation reflects the fac-

t that information we gather cannoi provide us with definite or absolute evidence.
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Uncertainty management is thus an essential issue for expert system applications

particularly in non-renewable resource exploration. Most expert systems developed

and/or reported after PROSPECTOR deal little with uncertainty estimation. The

multidisciplinary nature of non-renewable resource exploration tasks requires integrat-

ed approaches. Representation of imprecise information and non-absolute knowledge,

uncertainty processing and inference mechanisms have unique roles in expert system

applications to integrated exploration. Clearly, expert system applications in this
category are considerably more difficult than many recently reported expert systems.

This is one of the reasons why most AI systems in production use are in engineering

and manufacturing rather than in non-rene\Mable resource exploration.

Subjective reasoning is an important part of human knowledge processing and

plays an essential role in many human reasoning processes. Such subjective reasoning

can be based on information acquired from textbooks, scientific publications, and

personal experiences from various other exploration areas. Of course, there is no

problem to apply this type of knowledge to an exploration task. The important point
however is to use this type of knowleclge ol reasoning process in a specific expioration
project and to combine them with newly discovered knowledge which may be obtained

directly from the project area and/or a geologically similar area.

Another problem is associated with correct interpretation of certainty factors

estimated by an expert system. The results are less useful if they are difficult to
interpret. If the output of a map-based system is maps, it will show different degrees

of spatial favolabilities towards a specific exploration target. These maps show spatial
distributions of specific information for the prospecting area. Even when certain pixel
values appear to be meaningless, the overall distribution usually provides a relative
favorability distribution towards the chosen exploration target.
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6'2 sntegnation and tbject-tniented Frognararrnrng

Object-oriented programming is a style of programming that is based on direct rep-
resention of physical objects and intellectual concepts. It is recognized by many AI
researchers as the most appropriate and suitable vehicle for intelligent computation
and is increasingly applied in real world problems.

Very recently, there appeared several reports on object-oriented programming

being applied to solve geoscience problems. Among them are Miller (1990) who

reported an object-oriented expert system under development at the United States

Geological Survey, Dulac (1991) who built an object-oriented intelligent front-end for
a seisrnic processing package and Lafue et al. (1991) who argued that an object-
oriented knowledge representation system would be better for representing data and

knowledge for reservoir analysis.

Given an exploration strategy, D-sets are usually acquired independently and

usually interpreted separately for target parameters. One can even interpret one D-set
without knowing how to interpret other D-sets. For example, an airborne magnetic

D-set can be interpreted while he/she does not have to know how to interpret a

gravity D-set' The rules that govern processing and interpretation of ole specific

D-set usually are not applicable for interpretation of a D-set from another survey. So,

the first step of an integrated exploration project includes separate interpretation of
D-sets for specific parameters relevant to specific exploration targets. The results of
each interpretation can then be stored and represented in a specific format i' which
it can be combined with the interpretation from other D-sets. This process suggests

that different program blocks can be built to process and interpret different D-sets, to
store and represent their interpretation results, and to combine the interpretatio¡s.

Equally important are the propositions (concepts) which ar-e necessary in a later
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integratecl analysis. The propositions receive evidence from D-sets or other proposi-

tions. The evidence is then processed and the results can be updated as new evidence

for other propositions. These tasks require similar program blocks which can com-

municate with each other, can process evidence, and store the results.

An important functional requirement of the program blocks is the problem-solving

capability which performs processing and communication steps intelligently. This fur-
ther implies that the program blocks should be able to store intelligent knowledge. In
summary, an intelligent integrated exploration system requires basic intelligent pro-
gram blocks which have the capability to store information and knowledge, to process

and interpret information, to create new information, and to communicate with each

other. An object-oriented approach provides the best progïamming environment for
implementing the above described tasks.

The intuitive appeal of object-oriented programming is superior simulation ca-

pability of real world problems. The traditional procedural programming mold a

problem into a computer, while the object-oriented programming tries to simulate
functional structures of the real world problems as closely as possible. The added

capabiiities in data abstraction and encapsulation, and reusable tool kits make the
object-oriented programming very flexible. An object can have its own variables

which give the object ability to store information and knowledge. The functions of
an object include processing of information, interpretion of knowledge, and creation
of new objects dynamically when eveï necessary. The objects communicate with each

other by "messages". When an object receives a rnessage, it performs required tasks
during which it may also ask questions of another object, and then send the results
to other objects.

In an object-oriented knowledge representation, certain objects can be implement-
ed to deal with special D-sets and propositions. When an object receives a message
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at a later stage, it may do the necessary additional processing and interpretation,
and then sul¡mit the required results. The results from different objects can then be
integrated with relevant techniques for the chosen exploration target.

6"3 tbject-oriented Knowledge Repnesentation

The strategy employed for knowledge representation in the object-oriented pïogram
experiment is aimed at building intelligent objects that are expected to simulate
the human experts in dealing with the D-sets and propositions, and to establish
compatible relations among them. An intelligent object, in this case, corresponds

to a D-set or a proposition. The relations then link the objects together to form a
relation network.

6.3.1- T'he R.elation Network

The basic idea of representing relations between objects as a network originates from
the recent theories on problem reduction (Slagle and Gini, 1g87) and frame theory
(Maida, 1987). Even though a network (Figure 6.2) appears io be very similar to
an AND/OR tree, a special case of the AND/OR graph, interpretion of relations
between nodes is quite different from that of an AND/OR graph (Pearl, lgBZ). But
one can still see considerable similarity in the problem reduction steps in the networlc.
The relation network established in this research is specifically designecl to satisfy
reguirements of the integrated exploration problem and associated inferencing steps.

An arc between two nodes indicates an evidential relationship and it connects
lower level nodes to a higher level node. The lower level noc{es provide evidence
to a higher level node. The higher level node represents a possible source of lower
level nodes if the lower level node does not represent a possible source of noise.
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Figure 6.2: A Relation Network
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ration target' There is only one target proposition, "there is a base metal deposit,,
in the present system.

Each terminal node or each middle node has a set of rules which is incorporated
into the corresponding object. The rules built into the terminal node controi the
interpretation and processing of the data, and the rules in each middle node govern
propagation of belief functions through it. Incorporating the rules into each corre-
sponding object instead of using a global rule base in general improves efficiency of
computation. The interpreter of an object only needs to search the rules in its own
sub-rulebase. Another advantage of the present approach includes easier development
and updating of the rule base.

The strategic reasons for using this type of knowledge repïesentation structure
are as follows. The knowledge required for integrated exploration and reasoning may
be partitioned into two parts in an object-oriented knowledge representation. The
fir-st is the necessary knowledge required to interpret data and to manipulate the
propositions. The knowledge in this category can be further partitioned into pieces

of knowledge which correspond to different clata sets and propositions. These pieces

of knowledge can then be incorporated into objects to handle correspond.ing data
sets and propositions to make the objects intelligent. Additional reasons for building
objects are described as follow:

Bach exploration survey collects independent data sets which are interpreted
for special key parameters crucial to the overall exploration strategy. The fact
that knowledge needed for interpretation of one data set is different from that
required for interpretation of others, requires development of separate objects
aclequate for handling data sets or propositions in a chosen sub-discipline.

Certain data sets should be interpreted separately in order to keep the results of
interpretation inclependent for subsequent processing. If a data set is interpreted
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in reference to another data set, result of the interpretation will most likely
depend on the referred data set and its interpretation. This may cause difficulty
in subsequent processing.

The second category of the knowledge includes lelations relevant to the specific
exploration target with respect to the objects. These relations can be represented
by a network that links the objects together. The present system allows it to be
represented as an AND/OR tree, which can easily be expanded to allow more general
networl<s.

6"4 R uïes the systenß

Belief functions are used to quantify both the information content and the uncertain-
ties associated with each rule. The rules in an object have a format

Xf premise

T'hen conclusion (Bel,),

where B eI, is a beiief function associated to the rule. The proposition s of B eÇ are .R1,

Æ2 and Rs. Rt presents "The ruleis true"; Rz:Ril and E3: {Ar,Æ2}. The basic
probabiiity numbers are rn(Ë1) which is the lower probability or degree to which the
rule is true, rn(-Rz) which is the probability of negation of Æ1 or degree to which the
rule is false, and *(Rt) which presents the uncertainty or degree to which one does

not know whether the rule is true or false. Only two independent numbers, however,
are required because a belief function must satisfy

*(R)im(R2)*m(Æ3) :1.

As described ea.r-lier, the system rnust be able to handle two l<inds of data formats;
symbolic and nurnerical' Examples of symboiic data include lakes, basaltic intrusive,

tn
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high ground EM anomaly, etc. Examples of numerical data includ e a 20 mgal gravity
anomaly and a 3500 (7) magnetic anomaly. Three logic words are implemented to
deal with the numerical data. They are less-úh an, between and greater-thar. These
algebraic symbols pre-classify numeric data into a manageable number of categories.
Below are two examples of the rules in the objects; one is for numerical data and the
other is for symbolic data.

Example-1 rf the magnetic anomaly is greater-than J500 1,
then there is a high-magnetic anomaly (0.5 0.05 0.4b).

Bxample-2 trf there exist malSc -intermediate-volcanic rocks,

then there is a favorable geological environment for a base metal
deposit (0.5 0.1 0.4).

6"5 The lnfenence Ðngine

The inference engine is also divided into two parts to suit the corresponding knowledge
representation structure. The first part is made of a relatively simple interpreter and
can l¡e incorporated into the objects. When it receives a message or is activatecl,
it searches appiicable rules in its sub-rule-base and applies the rules to carry out
the tasks which may include processing, interpretation, and evidence combination.
During this step the object may communicate with other objects. Results of the task
are belief functions to be submitted to its upper node. Th.e second part involves a
systematic backward search over the relation network to find applicable objects and
activate them, and then, forward chains to propagate the belief functions to the top
node.
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6"5.1- Seanch Algorithrn

The search mechanism in an AI system is to find a solution path from an initial node to
the goal node (Winston, 1990). The algorithm developed here searches systematically
through the relation network (Figure 6.2) and finds all existing evidence relevant to
the top proposition, activates pertinent objects, and propagates the belieffunctions to
the top proposition. The systematic search method used in this system is depth-first
and it is as follows:

1 Put the top node on a list, called OPEN, of unvisited nodes. If the top
node has no lower node, exit with failure.

2 If OPEN is empty, exit successfully.

3 If the last node, n, of OPEN is a terminal node or has no unvisited suc-
cessor, do the following:

(1) activate n;

(2) set n visited;

(3) move n from OPEN.

4 If n has an unvisited successor, get a successor of n and place it last in
OPEN.

5 Go to step 2.

6,5.2 Inference Mechanisrns

Inference mechanisms are the ways in which belief functions ar.e propagatecl through
the networlç. In this research, Dempster-Shafer evidential belief function theory
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(Dempster, 1968; Shafer, 1976) is used as the basis for propagating belief functions
through the relation network. Three basic types of inference mechanisms correspo'd-
ing to the knowledge representation structure are used. in this research. They are
cailed OR, AND, and PASS-RULtr operators.

Suppose we have two belief functions Be\ and, Bel2, ea.ch of which can repre-
sent either a D-set or a proposition. The propositions of Beft are H1, H2 and. H3,
where -Ë11 represents "the proposition is true',, Hz: F1, and Hs _ {Hr,Hr}.The
corresponding basic probability measures are

m{Ht) : br

*{Hz) : dr

*t(H") : u,1

and they correspond to belief, disbelief and uncertainty about the proposition. Simi-
larly, the propositions of BeI2 are s1, s2 and ^9:, where s1 is ,,the proposition is true,,,

'9, :3r, and ,93 : {,9, ,sr,}.The corresponding basic probability numbers are

mz(St)

mz(Sz)

mz(Ss)

Let tlre propositions of Bel which we a e
B el2 be

{To,To,Ts"}

where I represents "the proposition z is true from Beft or Bel2,,,To j"its negation
and ?o" : {TorT"}" According to the Dempster's rule of combination, we have

m1(II¿)m2(Sr) : btbz * utbz * uzbt

L
u2

.Ju2

ú'2.

trying to establish by combining Bel1 and

\-
./J
à,i

H;tÌS¡=fo
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D rn1(H¿)m2(S¡) : údz -f utcl,z I uzd^
x¡J

H;ñS¡=To

Ð m1(H¿)m2(s¡) : hdz r bzd,t

n,å'l¡=ø

and we have probability measures for BeI from the oR operator

*(7") : b\bz I bzut f -bt:uz
7-hdz-l,zd.,

*(7"):W (6.1)

m(To") : , =u!u'L-brdz-brdr'
This formula is the same as (b"12).

Now let the propositions of BeI from the AND operator by combining Bell atð.
Bel2 be

{T",To,Ts"}

where I represents "the proposition 7 is true ftorr_ B el. and B e12,, ,T o isits negation,
and 7o" : {To,7'}. According to the Dempster's rule of combination, we have

Ð m1(H¿)m2(S¡): rru,
x¡J

.Fln.9;=O

Ð m1(H¿)m2(s¡) : ttrtt,
i,i

H¡f1S¡=To
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Ð m1(H¿)m2(S¡): d.rd.,
x¡J

H¡nS¡-To

m1(H¿)m2(Sr) : utuz I bflz * bzut I dau2 ! cl2u1

Ð m1(H¿)m2(S¡) : bdz I bzd.t

u,Å'å¡=ø

and we have probability measures for Ber from the AND operator

m(T-\ : búz
\ 4/ r-bldz_bzdt

m(T^\ :,tþ\r d) 
T - bld, - bñ1 (6 2)

*(To") : utuz * l:z:t't f -bt-uz *-d'tuz * dzut
7 - b!d2 -iñI

Let Bel, be a belief function associated to a rule. The IF part (condition) of the
rule represents the eviclence ancl the THEN part (conclusion) represents a hypothesis.
Three propositions of tire belief function representing the uncertainties associated with
tlre rule are.R1, Ã2 and 'R3, where -R1 represents ,,the rule is true,,, Rz:81, and
A3 : {Æ1 ,Rr}, respectively. The probability numbers for the given propositions are

m,(R1) - 11

m,(R2) :7,

m,(R=) : r".

i,i
l/,n^gj:O
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Let the belief function Bel" represent the condition of the rule and the propositions
be,9r, ,92 and,93, where 51 is ,,the condition is true',, Sr: 31, and .93: {.91,.92}.
The corresponcling probability numbers are

tn"(Sr) : st

m"(52) : s,

rn"(,93) - 5r.

Let Beln be a belief function to be established and the propositions be fl1 , H2 and.
lT3, where -Ëft is "the conclusion of the rule is true", H2 -F1, and H3 - {Hr,Hr}.
According to the Dempster,s rule of combination,

Ð m"(S¿)m,(R¡) : sf2 ! s2r-1

S¿nR¡=H2

m"(S¿)rn,(R¡) : srrs f ssrr * ssrz * s2r3 ! s3,r-s
i,i

S;nR¡=H3

s-
L m"(S¿)m,(Rj): 

"rr,
s,,lìl¡=ø

ancl tlren the probability measures for Bel¡,fromthe pASS-RULB operator become

rn(H.\ - 
stTt

'I - S2T2
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rn( H"\ : strz I szrt
\ -/ I-s2r2 (6 3)

*(H') : srrs * ssrr * sarz * s2r3 f s3r3

I - srr,

The PASS-RULB mechanism simulates the inference procedure from the evidence
to a hypothesis or proposition. It functionally transforms the betief function represent-
ing the condition of a rule into a new belief function which represents the conclusion
of the rule. This transform is controlled by the belief functions associated with the
rule' These three mechanisms are used in the system to propagate the belief functions
through the relation networl<.

6.6 Froblems witle Ðependent Ðvidence

Dependent evidence and concept management have always been problematic in mul-
tiple data set integration. Bayesian probability theory has a clear definition of the
statistical independence' There are methods to calculate the probabilities associated
with mutually dependent events but they usually introduces great complexity in solv-
ing real world problems' Assumptions, such as conditional independence (Chu¡g ancl

Moon, 1990), sometimes have to be made to apply the theory to real world problems,
even when the evidence is clearly dependent fi'om one's experience or physical prin-
ciples' In certain situations, assumptions such as conditional independence or local
independence carl leacl to unacceptable conclusions (Konolige, ig7g). Actually, the
traditional probability theory can not adequately handle the problem of dependent
evidence and it requiles more soiid theoretical basis and theoretical approaches that
aÌe easy to implement.

The belief function theory has been recently generalized from the traditional prob-
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ability theory (Dempster,7967,1987) and can be regarded as a way of representing
inferences from evidence within the probabilistic framework (Watson, lgg7). Some
difficulty persists for belief function theory to have a clear definition on the detailed
meanings of independence. In the application of the Dempster,s rule to determine
a ne\¡/ belief function for a chosen hypothesis on the basis of two or more pieces of
evidence, the premise is a rather vague notion that the pieces of evidence should be
independent in some way or from the distinct bodies of evidence.

Since the belief function theory includes the Bayesian theory as a special case
(Shafer, 7976), pieces of evidence that are independent in the belief function frame-
work are not necessarily statistically independent in a Bayesian probability model.
Evidential independence (Moon, 1990) is used in this research to differentiate the
concept of independence in a belief function system from the concept of statistical
independence in the Bayesian probability models.

The belief function theory depends on use of information (data) as evidence for
a chosen hypothesis or proposition. Whether pieces of evidence is evidentially in-
dependent or not relies often on the hypothesis to be proven. For example, let us
consider a case where two airborne magnetic surveys were carried out over the same
location but at different periods. If the two measurements are used to prove a hy-
pothesis that there is a base metal deposit at a specific location, they are evidentially
dependent' If the same measurements are used to prove a hypothesis that there is an
airborne magnetic anomaly at the same location, they can be interpreted as eviden-
tially independent' This means that evidential independence is relative to the chosen
frame of discernment' using this unique property of the knowledge-based approach,
a knowledge ïepïesentation structure can be organized in such a way that the lower
level nodes are evidentially independent relative to iheir higher level nodes. This
approach is actually related to the fundamental concepts of reframing (Shafer, 1gg4)
and partitioning (Shafer and Logan, lggb).
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Shafer (1984) remarked that independence is always relative to the frames of dis-
cernment' By explicitly introducing significant common uncertainties into a frame
of discernment, remaining uncertainties may be treated as independeni with respect
to that frame of discernment. Shafer and Logan (1g8b) introduced the idea of parti-
tioning a frame of discernment. Such a partition can itself be regarded as a frame of
discernment. By partitioning the frame of discernment, the complexity of the Demp-
stet's rule can be greatly reduced. These ideas are implemented in the knowledge
representation structure and in construction of new belief functions. If a complete
target-oriented exploration process can be represented as a frame of discernment, it
will include all the evidence (data sets), propositions, and rules. In this frame of dis-
cernment, many propositions are brought explicitly into the frame, such as ,,there is
a high conductivity", "there is a high magnetic anomaly", etc. The rules in the frame
connect evidence and propositions together and functionally control the propagation
of belief functions from evidence to a proposition and from a proposition to another
proposition' If a frame only has one proposition that represents a specific exploration
target, and if it has only an OR relation, it becomes the same as the case described
in Chapter 5 of this thesis and in Moon (1990). In the test example with real data in
Chapter 5, only one of the two D-sets (airborne magnetic surveys) in the Snow Lake
area is used' But both can be naturally used in this knowledge-based system.

6.7 Sonae cor¡arulents or¡ the Frototype systemra

To use the prototype system in a research or expioration project, several support
files have to be established' These files include legend files for different data layers,
a file to tell the system where to search for data, rule base, and the legend files. The
format of these files are given in Appendix A. In addition, users have to make judge-
ments based on the reiative precision of different D-sets and to provide a probability
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number between 0 to 1 for each D-set, where 0 means that nothing is believable in
the corresponding D-set and 1 means that the information content of the D-set is
completely accurate. The system will construct a belief function according to the
given probability number. The propositions for the belief function are H1,, H2, and.
É13, where ã1 represent "the information repïesented by the D-set is true,, , Hz :8t,,
and 'Hs : {Ht,,Hr}. Suppose that p is a probability number given by a user such
that 0 1p 11, the probability measures assigned by the system are

^(Hr) : P

m(Hr) : o

m(H") : 7-p.

This belief function is used for the whole D-set and the present system cannot process
probability values that vary with location and for diferent data descriptions in the
same D-set.

The system can also be customized easily for different geological regions or ex-
ploration projects by modifying the relation network and/or rule base. The formats
of these files are also described in Appendix A.

As described earlier, the system can only combine the D-sets which have corre-
sponding terminal objects and cannot create objects dynamically. Although it is not
too difficult to implement new objects, one has to be familiar with the system before
actually doing it.

The interpreters incorporated in the objects aïe very simple. The system may be
expanded to make it more flexible and capable of handling more difficutt probiems.
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6"8 Test of, t&ee FnoÉotype Systewa

The prototype system is tested using D-sets from both the Farley Lake area (Figure
2'1) and Snow Lake area (Figure 2.2). Theoutputs of the system are belief function
maps which have the same meanings as those described in Chapter b. Figure 6.2
displays the spatial distribution of support for a base metal deposit in Farley Lake
area' Similarly to the support map in Chapter 5, the higher support is found in
the west central area. Figure 6.8 shows the disbelief for the exploration target. The
disbelief is low in most of the test area and higher disbelief is found in the areas where
there is more efficient data coverage and no significant anomaiies detected. The low
uncertainties (Figure 6.9) are obtained in the middle west areas where there are moïe
efrcient data coverage. The high level of uncertainty is visible in the areas with less
data and/or less efficient data. High level of uncertainty with lower disbelief generally
suggests that more data should be acquired in the area to reach a decision. The
plausibility (Figure 6.10) is the sum of belief and uncertainty. It can be interpreted
in conjunction with other output maps.

An apparent feature of the results of the Snow Lake area is that areas with high
support are closely related to EM anomalies (Figure 6.11). This is because the EM
data in this area are more efective for base metal exploration than other data. There
ate Zn-Ct deposit discoveries in the southwest part of the test area. Unfortunately,
only geological and one airborne magnetic survey are available over the area with
the mineral occurrences and subsequently the support values are not high. But the
disbelief (Figure 6.12) is low and the uncertainty (Figure 6.14) and plausibility (Figure
6'13) are high. This fact indicates that more information is needed to make a decision.
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Figure 6.8: Disbelief Map for a Base Metal Deposit (Farley Lake)
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Figure 6.9: Uncertainty Map for a Base Metal Deposit (Farley Lake)
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Figure 6.10: Plausibility Map for a Base Metal Deposit (Farley Lake)

Figure 6.11: Support Map for a Base Metal Deposit (snow Lake)
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Figure 6.12: Disbelief Map for a Base Metal Deposit (snow Lake)

Figure 6.13: Plausibility Map for a Base Metal Deposit (snow Lake)
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Figure 6.14: uncertainty Map for a Base Metal Deposit (Snow Lake)

6"9 Concl¡.rsions on the Frototype Ðeveloprrlent

Use of evidential belief functions in knowledge representation has provided a theoret-
ical basis for the current spatial reasoning system. It allows uncertain information
and knowledge to be represented in a more precise natural manner. Subsequent
object-oriented knowledge representation structure partitions the complicated tasks

of integrated exploration into sub-tasks which are more manageable by usi¡g artificial
intelligence techniques. The dependent evidence can be better utilized by introducing
important uncertainties explicitly and -by 

organizing the relation network properly.
The test example has successfully outlined the favorable exploration ta¡get areas.

The knowledge representation structure clescribecl above appears to be a plornisi¡g
approach for integrated exploration. The inference rnechanisms proposed for ulcer-
tainty propagation have worked weil in the iest exarnples. These rnechanisms can be
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used to simulate human reasoning processes.
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Ð&aæpËer V

Cæsaaåaxsåosg

This thesis research has developed a set-theoretic representation for geological and
geophysical information integration. The theoretical basis of the fuzzy set approach
has been established and tested using real exploration data sets. The Dempster-Shafer
evidential belief function approach has been studied systematically and also tested
using the same data sets. An object-oriented and map-based prototype expert system
was then developed to utilize the knowledge based approach for this complicated
integrated exploration problem

Integration of geological and geophysical data for resource exploration can be rep-
resented as G-mappings based on a data structure, the X-set. Integrated exploration
problems can be further studied based on this mathematical representation approach.
Based on this set-theoretic representation, exploration activities can generally be clas-
sified into two categories. The first includes data acquisition and improvement. The
backbone of this category is basically the classical set theory. The second includes
integration and interpretation of the data to search the exploration targets we are
interested in. Tasks in this category often cannot be represented precisely in the
framework of a classical set theory. Fuzzy set and probabilistic approaches are usu-
a1ly studied for this category of exploration tasks.
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Ftzzy set theory provides a tool that can adequately represent imprecise and
sometimes non-linear geoscience information. The data represented in the finzy space

can then be processed and integrated in fazzy space more precisely and effectively
than in the framework of classical set theory.

Dempster-Shafer evidential belief function theory is a gener alized form of the
traditional probability theory. It provides a more natural theoretical basis for rep-
resenting geological and geophysical information. It does not specifically require the
remainder of a probability to be committed to its negation. This property allows one

to distinguish between lack of evidence and negative evidence. The geological and geo-

physical data represented as belief functions can then be combined using Dempster's
rule of combination. Consequently, the results provide a more realistic description
about the exploration target or the target proposition. The degree of conflict uiilized
in this research provides a veïy useful quantity for making a final decision. Both fitzzy
set and Dempster-Shafer approaches can be used in the areas where there are none
or only very few discovered exploration targets. But some ambiguity and difficulty
still exist in mapping geological and geophysical information into the fuzzy space or
probability space.

The prototype expert system developed in this research demonstrates that a
knowledge-based system can be an effective tool to overcome some of the above men-
tioned difficulties. The object-oriented knowledge representation decomposes the in-
tegrated resource exploration problem into subproblems which are more manageable
by AI approaches. Furthermore, the problem of dependent information integration
can generally be better dealt with in the knowledge-based systems of this type. The
prototype expert system can be customized for different mineral types by modifying
the relation network and the rule bases without concerning about other parts of the
system. It wjll be more useful for exploration industry if the system can be integrat-
ed with a good GIS package and take advantage of its data base manageme¡t and
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display facilities.

Although the above approaches have been tested using real exploration data sets

from two exploration areas, more tests in different geological regions and for differ-
ent mineral deposit types are needed. Incorporating these approaches in a good GIS

system or a mineral exploration software is also an important step for industry appli-

cation. The prototype expert system can be refined and expanded for wider and more
practical applications. Further testing of the system wili certainly be necessary in fur-
ther upgrading of the system. Furthermore, a detailed and comparative study of the

finzy set, belief function, Bayesian, regression, and different knowledge-based models

in the same or similar areas would be helpful for a more in-depth understanding of
these approaches.
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$**pporË F-ååes

tbjects currer¡tly Avaixable åsa the systemra

The present system has one top node, eight middle nodes, and fourteen terminal
nodes. Table 4.1 lists all the nodes available.

The Ðata and Support F iles
T'he Data File Format

The data files are pixel matrix files in ASCII format. The pixel values can be num-
bers or letters. The dimensions of all the data files must be equal. The minimum
dimension of the data matrix is 1x1 and the maximum depends on the machine and

its configuration on which the program is running. An example of a 4xb symbolic
data file is given below.

32375
33752
33755
11755

The f,egend F iles

A legend file is used to describe the meanings of the values in a data file. Each
symbolic data file must have a corlesponding legend file. A numeric data file does

not need a legend file. The format of the legend files is as below.
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Type Ðata Ðescription

Terminal

Objects

air-rnagnet
step-airmag
ground-mag.
geology
Input
em-grade
lake
resistivity
vlfl
vlf?
chargeability
imagel
image2
ground-em

airborne magnetic total field
airborne magnetic intensity anomaly
ground magnetic intensity anomaiy
geology map
airborne INPUT map
airborne electromagnetic anomaly
surface water map
ground resistivity
VLF using source 1

VLF using source 2

IP chargeability
band 1 MEIS image
band 2 MEIS image
ground EM anomaly

Middle

Objects

high-airmag
susceptibility
air-em
vlf
conductor
high-con
fav-geol
image

favorable air magnetic anornaþ
favorable susceptibility
airborne EM anomaly
VLF anomaly
geological body of high conductivity
favorable conductor
Favorable Geological condition
favorable visual evidence

T'op Object target a base metal deposit

Table 7.1: Available Objects in the System
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meaning: value

where value is a pixcel value in the data file, which can be a number or character;

meaningis a character string which describes the meaning of the valueand it is known

by the corresponding rule-base. An example is given below.

strong-anomaly: 14

medium-¿nomaly: 11

weak-anomaly: 8

no-anomaly: 4

nodata: 15

end:

Note that there is no space at beginning of each line and the fiie is ended by an
ttend:".

The Froject File

The project file tells the system the addresses of data files, corresponding legend

information and rule bases. The format for a terminal object is as below;

ob j e ct -n ame, d at a-frle,legend -fr\e,rule -b as e,

where object-name is the name of an object in table 7; data-frle is the path to find

corresponding data frIe; legend-fi1e is the path to find legend information file of the

data file; rule-base is the path of the rule base of the object. they are all character

strings with less than 30 characters.

The format for a middle node is given below;

ob j ect Lt ame,rule -b as e,

where object-name and rule-base have the same meaning as described above.
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The format of the top node is

object-name,

where object-name is the name of the top object in table Z.

An example is given below;

geology,. /sdata/sgeol,. /slegend/geol.inf,. /rule/geol.rul,

air-magne t,. f s dat a f sairmag,. /rule/ airmag. rul,

lake,. /sdata/slake,. /slegend/lake.inf,. /rule/lake. rul,

em-grade,. f s dat a f s airem, . / slegend/ airem .inf.,,. f r rile f emgd. rul,

ground-em,. /sdata/sgem,. /slegend/agem.i nf ,. f rale f gndem.rul,

ground-mag,. /sdata/sgmag,. /slegend/agmag.inf,. /rule/gndmag.rul,

step-airmag,. f sdatafsstepmag,./slegend/astepmag.inf ,. f r.uref step-airmag.rul,

high-airmag,. /rule/high-airmag. rul,

conductor,. /rule/cndt.rul,

high-con,. /rule/hcon.rul,

air-em,. /rule/airem.rul,

fav-geol,. /rule/favg. rul,

susceptibility,. /rule/suscep. rul,

target,

end,

note that the file is ended with an "end.,".

Customiztwg th¡e Systena Kslowledge
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The knowledge of the system can be customized or updated by modifying the relation
network file and rule base files.

T'he Relation Network File

The relation network file defines the evidential relation among the objects. The format
of connection definition of a node is given as below.

object-name: n

ob j ect 1,IeveÌ,rel at ion,ob j ect2,

ob j ectn,level,relat ion,ob j ect 1,

The object-name is the name of an object that where connections are being defined.

n is the number of connections to the object. It is followed by n lines each of which

defines a connection. objectl is the name of the first object connected to object-name.

level is the level of. objectl relative to object-name. It can be "up" if objecúJ is a
higher level object of object-ttameot "down" if it is a lower level object of object-name.

telation defines the relation between objectl and object2. It can be "and" or "or,'. If
there is only one lower level object, it should be "single" . object2 is the name of the
second object connected to object-name. It is "nil" if there is only one lower level
object.

The R"ule Base F iles

The rules in a rule file are in the format

condition,

conclusion, bel dis unc
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where condition and conc.lusion are character strings; be1 is the lower probability or
degree of belief to which the rule is true; dis is the probability to its negation or
degree of belief to which the rule is false; and unc is the degree of uncertainty.
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.&ppesadåx ffi

ffioa.arce Ðwde w.{ t&ae F*per& Bys*exma
&wa C++

//tn¡s is the source code of the prototype systen in c++.
/./.lt ts developed using AT&T C++,-versíãn Z."Ot.
/./.Fgr cornpilation, put alr incruded. fires in the specified
//dírectories and sirnply use CC gin.
// ltt other files are divid.ed using //****x**x**xxe.xx*//
// ftte gin --- manage all network objects.
#include "etc/utiI.h"#include "etc/netnork.h"
#include "etc,/globe. h"
#include "header/target . h"
#include "header/conductor. h"#include "header/fav_geo1 .h"
#include "header/air em.h"
#include "header/groùndem. h',
#include "header,/em_grade.h"
#include "header/input . h"
#include "header/geoI.h"
#incl-ude "header/ground_mag. h"
#include "header/air_naenei . h',
#include "head er,/chargelh',
#include "header/resis.h"#include "header/vlf .h',
#include "header/vlf 1.h"
#include "header/vlf2.h"#include "header/suscep.h',
#include "header/lake.h"#include "header/high_con. h"
#include "header/hiqh-airmas.h"
#include 'rhead er/stãp-airmaã . h',
#include "header/img-. h"
#include "header/img1.h"
#include "header/ing2.h',
static error_handler merr("meta erroï: ");
class meta{

int r, c;
/ / bfmatrix xB;

geology xgeol;
Input *inpt:
laÏ<e *1¡g';
high_con xhcon;
en_grade *emgrd;
ground_em x.gindem;
conductor *cndctr;
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fav-geol *favgeol;
alr_em *a].rem;
resistivity xresis;
].mage *].mg;
rmagel *l_mg1;
rmase2 *ims2:
vlfï xvltai
vIf2 *vlfs;
vlf xvf;
susceptibilitv *susceD :
chargèabif ity. *charge'; '
alr_magnet xairmag;
ground._mag *<grndmag;
target *tgt;
step-a:-rmag *sairmag;
n18n_a]-rmag *harrmag;
.L¿¡ xget_string(FILE *) ;susceptibility *set_suscep(char *, char *, network &,

int, int) ;resistivity *set_resis(char *, char *, char *, char *,
network &. int. int).chargeability *.sãi-ãti"igå(.h;'í, char *, char *, char *,
network &. int. int).

step-airmag *sãt_;"ii*ãS(åh;-í; char *, char *, char *,
network &, int, int);v1fl *set_vLf1(char rL, chár x,-óhar x. char *-
network &, int, int);v1f2 *set_vlf2(char x, chai x" cÉar *. char *-
netwolk &, int, iút);

geology *set_geol(char*, char*,- áharx, char*, network &,
int, -int) ;a_ir-em *set_qireir(char-*, char *, network &, int, int);y-If xsgt-vIf (cha.r *, chai x, netwoik &;-ini, il;J ;-"-":-mage-*set_img(char x, char'*, network &, iút, iii);

ground_mag *set_grndmag(char *, char *, chaï *, char *,
network &, -int, int);air-nagnet *set_airmag(chai *, ôÉar *, char *,
r.retwork &, int, int) ;xset_img1(char x, char *, char *,
Iretwork &, int, int) ;*.set_img2(char *, char *, char *,
network &, int, int);Input *set_input(char*, chár*, êÉar*, char{.,

network &. int. int):
lake xset_lake(cÍrar*,'c!ar!, char*,, char*,

network &, int, int)i
em_grade *.set_emgrade(charx, charx, char{<, char*,

network &, int, int);
ground_em *set_grndem(char*, char*., chaï{., char*,

network &, int, int):
conductor xset_cndgtr(char*, charx, network &, int. int):high_con *set_hcon(char*, char*, nétwork g, iåtl--iit)l-"
high_airnag xset_hairmag(ch¿¡*, chaïx, network &, int, int)fav_geol *set_favgeol(charx, char*, network &, int, int);
lgg"t *set-tgt(char*, network &, int, int);

PubI].c:
void print_resultO;
meta(network &, _char *, int, int);bfmatrix *infet(network &, ót.r i, char *);void inference(network &,'char x) i ' '
void passto(char x, bfnatrix *);

imagel

image2
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bfmatrix *appIy_rules(char x, char *);
void fpri(FILE *, FILE *);
void del_obj (char x);

l;
meta: :meta(network &nv¡, char *netaf , int roÍr, int col) {r = row;

c = col;
int x = rou;
int y = col;
FïLE *fptr;
char-*nann, *datf, *rulf, *inf;
int flag = 9;
if ((fptr = fopen(metaf , ,rtrr)) =-

merr.terminate("can not open
do{

NULL)
%s file for file locations\n" , metaf);

naln = get_string(fptr) ;printf ("name naln = %s\n", nam) ;if ((strcmp(nam, "end.")) l= O){
1t

((strcmp(nam, "geology,')) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;inf = get_string(fptr) ;rulf = get_string(fptr) ;printf ("The data size is %¿ * 7od',, x, y);

- geol = set_geol(nan, datf, inf, iulf, DW, x, y);
)

else if
((strcmp(nam, "Input")) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;inf = get_string(fptr) ;rulf = get_string(fptr) ;

- inpt = set_input(nam, datf, inf, rulf, rw, x, y);l
else if

( (strcmp (nam, ',lake',) ) == O) {
datf = get_string(fptr) ;inf = get_string(fptr) ;rulf = get_string(fptr) ;lke = set_1ake(nam, datf , inf , rulf , nür, x, y);

)
else if

((strcmp(nam, "em-grad.e")) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;inf = get_string(fptr) ;rulf = get_string(fptr) ;

^ emgrd = set_emgrade(nam, datf, inf, rulf, [w, x, y);
Ì

else if
((strcmp(nam, "ground_em")) == g¡1
datf = get_string(fptr) ;inf = get_string(fptr) ;rulf = get_string(fptr) ;

- grndem = set_grndem(narn, datf , inf , rulf , [w, x, y);
]

else if
((strcmp(nam, "air-magnet")) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;
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inf = get_string(fptr) ;
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;printf ("The data size is %d * o/od',, x, y);

- airmag = set_airmag(nam, datf, rulf, [w, x, y);
)

else if
((strcmp(nam, "image1")) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;

inf = get_string(fptr) ;rulf = get_string(fptr) ;

- imgl = set_img1(nam, datf, rulf, rw, x, y);
)

else if
((strcmp(nam, "image2")) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;

inf = get_string(fptr) ;
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;

- img2 = set_img2(nam, datf , rulf , nl¡r, x, y);
)

else if
((strcmp(nam, "ground-mag")) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;
inf = get_string(fptr) ;
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;

_ grndmag = set_grndmag(nam, datf, inf, rulf, nrr, x, y);
)

else if
((strcmp(nam, "v1f1")) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;inf = get_string(fptr) ;
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;
vlfa = set_vlf1(nam, datf, inf, rulf, rw, x, y);

Ì
else if

((strcmp(nam, "v1f2")) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;
inf = get_string(fptr) ;
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;
vlfs = set_vIf2(na¡, datf , inf , rulf , DW, x, y);

)
else if

((strcmp(nam, "resistivity")) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;
i-nf = get_string(fptr) ;rulf = get_string(fptr) ;
resis = set_resis(nam, datf, inf, rulf, DW, x, y);

)
el-se if

((strcmp(nam, "chargeability")) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;
inf = get_string(fptr) ;rulf = get_string(fptr) ;

^ charge = set_charge(nam, datf, inf, rulf, [w, x, y);I
else if

((strcmp(nam, "step_airmag")) == 0){
datf = get_string(fptr) ;
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inf = get_string(fptr) ;rulf = get_stríng(fptr) ;
sairmag = set_sairmag(nam, d.atf, inf, rulf , nït, x, y);]

else if
((strcnp(nam, "cond.uctor")) == g¡1
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;
cndctr = set_cndctr(nam, rulf, [w, x, y);

)
else if

((strcmp(nam, "high-con,')) == 0){
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;
hcon = set_hcon(nan, rulf , rrrr, x, y);

Ì
else if

((strcrnp(nam, "high_airmag")) == 0){
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;
hairmag = set_hairnag(nam, rulf , nrí, x, y);

)
else if

((strcmp(nam, "fav-geol',)) == 0){
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;
favgeol = set_favgeol(nam, rulf , rì.TÁr, x, y);

)
else if

((strcmp(nam, "target")) == O){
- tgt = set_tgt(nam, nrir, x, y);
)

else if
((strcnp(nam, "air_em")) == 0){

rulf = get_string(fptr) ;
airem = set_airem(nam, rulf, [w, x, y);

)
else if

((strcmp(nam, "vlf")) == O){
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;
vf = set_vlf(nam, rulf, nw, x, y);

]
else if

((strcmp(nam, r'image")) == 0){
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;i*g - set_img(nam, ruIf, rw, x, y);

Ì
else if

((strcmp(nam, "susceptibility")) == 0){
rulf = get_string(fptr) ;
suscep = set_suscep(nam, rulf , nrü, x, y);

Ì
else

merr.terminate("sorry, I. have no idea about %s",narn);while((c = fgetc(tptr)) j= ,\n,){;}
)

else
flag = 1;

Ìwhile(flag -= 0);
fclose(fptr);

/{ write-datO;
Ì
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/ /voíd meta: :print_result () {
// B->printO;
// )
geology *meta : : set_geo1 (char *Dâllt: char

char xrulf, network &nw, int x,
printf ("x and y are %¿ an¿ !(d \n", x,
geology. atp = new geologl(nam, d.atf ,reÏurn tp;

)
Input *meta::set_input(char *nan, char *datf, char *inf,

char *rulf, network &nw, int x, int y){Inpyt *tp new fnput(nam, datf , inf , rulf , ,r", x, y);return tp;
Ì
lake *meta::set_Iake(char *na¡n, char *datf , char xinf .char *rulf , network &nw, int x, ini VI{- ----'

lake xtp.= neÌr lake(nam, datf, inf, ruIf, i", x, y);return tp;
Ì
em-grade *meta::set-emgrade(char *D.âmr char *datf, char xinf,

char *rulf, network &nw, int x, int y){
en_grade. atp = nesr em_grade(nam, datf, inf, rulf, nw, x, y);return tp;

)
ground-em *meta:_:set-grnden(char *Dã¡¡ char *datf , char *inf ,char *ruIf, network &nw, int x, int v){

ground_em *tp = new ground_en(nam, datf, iif, rulf, rw, x, y)return tp;
Ì
resistivity xmeta::set-resis(char *narn, char *datf, char *inf,

char *rulf , network &nr.l , int x, int y){
resistivity *tp = new resistivity(nam, datf, inf, rulf, ûw, x, y);return tp;

)
chargeability xastra: :set-charge(char *D.ârrìr char *datf , char *inf ,char *rulf, network &nw, int x, int y){

chargeability *tp = ner^r chargeability(nam, datf ,inf ,rulf ,nw,x,y);return tp;
)
step-airmag *met_a: :set-sairmag(char *Dênr char *datf , char *inf ,char *rulf, network &nw, int x, int y){

step-airmag *tp = ner¡r step-airmag(nam, dati,inf ,ru1f ,nw,x,y);return tp;
Ì
vlf 1 *meta::set_v=If 1(char frpn, char xdatf , char *inf ,char *rulf, network &nw, int x, int ttivlf1 xtp. = ne$r vIf1(nam, datf ,inf ,ru1f ,nw,i,y) ;return tp;
)

xdatf, char xínf,
int y){
v);

inf, rulf, DW, x, y);
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vl-f2 *netp.: :set_v1f2(char 1n3n, char *datf , char *inf ,char *rulf, network &nw, int x, ini yI{
vLf2 *tp.= neÌr v1f2(nam, datf ,inf ,ruIf ,nw,*,y);

- return tp;
j

conductor *meta: : set_cndctr(char *na:n.,,char *rulf ,network &nw, int x, int y){
"9193:!"I_Itp = ner¡ conductor(nam, ru1f, rw, x, y);reTurn tp;

Ì
high_con *meta::set_hcon(char *D.âlnr char *rul_f ,network &nw, int x, int y){

high_con, xtp = new high_con(nam, rulf, DW, x, y);return tp;
)
high_airmag *meta: : set_hairmag(char *râmr char *rulf ,network &nw, int x, int y){

high_airmag *tp = neT^r high_airmag(irarn, rulf , 'Ír, x,
_ return tp;
I
vIf *meta::set_vlf(char *naln, char *ru1f"

network &nw, int x, int y){
vlf 

, 
*.tp = neTr vlf (narn, rulf , [w, x, y);return tp;

]
image *meta::set_img(char *n¿un, char *rulf,

network &nw, int x, int y){
iilg: otp = new image(nam, ruIf, ni, x, y);return tp;

]
air-em *meta: :set_airem(char *nam, char *rulf .

network &nw, int x, int y){
"ll;-?l_olp.= new air_em(nam, rulf , rw, x, T) jreTurn tp;

Ì
air-magnet *meta: : set_airmag(char *D.êm: char *datf ,char *rulf, network &nw, int x, int y){

"1I__I39":t 
*tp = new air_magnet(nan, dati, ruli, nw,reTurn tp;

Ì
imagel *meta: :set_img1 (char *nêrrì¡ char *d.atf ,

char *ru1f, network &nw, int x, int y){
imagel nlp = new inagel(nam, datf ,rulf ,nÌr,x,y);'return tp;

]
irnage2 *meta: :set_ing2(char *râltr char *d.atf ,

char *rulf, network &nw, int x, int y){
ii1g.:3_*Ip.= neT^r image2(nam, d.atf ,ru1f ,nw,x,y);ïeTurn tp;

Ì

y);

x, y);
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ground-mag *meta::set-grndmag(char *D.ä¡rr char *datf, char *inf,
char *rulf , network &nr^1, int x, int y){

gI9Ï19 *39 *tp = ne' ground_rnag(nam, datf,inf,rulf,nw,x,y);return tp;
Ì
fav_geol *meta: :set_favgeol(char *naln, char *rulf ,

network &nw, int x, int y){
f3yrg::I_I!p = new fav_geot(nam, rulf , rr$r, x, y);refurn tp;

)
susceptibility *meta: :set_suscep(char *nâln¡ char *rulf ,

network &nw, int x, int y){
s_u19eptiþility stp = ner¡r susceptibility(nam, rulf , nÍr, x, y);return tp;

l
target xmeta::set-tgt(char *lrâr1r network &nw, int x, int y){

t31get olp = new target(nam, nw, x, y);rerurn tp;
Ì
/ /void
//

char

]

Ì
void

meta: : write_dat O {
geol-)write_nap (',geology data") ;
inpt-)write_map ("input data") ;

*meta : : get_string(fIlf *pt) {
char ch[30];
int c;
int i;
char *s;

for(i=0; i<30; i++)
ch Lij = '\0' ;i = 0;

while((c = fgetc(pt)) !- ,,,){
chlil = c:
i++: -ir(i i 2e)

merr.terminate("node or fire narne is longer than B0 chars");
]
s = malloc(strlen(ch)) ;strcpy(s, ch) ;return s;

meta: :inference(network &nw, char *.ndnm){
char *ttr:
printf("Í .* considering %s\n", ndnm) ;
nw.write_netwkO ;tw = nw.pick_towho(ndnm) ;printf ("o|s' s lo¡¡er node is %s\n", ndnm, tw) ;if ((strcrnp(tw, "none")) == 0)

merr.terminate("%s has no lot¡er nod.e\n", ndnrn) ;else{
// bfmatrix *tmp = new bfmatrix(r,c);

printf("I am considering node %s\n',,-ndnm);
inf er(nw, ndnm, tr¡) ; -

// B = trnp;
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);
void meta::fpri(FILE *bpt, FILE *dpt){

for (int i=0; i<r;-i++)
for (int j=0; jic; jí+){

if (tgt->e->be1->val(i,j) < 0.0005)
tgt->B->bel-)val(i,j) = 0.0;

if (tgt->t->dis-)va1(i,j) < 0.ooós)
tgt->B->dis-)vaI(i,j) = 0.0;

I;
tgt->B->beI-)fpri (bpt ) ;

- tgt->B->dis-)fpri (dpt) ;I
brmatrix *neta 

" tTiíÍå;'ffi5f 
flî,0:nå'.åi*ii;,..*3ä"u.") {

/ /tw ís toç¡ho of ndnrnint y;
bfmatrix *temp = neÌ{ bfnatrix(r, c);

/ / - nr¿.write-_noãe(nw.getnd(ndnm)) tchar *wt¡, *.h , *¡1ft r *'t ow, *nde : 
' '

printf ("befoie tmát_or_ir¿wn %É\n",tw) ;y = nvr. tmnl_or_ndwn(tw) ;printf("y = %d\n",y);
if ( (nw.tmnl-or-ndr^rn(tw) ) == 1){printf ("this is t-orir'no¿e\iù) ;

ternp = apply_rules(ndnrn, tw);
// temp-)printO;

nw. set_visited(ndnm. tw) :
deI_obj (tw) ;

// nw.write-node(nw.getnd(ndrun));
)

else{ / /recurse to lower nod.e
nm = malloc(s!rlen(tw)+f) ;strcpy(nrn, tw);
printf (',In else\n");
tow = nw.pick_towho(nm) ;
printf("Now considering %s and %s\n'r, Dfr,tow);

// nw.write_node(nw.getña(narun));
// nw.r^¡rite_node(nr¿.[etnd(nrn)) ;'

inf er(nw, nm, tow); -
/./ nw. set_visited(nm. tor"r) .

/ / del-obj(tow) t-'--"' 
--"' '

temp - apply_rules(ndnm, tw);
nw. set_visited(ndnm. tw) :
de1_obj (tw¡ ;

)
//search other conn at same l_evel.

t¡^¡r = nïr.get_withwho(ndnm, tw) ;
nde = mal1oc(strlen(tv¡)+1) ;strcpy(nde, tw);
r¡hile((strcmp(ww, ',nil")) != 0 &&, //there are other conn in

nw.visitedp(ndnm, ww) =- O){ //and. not visitedif ( (nr^t.yesp (ndnm,. ww) ) =- I) { / / íf yes , inf er
h = nw.get_how(ndnm, nde);

printf(',how = 7us for %s with %s\n",h,nde,ww);if((strcnp(h, 'and,,)) == 0)
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temp = and(temp, infer(nw, ndnm,else if
( (strcmp(h, rrorrr) ) == 0)
tenp = or(temp, inf er(nvr, ndnm,

else 
l

merr.terminate(',how is not and)
/ / nr¿. set-visited (nd.nm, ww) :

nde = realloc(pde, strlen(iw)+f);
strcpy(nde, wr,r) ;
Errrr = rì.t^r.get_withwho(ndnm, n!il) ;

)
passto(ndnm, temp);
return temp;

)'
void meta: :del_obj (char xcnm){

printf("object %s deleted\n'r, cnm) ;It((stTcTp(cnm, "geologï")) == g)1
oerere geol-;

)
else if

((strcmp(cnm, "em-grad.e")) == 0){
clel.ete emgrd;

)
else if

( (strcmp(cnm, rrground-em") ) == g¡ I
deJ-ete grndem;

)
else if

((strcmp(cnm, "fnput'i)) == 0){
del_ete rnpt;

I
else if

((strcmp(cnm, "Iake")) == 0){
delete 1ke;

)
else if

((strcmp(cnm, "high-con")) == 0){
oel-e-Ee ncon;l

else if
( (strcmp(cn-fr, 

. "high_airmag',) ) == 0) {(telete hal_rmag;
]

else if
( (strcmp(cnm, _"conductor',) ) == g¡1

delete cndctr;
)

else if
((strcmp(cnm, "fav-geol")) == 0){

oel-ete favgeol_;
)

else if
((strcmp(cnm, "air-em")) == 0)

delete airem;
else if

((strcmp(cnm, "air-magnet")) == 0)
o.el-ete a]-rmag;

else if
( (strcmp(cnm, ''imagel-") ) == 0)

del_ete rmgl;

r¿r¿) ) ;

r^r!¡) ) ;

or ort');
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else if
((strcmp(.rT, 'image2")) == 0)delete rmg2;

else if
((strcmp(cnm, "vlf2")) == 0)

delete vlfs;
else if((strcmp(.tT, "image")) == 0)oelete ]-mg;
else if

((strcmp(cnm, "vlf1")) == 0)
delete vlfa;

el-se if
((strcmp(cnn, "ground._mag")) == 0)

derere grndmag;
else if

((strcmp(cnm, "susceptibility")) == 0)
oeJ-e.Ee susceP;

else if
( (strcmp(cnm, ',resistivíty',) ) == 0)oeleÏe res]-s;

else if
((strcmp(cnm, "chargeability")) == 0)

cel-ere cnarge;
else if

( (strcmp(cnm, 
. "step_airmag") ) == 0)

clereÏe sa]-rmag;
else if

((strcmp(cnrn, "vlf")) == 0)
delete vf;

else
merr.terminate("Can,t delete node %s\n", cnm) ;]

bfmatrix *meta: :apply_ruIes(char *ndnrn, char *cnn){
, , printf ("apply_rules for !/os, %s called\n", ndnm,cnm) ;// bfmatrix *.temp = neT^r bfmatrix(r, c);

if((strcmp(cnm, "geo1ogy")) == g){
_ return (geol->apply_ru1es(ndnn)) 

;)
else if

((strcmp(cnrn, "em-grad.e")) == 0){
/ / printf ("emgrd-lapp1y_rules(%s) call-ed\n",nd.nm) ;

- return (engrd-)apply_ruIes(ndnm)) 
;l

else if
((strcmp(cnm, "ground.-em',)) == g¡¡

return (grndem->apply_rules (ndnm) ) ;)-
else if

((strcnp(cnrn, "Input")) == 0){
return (ínpt->app1y_rules (ndnn) ) ;

)
else if

( (strcmp (cnm, "cond.uctor', ) ) == g¡ 1
- return (cndctr-)apply_rules(ndnm)) 

;)
else if

((strcrnp(cnm, "high-con")) == 0){
return (hcon->aþp1y_ru1es (ndnm) ) ;
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)
else if

((strcmp(cnm, "high_airmag")) == 0){
return (hairmag->app1y_iules (ndnm) ) ;)

else if
((strcmp(cnm, "lak"',)) == 0){

return (Ite->apply_rutes (ndnm) ) ;I
else if

((strcmp(cnm, "fav-geo1")) == 0){
return (favgeol->app1y_ru1es (ndnrn) ) ;)

else if
((strcmp(cnm, "air-em")) == O)

- return (airen-)app1y_rules(ndnm));
else if

((strcmp(cnm, "inageL")) == 0)

"f ""rllorn 
(img1->app1y_rules (ndnm) ) ;

( (strcrnp(cnm, "inage2") ) == 0)
- return (img2->apply_rules(ndnm));

el.se It
((strcmp(cnm, "air-magnet")) == 0)

_ return (airmag->app1y_ru1es(ndnm));
else if

((strcnp(cnm, "v1f2")) == 0)
_ return (vlfs->app1y_ru1es(ndnrn) ) ;else if
((strcmp(cnm, "vlf1")) == 0)

_ return (vlfa-)app1y_ru1es(ndnm));
else if

( (strcmp (cnm, "ground._mag" ) ) == 0)
. return (grndrnag->app1y_rules (ndnrn) ) ;erse 11
((strcmp(cnn, "susceptibility,')) == 0)

- return (suscep->apply_ru1es(ndnrn)) 
;else if

((strcmp(cnm, "resistivity")) == 0)
- return (resis-)app1y_ru1es(ndnm)) 

;else if
( (strcrnp (cnm, "chargeability',) ) == 0)

_ return (charge->aþp1y_rutês(ndnm));
else if

((strcrnp(cnm, rrstep_airmag")) == O)

_ return (sairrnag->app1y_iules(ndnm)) 
;else if

( (strcmp(cnn, rrvlf rr) ) == 0)
_ return (vf->app1y_ru1es (ndnrn) ) ;else if
((strcmp(cnm, "image")) == 0)

_ return (img->apply_rules(ndnm)) 
;CISE

¡nerr . terminate (',node %s unkmowl . \n" , cnn) ;return temp;

void meta::passto(char xndnn, bfmatrix *M){
// (*M).printO;

if((strcmp(ndnrn, "fav-geoI")) == 0){

)
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favgeol-)B = M;
)

else if
( (strcmp (ndnm, rrconductor") ) == 6¡ I
- cndctr->B = M;
)

else if
((strcmp(ndl1, "high_airmag")) == 0){
- nalrmag->E = I!t;
Ì

else if
((strcmp(ndnm, "high-con',)) == 0){
- hcon-)B = M;
)

else if
((strcnp(ndnm, "target")) == 0){tgt->B = M;
Ì

else if
( (strcmp (ndnn, "air-ern") ) == 0) {airem-)B = M;
Ì

else if
((strcmp(ndnm, rrvlfrr)) == 0){vf-)B = M;
)

else if
((strcmp(ndnm, "image',)) == 0){

rmg-)B = M;
Ì

else if((strcmp(tt9$, J'susceptibility")) == 0){
suscep-)B = M;

)
else

nerr.terminate("ca¡,t pass bfmatrix to %s\n',, ndnm)
. . printf ('rbfmatrix passed to %s\n", ndnm);

/ / delete M:
\

mainO {int row, col, i, c;
char chItoo] i

printf("Welcone to thi_s prototype expert system.\n");
printf ("P1ease enter youi projáãt f ii" ,lu,*ä, ");ì-ô.
r¡hile((c = getcharO) ¡= ,\n,){

ch [i] =c;
i++:

)
printf("Your project file is %s.\n',, ch);
printf("P1ease enter the number of rows of
scanf (':%d" , &row) ;printf("Please enter the number of columns
scanf (".1/0d", &col) ;printf("Your data.file size i" %¿ * %d\n",
network nÌr(" . /rule/netü¡ork',, ',target") ;
meta mt (nw, ch. rorr. col) :printf ("ali arå set'up\ní') ;
nt. inference(nw,',target',) ;

your data: ");
of your data: ,');

rolí, col);
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FïLE *bpt = fopen(""b"1',, "w") ;
FïLE *dpt = fopen("sdis,', "w");mt.fpri(bpt, dpt);

];
/ / x **** x *** * * * *>k * x * * x* * ** ** * ** * ** *x * ** * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * * *x x xx* / /
// atlL.h ---- a set of utility progïa:ns.
#include (strinss.h)
#include <stdiolh>
#include (stdars"h)
#include <streañ.h)
#include <stdlib .h> / /exíto
//error.h a class to perform error management inside
/ /other classes

class error_handler{
char *msg;

public:
error_handler (char xclass_msg) {
_ msg = class_msg;
Ì
void message(char *format_string, . . .) ;void terminate(char *format_string, . . .) ;):

//e*or.c implemented. usíng ANSr c library functions

void error_handle_r: :message(char *format_string, . . .){va_list arg_pointer;
va-start (arg_pointer, fornat_string) ;fprintf (stderr, ',ols ,,, nsg) ; //prtlt class message firstvfprintf (stderr, format_string, arg_pointer) ;

_ va-end(arg_pointer) ;
I
void error_handler: :terminate(char *format_string, . . .){va_list arg_pointer;

va-start (arg_pointer, f ormat_string) ;fprintf (stderr, ,,Tos ", msg) ; //prílt class message firstvfprintf (stderr,fornat_stiing, ärg_pointer) ;
va-end (arg_pointer) ;

_ exit (1) ;
-f

/ /natrix.h
static error_handler err("natrix error: ");
//a structure to hol-d matrix information.
struct matrep{

double **m; / /pointor yto the matrix
int r ,ci ./ /number of rows and. colums

- int n; //reference count
-|';

cl-ass natrix{
matrep *p;
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void error(char *msg1, char *nsg2="',); /lprivate fun.public:
lllr+xlint rows=l, int columns=l, double initval=O);matrÍx(matrix& x) ; / /copy initiaiizer*matrixO;
void. readat (char -xdatfile) ; / /reaa data from afil_ematrix operator=(const natrix& rval) ; / /nati¡i-ã-Jign
matrix operator*(const matrix& rval) ;//matrix add
matrix operator*(const natrix& rval) ; / /matr:rx multi
natrix operator/(const matrix& rval) ;//matríx divide
matrix operator-(const natrix& rval) ;//natríx minus
double &yaI(int row, int co1){//elenent selection

. /lcan be used to read and write an elementif (row< p->r && col<p->c)
return (p->r [ror^r] [coI] ) ;

else
err.terminate("val index out of range\n");

void change(int row, int col, d.ouble newval);
double get(int row, int co1);
void print(char *msg="',) ;
void fpri(fflE *¡;

l-.

I /natr¡x. c
void matrix::error(char *msg1, char *msg2){

fprintf (stderr, "natrix ãrror: %s %s\n¡',msgl,msg2) ;
_ exit(1);
_t-

matrix: :matrix(int rows, int colurnns, d.ouble initval){
/ /create the structure
p=neÌr matrep;

//al.'l-ocate memory for the actual matrix;
p-)m = new double * [rows] ;for (int l:=0; x( ror¡rs; x++)

p->m[xJ = ner^r doubie[columns];
p-)n = t;//so far there is one reference to this

/ /aatap-)r = rol^rs;
p-)c = columns;
for (i¡11 i=9. i (ror"rs; i++)

f or (int _j:O-; j < cólumns ; j ++)

- P->m[i] [jJ= initval;
Ì
matrix : :matrix(natrix& x) {

x.P->n++ ; / / adding another reference
. p= x.p; //potnt to the new matrep
T

double matrix: :get(int rw, int cl_){
if(rw<p->r && cl(p->c)
_ return (p->*[rw] [c1] ) ;else
err.terminate('rget out of range\n',) ;I

matrix natrix: : operator=(const matrix& rvat){
//cleart up current value

//
)
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if(--p->n ==0) { l/if noUody. else is referencing us.for (int x=0; x( p-)r; x+l)
delete p->m[x];

delete pl)n;
delete þ;

Ì
//connect to nev¡ value
rval.p->n++;//tetl the rval it has another refer.
p=¡val.p)/l point at the rval matrepreturn *th1s;

matrix: :-matrixO{
if (--p->rì. =='O){ //¡t reference count goes to 0for (int x=0; x(p-)r; x++)

deLete p->n[x] ;

- 4elete p-)m; // delete datadelete p;'
)l

/*doublg & matrix::vaI(int row, int co1){if (row< p->r && cotcp->c)'
_ return (p->r[ror¡] [col]);

else
err.terninate("val index out of range\n");

J*/
void natrix: :change(int row, int col, d.ouble newval){

if (row< p->r && col<p->c)
_ p->m[row] [coI] = newval;

elsê
err.terminate(',index out of range\n") ;ìr

void natrix: :readat(char xdatfite){
grintf ("reading '/,a*7¿ data fíom %s\n", p-)r, p-)c, d.atfile);float s;
FILE xin:
if ( (in =f open(datf ile, "r,,) ) == NULL)

err.terminate("can,t open %s for inupt\n", datfi1e);
for(int i=O' i(p-)r; i++)

for(int j=0; j<p->c; j++){
fscanf (in, ttyg ,, &s);
p->m[il [jl = s;

l
/ / print ("datamatrix \n") ;

fclose (in) ;l
matrix matrix : : operatorx,(const matrix& rval){if (p->r != rval.p->r I I p->c t= rval.p->c)

err.terminate("matrix dimesions are not
natrix result (p->t,rval.p->c) ;for(int ro¡¡=0; row( p->rJ row++)

for(int co1=0; co1< rvalp->c; col++)
result .p->n[row] [col]

equal");

, =p . 
>m [ror¿] [col] *rval- . p-)m [rorv] [co1] ;return resul_t;
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Ì
natrix matrix: :operator/(const matrix& rval){

if (p->t != rval._p->r I I p->c != rva1.p->c)
err"terminate("matrix dimesions are not equal") ;matrix result (p->t,rval "p->c) ;for(int row=O; ïorr< p->rl row++)

for(int col=0; co1< rval.p->c; col++)
result . p->n [ror¿] [co1]

, =p->m[ror^¡] [co1] /rval.p->n[row] [col] ;return result;
)

matrix matrix: : operator-(const rnatrix& rval){
if(p->r l= rval.p->r I I p->c l= rval.p->c)

err.terminate(rrmatrix dimesions are not equal") ;natrix result (p->t,rval.p->c) ;for(int row=O; row( p->rl row++)
for(int col=0; co1< rva1.p-)c; co1++)

result . p-)n[row] [col]
. =p->m[row] [col] -rval.p->m[row] [coI] ;- return result;

)
natrix matrix: :operator+(const matrix& rval){

if (p->r != rval.p->r I I p->c != rval.p->c)
err.terminate('rmatrix dimesions are not equal") ;matrix result (p->r,rva1.p->c) ;for(int row=O; row( p->rJ row++)

for(int col=0; co1< rval.p-)c; co1++)
result . p-)rn [row] [cof]

. =p:>m[row] [col] +rval.p->m[row] [co1] ;- return resul-t;
)
void. matrix : :print (char *msg) {]-nt 1 = 1:

printf("\i"¡;
if (x.msg) printf ("%s\n" ,msg) ;for(int row=O; roqr<p->r; iow++){

for(int col=O; co1<p->c; col++){
if (col == f * 15){printf("\n");

- f++;
l
- printf (,,0/,4.4g ', , p->m[ror¿] [cof] ) ;)

1- 1.J _ I,printf("\n"¡;
)

]
void mat

int
for (

fo

rix::fpri(FILE *fpt){
f = l.-
int rornr=0; row<p->r; row++){
r(int col=O; col(p-)c; coI++){
if (col .== f * 1O){fprintf (fpt, '\nrr) -
f++;
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)
- fprintf (fpt , ,,u/oT .2g'n r p-)m [row] [col] ) ;)

f = 1.
fprintf(fpt, "\n");

)
class bfrnatrix{

int r, c;
public:

natrix *bel;
natrix xdis.

/ / iãiii**üñå.
þf1;iiii (;{r;'rows=1 , int cols=l , d.oubte initval=o) ;ormatr]-x(r;
void bfval(irlt row, int co1, d.ouble b, d.ouble d):vor.d PrlntOtbel->print("be1',) ; dis->irrint ("disi') ;// unc.prini("unc");
)

int grO{return r;}
int gcO{return c;}

- void fpri(FILE x, FILE *);
I;

bfmatrix: :bfmatrix(int ror¡rs, int cors, double initvar){

//
//
//
//
);

r = roÍIs;
c = cols;
be1 = new matrix(rows, cols, initval);dis = ner.r matrix(rows, cols; initvàI);

matríx *U = new matrix(roits, cols,-ínitval);bel = *B;
dis = *D;
unc = *U;

void bfmatrix::bfvaI(int row, int col-, double b, doubre d){// printf("urvãi ããrráä\";); ---' *vsv¿v

if (ror¡(r && col<c){
beI-)val(rov¡. col) = b:
dis->vat(row, ¿;it = ã:/./. unc . val (rorí, coi¡ =-;././. printf ('ibei."áÍ(f¿ ,'/,ã)=,/,g, dis.val(%d,%¿)=%g\r,,,,rol,r,c01,

/ / - bel . val (row, col) , ror{,.oi, ai." . val(ror¿;;"i) ii 
'

)
else

err.terminate("bf index out of range\n");
l-.J¡

bfnatrix : : -bfmatrix O {delete bel;
^ delete dis;
.t- ;

void bfnatrix: :fpri(f'ffn *bpt, FILE *dpt){
bel-)fpri(bpt);
dis->fpri (dpt) ;

);
// dynarray.h

#ifndef dynarray_h
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#define dynarray_h

const chunk = 5;

class dynarray{
vord ** array;
int size;
int cursor;
void error(char a msg - r'r).

public:
dynarrayO;
-dynarrayO;
int add(void *);
int remove(void x);
int remove(int);
void resetO:
void x nextO;
int indexO{rôturn cursor:}
void xcurrentO{return ariáy[cursor] ;]void *operator[] (int) ;
void xtake(int);

- int countO;
,|;

#endif
//dameth.c nethods of d.ynarray

void dynarray::error(char * msg){
prjnlt!"dynarray error: %s\ñ", msg) ;

- exit(1);
i

dynarray: : dynarray O {
array = new void* [chunk] ;
f or (int _i=0;. i(chunk; i++)

. array[i]=(void *)oi
slze=chunk;
cu.rsor=0:

)
dynarray: : -dynarray O {delete array;

)
void *dynarray: :tal<e(int x){

if (x<0 ll x)=size)
error(',tgk_e index out of ord.er");return array[xJ;

)
int dynarray: :add(void * ner,¡_element){

for(int i=0. i(size: i++)
if(array[i] == (úoia*)9¡1

array [i] =new_element ;return i;
)int tempsize = size+chunk;

void ** temp = new void* [tempsize] ;for(j=g;i(size:i++)
temp [iJ =arrai [i] i

for(;i(tempsize;i++)
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temp [iJ = (voidx) 0 ;
ternp Ii=size] =new_element ;d.elete array;
array = temp;
s:.ze = tempsize;
return l_:

int dynarray : : remove (void.x rp) {for(int i=0: i(size: i++j
if(arraylil==rp) {

array[i]=(veid x)0;
return 1;

)return 0:j

int dynarray: :remove(int ri){
if(ri<o _l I ri)size)

error(',remove index out of range',);
if (array tril ) {

array [ri] = (voidx) O;

, 
return 1;

return 0;

void dynarray: :reset O{cursor = 0.
;hil;-(("tiåy[cursor] == (void *)0) && (cursor(s ize-t))

- cursor*+j
Ì

void * dynarray: :nextg{
if(cursor 

== 
size-l)

return (void *)0:
while(array[++cursoi] -= (void,F)0)

if(cursor == size-1)
return (void x)0:

return array[cursor];
I

void * dynarray::operator[] (int x){
if (x<0 ll x>=size)

error("ope_rator [] -ind.ex out of ord.er") ;return array[xJ;
)int dynarray::countO{

rnt cnt = 0.
ióiCiüi x=ði *<"ize:x++)

if (array [i] )
cnt++ ireturn cnt.

)
struct lgg_p{ //a legend peice

çnaf_ rleg-nalne;
- double num;
.l.;

struct ru'le{ //a single pïe rule structureçþ¿¡ *prej
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char *cln;
double be1;
double dis;

_ double unc;I;
class.legend : public dynarray{
puDrt c:

int -add(1!g_! *Ieg){return dynarray: :ad.d (leg) ; }void set_Ieg(char *anscif) ;
);

static error_handler er("1egend error:',) ;

void legend : : set_Ieg (char xa¡scif) {
I"g-p *,s [40] ;

. . float da[40];
/ / legend *.temp;

char chlfOOl'
/ / _-_i¿^P-:-;;;'legend ;FILE '*¿fp;

if((afp = fopen(anscif, rrrrr)) == NULL)
er.terninale("ca¡r,t open ansci file %s\n", anscif);int k=0, n=140; '

int i=0, flag=O;
char *ss:

/ / froat *dd;
char c;
SS = neI^r Chaf ;'i=ô.¿ v,

flag = g'
do{
for(i=0;_i<100; i++)

ch LiJ ='\0' ;i=0;
while((c = fgetc(afp)) l= ,:,){

ch[i] = c;
i++;
if (i>ee)
er.terminate("legend name is ronger than 100 characters");

):
s [k] = nerr l.g_p;
ss = realloc(ss, strlen(ch));
strcpy(ss, ch);-
if((strcmp(ss,,'end")) l= O){
f scanf (afp, ',0/og', , gda [k] ) ;
s [k] ->leg_nanne = rnalloc (strlen(ss) ) ;
slrgpy(s [k] -)Ieg_nane, ss) ;
s[k]->num = dalkl:

/ / printf ("nme-%s 'num ofg\n', , s [k] ->reg_narne, s [k] -)num) ;
add(s tkl ) ;
k++:
if (É>3e)

er.terminate("more than 40 legends, modify program!");
- while((c = fgetc(afp)) l= ,\n,){;}
)

else
flag = 1;

Ìwhi1e(flag == 0) j
d.elete s;
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delete da;
fclose(afp);

Ì
static error_handler erro("ru1e setup eïror: ");
clapg.rules : public dynarray{public:

int add(rule xrul){return dynarray: :add(ru1) ;}
. void set_ruIes(char xrutef);
T;

void rules : : set_rules(char *rulef) {rule *s [50] ;'
,, float bel[So],dis[S0],unc[s0] ;// _rules *temp;

char *ss, *tt;
FïLE *rfo:
int k=0,'flag;
çhar. crrIroo] , ci Itoo] ;rnt i = 0;
char c;
ss = mal-loc(sizeof (char) ) :

, , tt = malloc(sizeof (ctrar)) i// temp = new rules;
if((rfp = fopen(rulef, "r")) == NULL)

erro.terminate(',can,t open ruleb f ile %s\n", rulef ) ;i=0;
k=0;
flag = g'
do{

for(i=_0; i<100; i++){chLil = '\0':
- ci[i] =,\0,;
]
i = 0:
while((" = fgetc(rfp)) l= ,,,){

ch[i] = c;
i ++:
it (i>ge)

erro.terminate("pre longer than 100") ;)
ss = realloc(ss, strlen(ch)+1);
strcpy(ss, ch) ; 

-

if((strcmp(ss, "end")) l=0){i = 0; -

while((. = fgetc(rfp)) t= ,\n,){;}
r¡hile((._= fgetc(rfp)) t= ,.,){

cilil = c;
i++;
if ( i>ee)

erro.terminate("cln longer than 100") ;)
f scanf (rfp, ,,0/og', , &beI [k] ) ;
f scanf (rfp, ',0/0g,, , g¿is [k] ) ;
f scanf (rfp, 'ro/og', , &unc [k] ) ;
s [k] = nel¡r rule:tt = real]oc(tt, strlen(ci)+1);strcpy(tt, ci) ; 

-

s [k] ->pre = mallcc(si;rlen(ss)+1) ;
s [k] ->cIn = ma1loc(strlen(tt)+r) i
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strcpy(s [kJ->pre, ss) ;
strcpy(s [k] -)cln, tt) ;
s [t] ->¡et = bel lkl :
s [i<] ->a:_s = ¿is [k] I
s [k]--ìulc = ott. [t ] i
add(s [k] ) :

/ / printf ( í'if %"\ttth"tt
/ / . " 

printf ("'/,g '/,g %g\n",
K++;
if (k>4e)

%s\n" , s [t<] ->pre, s [t] ->cln) ;s[t]->uet, s[k]-)dis, s[t]-)unc)

erfq.terminate("ru1es more than b0") :

_ while((c = fgetc(rfp)) l= ,\n,){;}
Ì

else
flag = 1;

)r¡hile (f lag =-
printf ( " i=%d

fclose(rfp);
return temp;

delete s;
delete bel;
delete dis;
delete unc;

//class for numeric input
static error_handler ern("nrule error: ");
struct nrule{

6þ¿¡ *pre; //can be greater, less_eq, between.cnar +cln;
double num1, num2; //íntervaL
double bel, dis, unc; //betief function of the rule);

class.num_rul : public dynarray{
public:
int add(nrule xnr){return d.ynarray: :add(nr) ;}

- void set_nr(char *nrf);j;

void num_rul : : set_nr(char xnrf){
nrule *s [+O] 'itoui bi¿oj;'d[40] , u[40] , n1[40] , nzlk}l;char *ss, *tt;
FILE xrfp;
int k=0,-flag;
char c, ctr[too], ci[100];
int i=0;
ss = malloc(sizeof(char)) :tt = mall-oc(sizeof (cirar)) iif ((rfp = fopen(nrf , ttrtt)) == NULL)

ern.terminate("can't open nrule file %s for input\n", nrf);i = ô.¿ v,

k = 0;
flag = g'
do{

for- (i=9; i<100; i++){
ch LrJ = '\0' :
ci [i] = '\0' ;

o);
k=%d',, i, k) ;
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I
i = ô.
r¿hil-e ((c = fgetc(rfp)) t= ,,,){

ch[i] = c;
r++ jif (i > ee)

ern.terminate("if longer than 100',) ;

ss = realloc(ss, strlen(ch)+1);
strcpy(ss, ch);
n2 [k] = 0:
if ((strcmp("",',end")) !=0){
if ((strcmp(ss, "greater-than")) == 0 l l(strcmp(ss, "less-than',)) == 0){

f scanf (rfp, ',0/og', , gn1 [k] ) ;

else if
( (strcrnp (ss , 'rbetween" ) ) == 0) {

f scanf (rfp, ',0/og', , gnf [k] ) ;
f scanf (rfp, ',./oE,' , gnZ[k] );

else
ern.terminate("Sorry, I don,t know J{s\n", ss) ;i = fl .

v¡hile((c = fgetc(rfp)) t= ,\n,){;}
while((c = fgetc(rfp)) t= ,.,){

ci [i] = c;
i++:

if (i>eé)
ern.terminate(rrthen longer than 100") ;

)
f scanf (rf p, ',0/og', , ¿U [k] ) ;
f scanf (rfp, ,,0/og', , *d [k] ) ;

f scanf (rfp, "o/og', , *u [kJ ) ;
s [k] = nel¡r nrule:

tt = realloc(tt, strlen(ci)+f);
strcpy(tt, ci) ;
s [kJ ->pre = maIloc(strlen(ss)+f) ;
s [kJ ->çf4 = malloc(strlen(tt)+1) ;strcpy(s [k] ->pt., ss) ;
strcpy(s [k] -)cln, tt) ;

s [k] ->bel = b [k] ;s[k]->dis = ¿[r] i
s[k]->unc = u[t<] i
s [k_J ->numt = n1[k] ;
s [k]_-ìngmz = n2lk1;
add(s tkl ) ;/./. printf (nif '%s\nthen 

%s\n',, s [k] ->pre, s [k] ->c1n) ;
/ / prl+lf ("'/"g '/"g %g\n" , s [k] -)bel, sÏi<l :>di", s [t<] -iunc) ;k++:
if (k>3e)

ern. terminate ( "nruleswhile((c = fgetc(rfp))
)
else

flag = 1'
]while(ttag == 0);
fclose (rfp) ;delete s; -
delete b;
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delete
delete

d;
u;

/ / xx*******{<******< end of util.h *'¡*********************** *x***l /
/l network.h --- defines the network.
struct bfn{

double bel;
double dis;
double unc;

Ì;
struct conn{ //a connection to other nodechar *towl.to; //name this connection points to

char *statts; //can be yes oï no. default is no.
char *where; //connect to up or down
char *hor.¡; //reLation r¿ith ottt.r conn. canbe and or singre.
char *withwho; //name of an other conn

- char xflag; / /vísited or not by searcher
Ï;

static error_handler ere("network error: ") ;

class.node : public dynarray{ //píece of node
puDrr_c:

int add(conn *con){return dynarray: :add(con) ;}
_ node *set_nd(FILE *, int);l-.Jt

node *node::set_nd(FILE * nodeptr, int d){
char ch[¿O ;
conn *ul20l;
char c;
chaf ,*yes, *no, *unvstd;
$es = "yest,;
no = ttnôtt;
unvstd = "unvisited";int i = 0;
node *temp = nerl node;

for(int j=9; j<d; j++){
// printf("j= %d\n", j);
/ / _u_tjl = (connx.)nallãc(sizeof (conn));

u tj ] = neTÂI conn;
for(i=0;_i<40; i++)

chLil = '\0';i = 0:
// whiie((c = fgetc(nodeptr)) ¡= ,\n,){;}

while((c = fgetc(nodepti)) ¡= ,,,){
ch[i] = ci
r*+ i

st = realloc(st, strlen(ch)+1);
strcpy(st, ch);

u[jJ ->towho = malloc(sizeof (ch)+f) ;
strcpy (u tj I -)tor,¡ho , ch) ;for(i=0;_i<40; i++)

chLil = ,\0,;
i = 0;

)
//
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)

//

Ì

i,¡hile((c = fgetc(nodeptr)) l= ,,,){
ch [i] = c;
i++;

st = realloc(st, strlen(ch)+1) "strcpy(st, ch);-
u[jJ ->where = malloc(sizeof (ch)+1) ;strcpy(uijl-)where, ch) ;for(i=Q; i<40; i++)

ch[i] - ,\0,.
i = 0:
r^¡hile((. = fgetc(nod.eptr)) l= ,,,){

ch [i] = c;
1++:

\
st = realloc(st, strlen(ch)+1¡;
strcpy(st, ch) ;

u[jJ ->how = malloc(sizeof (ch)+1) ;
strcpy (u [j ] ->horv, ch) ;
for(i=6; i<40; i++)

ch[i] ='r\6r;i = ô.4 vt

r¡hile((c = fgetc(nodeptr)) ¡= ,,,){
ch[i] = c;
i++;

st = realloc(st, strlen(ch)+1);
strcpy(st, ch) ; 

-

u[jJ ->withwho = malloc(sizeof (ch)+f) ;
strcpy (u tj I -)r¿ithr¿ho , ch) ;
u[jJ ->flag = ma11oc(str]-en(unvstd)+1) ;slrgpy(utjl ->flag, unvstd) ;
u[jJ ->status = ma1Ioc(strlen(no)+t) ;strcpy(utjl -)status, no) ;

u [j J ->f IaB = "unvisited." ;
ìl [j ] ->status = "no " ;

temp-)add(u tjl ) ;
while ((c = fgetc(nodeptr)) ¡= ,\n,){;}

return temp;

struct nd{
char *ndname;
node *nds:

t-.
Jt

/xclass netr¡k : public dynarray{
public:

netwk *set_nwk(char *netf) :int add (nd-*no<i) {ietui" -ãjrriartay: 
: add (nod) ; }I;*/

class network : public dynarray{
char *netnarne.

/ / ---làt"ü-iîi,ãåt;
publ.tc:

network(cþar *¡1g1¡, char *netn);
network(,);

void set_nwk(char *netf) i
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int add(nd *nod){return dynarray: :add(nod) ;}
nd *getnd(char *);
nd xgetnd(int);
void set_status(char x, char *);ll ftrst arg. must be

// a terminal node and 2 args. must be sarne.
void write_netwkO;
.1t¿¡ xget_towhoup(char *);//get up towho node
int terminalp(char x);
int set_yes(char *, char *);
int yesp(char x, char *);
void v¡rite_node(nd x) ;void r¡rite-conn(conn ,i.) :int visitedp(char *, chár*);
int unvisitedp(char x) ;
int tmnl_or_ndr.m(char x) :int topp(chãr ifj77làt"îi 1 if true
char.*pick_towho(char *);//pidx out a unvisited, yes and.

//down conn.

"¡¿¡.'l.get_tol¡ho(char 
*, char x) ;//get tor¡ho of next conn

/ / tst arg. is ndnm and 2nd is withwho of last conn
int set_visited(char *. char *) :

"¡¿¡.*get_r^rithr.rho(char-*., char *);// f irst arg. is ndnm and
//second is tor,rho of the conn.

-char x'get-how(char *, charx); //fírst arg. is ndnm 2nd. is tor,¡hoI;
network: : -netr¿orkO {
- delete netname;
]
netr,¡ork: :network(char xnetf . char xnetn){

netname = malloc(strlen(netn)+1) ;strcpy(netname, netn) ;
set-nwk(netf) ;

/ / printf ( "net 
'r^rork set up\n,') ;

int n = countO:
// printf("targäi has %d nodes\n", n);

]
void netwqrk: : set_nr¿k(char *netf ){char ch[a0];

char c;
char *s, *st;
st = new char;
s = neür char;
Il!_i, d, flag;
FILE *netptr;-
if((netptr = fopen(netf, "r")) == NULL)

ere.terminate("can,t open %s for Input\n',, netf );// ^_whlle(feof(netptr) == 0){flag = 9'
do{

for(i=0;_ i<40; i++)
ch Lil = '\0' ;i = 0;

while(_(c = fgetc(netptr)) != ,:,){
chlij = c;

i++:
l'
T
f scanf (netptr, ',%d", &d) ;
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whil-e ((c = fgetc(netptr)) ¡= ,\n,){;}
s = realloc(F, strl-en(ch)+f );strcpy(s, ch);
if((strcmp(s, "end")) == 0)

flag - 1;
else {

if ((strcmp(F:. "susceptibility")) == 0){
nd xsusceÞtl_b1ll_tv = new nd:st = trsusäeptibilitv', 

:
suscept ibilìty->nds" = 

'
susceptibility->nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;

susceptibility->ndnarne = na1loc(strlèn(st)+f ) ;strcpy(susceptibility->ndname, st) ;add(susceptibifity);
)

else if
((strcmp(s, "air-magnet")) == 0){

ncl *alr_magnet = new nd;st = "afr_ñagnet"l
air_magnet-)nds = air_magnet-)nd.s-)set_nd (netptr,
air_magnet-)ndname = malloc (strlen(st)+1) ;
strcpy (air_magnet-)ndname, st) ;
add (air_magnet ) ;I

else if
((strcmp(s, "imagel")) == 0){

nd *]-mage1 = new nd;
st = "iñage1";
irnagel-)nds = inagel-)nds-)set_nd.(netptr, d.) ;
irnagel-)ndname = malloc(strlen(st)+f)l
strcpy(irnagel-)ndname, st) ;
add(imagel) ;

)
else if

((strcmp(s, "image2")) == 0){
nd *Inage2 = new nd;st = ',iñage2";
image2-)nds = image2-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;
image2-)ndname = malloc (strlen(st)+1)l
strcpy(irnage2-)ndname, st) ;
add(irnage2) ;

Ì
else if

( (strcmp (s , _"ground_rnag,r) ) == 0) {nd )Fground_mag = new nd:
"* --rtground_ñag";
ground._mag-)nds =

ground_mag-)nds-)set_nd (netptr, d) ;
ground_mag-)ndname = malloc(strlen(st)+1) ;
strcpy(ground_mag-)ndname, st) ;
add (ground_mag) ;

- printf ("ground_mag setup',) ;
Ì

else if
((strcmp(q, "conductor")) == 0){

nd *conductor = new nd;st = t'conductort,;
conductor-)nds = conductor-)nd.s-)set_nd(netptr, d)
conductor-)ndname = rnalloc(strlen(st)+1) ;

¿);
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strcpy(conductor-)ndname, st) ;

- add(conductor);
]

else if((strcnp(s, "high-con")) == 0){
nd *hrgh_con = new nd;
st = "high_conr¡;
high_con-)nds = high_con-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;
high_con-)ndname = rnalloc(strlen(st)+1) ;
strcpy (trigh_con-)ndname, st) ;
add(high_con) ;

Ì
el-se if

((strcrnp(¡, "high-airmag")) == 0){
nd *h:-qh_a:-rmaÊ = nel¡ nd:
st = "ñigh_airñag";
high_airmag-)nds = high_airmag-)nds-)set_nd(netptr,
high_airmag-)ndnarne = ma1loc(strlen(st)+1) ;
strcpy (trigtr_airrnag-)ndname , st ) ;
add (high_airmag) ;

)
else if

((strcmp(s, rrvlfrr)) == 0){
nd *vIf = new nd;
st = ttvlf tt;
vlf-)nds = vlf-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;
vIf-)ndnarne = malloc (strlen(st) +L) ;strcpy(vlf->ndname, st) ;

- add(v1f);
J

else if
((strcmp(s, "image")) == 0){

nd *Image = new nd;
st = rrimage',;
image-)nds = image-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d.) ;
image-)ndnalne = nalloc (strlen(st)+f ) ;
strcpy(image-)ndname, st) ;
add(image);

Ì
else if((strcnp(s, "vlf1")) == 0){

nd xvlf1 = new nd;
st _ ilvIf1il.
vlf1-)nds ='vlf1->nds-)set-nd(netptr, d) ;vlf 1-)ndnanne = malloc (strlen(st) +i) ;strcpy(vlf l-)ndname, st) ;
add(v1f1);

else if
((strcrnp(s, "vlf2")) == O){

nd x.y1¡2 = new nd;
st - ilvlf2il.
vIf2-)nds ='v1f2->nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;vlf 2-)ndnarne = -ma1loc(slrlen(st)+1¡ .

strcpy (vIf 2->ndnalne, s-t) ;

- add(vlf2);
Ì

else if
((strcmp(s, "air-em")) == 0){

nd *air_em = new nd;

d);
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st = ttair_em";
ai-r_em-)nds = air_em-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;
air_em-)ndname = nall_oc (strlen(st)+1) :strcpy(air_em-)ndname, st) ;
add(air_em);

else if((strcnp(s, "resistivity")) == 0){
nd *resistivitv = nónr nd"st = ',resiãti"íty"1--" 

-'*'
resistivity-)nds = resistivity-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;resistivity-)ndname = malIoc (strten(st) +t) ;
strcpy (resistivity-)ndname, st) ;
add(resistivity);

else if((strcmp(s, "em-grade")) == 0){
nd *em_grade-= new nd;
st = ttem_gradet';
en-grade:)nd.s = em-grade-)nds-)set-nd.(netptr, d) ;
em_grade-)ndname = malloc(strlen(st)+1) ;
strcpy (em-grade-)ndname, st) ;
add(em_grade);

el-se if
((strcmp_(s, rrfnput")) == 0){

nd. *Input = new nd;
st = ',Ïnput',;
Input-)nds = fnput-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;
fnput-)ndnane = malloc(strlen(st) +1) ;
strcpy(Input-)ndname, st) ;
add(Input);

else if
((strcrnp(s, "lake")) == O){

nd *1¿¡s = new nd;
st = ttlaket';
lake-)nds = lake-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;
lake-)ndnalne = malloc(strlen(st)+1) ;strcpy(1ake-)ndname, st) ;
add(Iake);

else if
( (strcmp (s, "ground.-em") ) == 0) {

n6t *ground_em = new nd;

"¡ = ilground_emtr;
ground_em-)nds = ground_em-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;
ground_em-)ndname = mal1oc(strlen(st)+1) ;
strcpy(ground_em-)ndname, st) ;
add(ground_em) ;

el-se if
((strcmp(s, "geoIogy")) := O){

nd xgeology = new nd;

"¡ = ,geology,,;
geology-)nds = geology->nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;
geology->ndname = mal1oc (strlen(st) +1) ;
strcpy(geology-)ndnarne, st) ;
add(geology);
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else if
((strcmp(9, "density")) == 0){

nd *densitv = ñew nd:st = ,density";
density-)nds = density-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;density-)ndname = malloc (strlen(st) +1) ;strcpy(density-)ndname, st) ;
add(density);

else if
( (strcmp (s , ''gravity") ) == 0) {¡d x.gravity = nðw nd;

"¡ = ,grêvity,,;
gravity->nds = gravity->nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;gravity-)ndname = malloc(strlen(st)+1) ;-strcpy(gravity-)ndnane, st) ;
add(gravity) ;

else if((strcmp(s, "target")) == 0){
nd *target = ñew nd;st = ',tãrget',;
target-)nds = target-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d) ;target-)ndname = malloc(strlen(st) +f )l
strcpy(target-)ndname, st) ;
add(target);

else if
( (strcmp.(s , "chargeability',) ) == 0) {no. ,rchargeabrl_rtv = new nd;st = "chãrseabilltv":

chargeabi lity->nds" ='
_ chargeability-)nds-)set_nd.(netptr, d);

chargeability->ndnarne = ma1loc(str1èn(st)+1) ;strcpy (chargeability->ndname, st) ;
add (chargeaUitity) ; 

-

else if
( (strcmp(s , " step-airnag',) ) == 0) {

n0. xstep_atrmag = netr nd:st = "step_airñag";
step_alrmag-)nds =

step_airmag-)nds-)set_nd (netptr, d) ;
step_airmag-)ndname = malloc (strlen(st) +t) ;strcpy(step_airnag-)ndname, st) ;
add ( st ep_airrnag) ;

else if
((strcmp(s, "fav-geoI")) == 0){

nd xïav_geol = nei¡ nd;st = "faV_qeol":fav-geol->ñds ='
, fav_geo1-)nds-)set_nd(netptr, d);
fav_geol-)ndname = nall_oc(str1én(st) +f) ;strcpy(fav_geol-)ndnane, st) ;
add(fav_geoI) ;

else{
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)
nd

printf ("network error: nod.e %s unknov¡n\n", s);
exit(1);

)
Ìr¿hile (ttag != 1);
fclose(netptr);

Ì
void network: : write_netr¡kO {

nd xP;
conn *t;
int ii = countO;
printf ("netvrork %s has %d nod.e.\n", netname, ii);
for(int i=0; i<ii; i++){

p = getnd(i);
int j¡ = p->nds-)countO;
for(int j=0; j<jj; j++){

¡ = (conn *) (xp->nds) [j];
printf ("ndname='/,s t/,s t/,s %s T,s '/,s %s\n", p-)ndname,

t-)tor¿ho, t-)status, t-)where, t-)how, t-)withwho, t->flag) ;

)
)

nd *network: :getnd(int i){
nd xtpj
tp = (nd *)take(i);
return tp;

*network : :getnd(char xndnm) {rnt cnt, r;
nd xtpi
cnt = countO;
i =-0;
dot

tp = (nd *)take(i);
if ( (strcmp (tp->ndname, ndnm) )t- = cnt;
elset

Iïti == 
",,r>ere. terminate ("node l(s

]whiIe(i<cnt);
return tp;

)
void network: :write_node(nd xpt){

conn *p;
int j¡ = pt-)nds-)countO;
for(int j=0; j<jj; j++){
p = (conn *) (xpt->nds) [j] ;printf ("ndmame='/"s '/,s t/rs '/"s '/,s ,/,s %s\n", pt-)nd.name,

- p->tornrho, p-)status, p-)where, p-)how, p-)withwho, p->flag)
]

Ì
void network: :write_conn(conn *p){

printf ("conn nanne=%s %s '/"i ,/,s %s %s\n", p-)towho,
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int network::yesp(char *ndnn, char xcnm){
nd. *.tp ;
conn *pi
int flãe;
flag = 6'
tp = getnd(ndnm);
i.t + = tp-)nds-)countO;
]-nt 1 = 0:
do{

P = (conn *) (*tP->nds)
if ( ( (strcmp (p-)status,

_( 
(strcmp (p-)towho ,flag = 1:

]- = II:
)

else
i++:

) while(i-<n):
printf ("!/.d returned f or yesp(%s , o/"s)\n",f1ag,nd.nm,cnm)

return flag;

p-)status, p-)where, p-)how, p-)withwho, p-)ftag) ;

til ;

"Y"s")) == 0) &&
cnm)) == 0)){

)
int netr¡ork: :visitedp(char *ndnm, char *cn¡n){

nd *tp'
conn *pj
int fläe;
flag = ['
tp = getnd(ndnm);
1nt n = tp-)nds->countO;
rnt Í = 0:
do{

p = (conn *) (*.tp->nds) [i];
if(((strcnp(p->flag, "visited")) == O) ke,

//

Ì
int

((ptrcmp(p->towho, cnm)) == 0)){
fJ-ag = 1;
]- = n:

)
else

i++:
Ì while(i<t ) :printf ("%d returned for visited.p (,/,s, ,/,s) \n",f 1ag,ndnm,cnm) ;return flag;

network: :unvisitedp(char xndnm) {nd *tp'
conn *p;
rnt flag;
flag = 6'
tp = getnd(ndnm);
lnt n = tp-)nds->countO;
i.nt -i = 0;
dot

P = (conn x) (xtP->nds) [i];
if(((strcmp(p-)fIag, "unvisited',)) == 0) &&((strcmp(p-)staius, "y"s")) == 0)){flag = 1;

] 
t = tt;
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)
int

else
i++:

] while(i<n):
printf ("%d returned for unvisitedp(%s) \n',,flag,nd.nm) ;return flag;

. network : : tmnl_or_ndv,¡n (char *ndnn) {int flag;
flag = Õ;
if((-(terminalp(ndnm)) == 1) I I ((unvisitedp(ndnm)) == 0))flag = 1;

printf ("fld returned for tmnl_or_ndwn(%s) \n",f1ag,ndnm)return flag;
)

int network::topp(charx ndnm){l/retr¿rn L if true 0 otherwisend xtP;
conn *pj
int flãe;
flag = 1'
tp = getnd(ndnm);
int n = tp-)nds->countO;
rnt -i = 0;
dot

p = (conn x) (*tp->n¿s) [i];
/ / write-conn(p) ;-

if ( (strcmp(p-)where, "op',) ) l= O)
t**:

eLse{
{1ag = 0;

) 
t = tt;

] while(i<n);
return flag;

)
char .*Tgtr^rork : : get_towhoup(char xndnm) {no xtp;

char *temp = "none";int i, fläg;
conn *pi
tp = getnd(ndnm);
int n = tp-)nds-)countO;
i = 0;
flag = 6'
do{

P = (conn *) (*tp->n¿s) [i];
if (strcrnp (p-)where, "up") == 0) {

temp = -realloc(temp, strlen(p-)towho¡+1) ;strcpy(temp, p-)towho) ;temp = p-)towho;
f lag '= 1,
L = n:j

else
i++;

Ì r^rhile(icn) ;return temp;

//
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int network: :terminalp(char *ndnm){
nd *tpi
conn *pi
int flãe;
flag = 1'
tp = getnd(ndnm);
int + = tp-)nds->countO;
int -i = 0l
dot

p = (conn x) (*tp->nds) [i];
if((strcmp(p-)where, "down")) l= 0)r**:
else{ '

{l.g =
- 1 = n;
i

) while(icn)
printf ("%d

return flag;

0;

returned for terninalp(%s) \n",f1ag,ndnrn)

xtor^rho) {

//
)
char _*network: :pick_towho (char xndnm){

nd *tp;
conn *p;
char *tempi
temp = ma11oc(strlen("none")+l) ;

çtrcpy(temp, "none");tnt 1, n;
tp = getnd(ndnm);
n = tp-)nds-)countO;
i = ô.¿ 

-v ,dot
p = (conn *) (xtp->nds) [i] ;
if(((strcmp(p-)status, "y""")) == 0) &&

((strcmp(p->flag, "unvisited.,')) == O) ee.

. ( (strcmp (p-)where, "dor./n") ) == 0) ) {1= n;
temp = realloc(temp, strlen(p->towho)+1) ;
strcpy(temp, p-)towho) ;

Ì
else

i++:
) whiie(icn);
return tenp;

]
char *network: :get_withr¿ho(char *ndnm, char

nd xtp; '
conn *p;
char *temp;
char *s =- rrllonerr '
int i, n;
tp = getnd(ndnm);
n = tp-)nds->countO;
ì = fì.¿ vt

do{
P = (conn x) (*tP->n¿s) [i];
if ((strcmp(p->towho, towho)) == 0){

temp = malloc (strlen(p->withwho) +1)
strcpy(temp, p-)withwho) ;1=n;
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)
) while(i<n);

/ / printf ("0/,r'ieturned
return temp;

Ì

]
else{

i++:
it(i == n){

temp = nal-loc(strlen(s)+1) ;
strcpy(temp, s);

f or get_withr¿ho ('1"s,'/"s) \n',,temp,ndnm,towho) ;

int network: : set_visited(char *ndnm, chaï xtor¡ho){
nd *tP'
gonn. xp !
l_nt 1 , n;
char *s = "visited";int flag;
tp = getnd(ndnm);
n = tp-)nds-)countO;
i=0j
flag = g'
do{

P = (conn x) (xtP->nds) [i] ;
if((strcmp(p->towho, towho)) == 0){
p->fIag = realloc(p->flag, strlen(s)+1) ;

llrcpy(p->f1ag, s);
tl_ag = 1;

-1=n;
,l.

else
i++:

) whiló(i<n);
return flag;

)
char *network: :get_how(char *ndnm, char xtov¡ho){

nd *tp; '
conn *pj
char *-s = "none";char *temp;
int i, tri
int flag;
tp = getnd(ndnm);
n = tp-)nds-)countO;
'i = ô.¿ v,

flag = 9'
do{

P = (conn x) (xtp->nds) [i] ;
if((strcmp(p->towho, towho)) == 0){

temp = malloc(strlen(p->how)+1) ;

Elrcpy(temp, p->how);
tlag = 1;
1 = n:

Ì
else{

'i++:
it(i == n¡1

temp = malIoc(strlen(s)+1) ;
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strcpy(temp, s);
)

Ì
) white_(i<n) ;

/ I printf ("%s returnd for get_how(1,s, %s) \n",temp,ndnm,towho) ;return tenp;
Ì

char *network: :get_towho(char *ndnm, char xwithv¡ho){
/ / get next conn in the same nod.e.

nd *tpj
conn *pi
çhar.*-temP = "none";1nt 1, n;
int flag;
tp = getnd(ndrun);
n = tp-)nds->countO;i=oj
flag = 9'
do{

P = (conn *) (*tP->nds) [i] ;
if(((strcmp(p->towho, withwho)) == 0) &&

((strcmp(p->flag, "unvisited")) == 0) &&
((strcmp(p->status, "yes")) == O)){
temp = realloc(temp, strlen(p->towho)+1) ;
strcpy(temp, p-)towho) ;flag = 1;

- 1=n;
Ì

else
i++;

Ì whiie(icn);
return temp;

)
int network: : set_yes (char *.ndnm, char *tor,¡ho) {nd xtpi

Çonn. xp;
1nt 1, n;
int flag;
char *s = tryesni
tp = getnd(ndnm);
n = tp-)nds->countO;
i=0j
flag = 0;
do{

P = (conn x) (xtP->nds) [i] ;
if ( (strcrnp (p->towho, towho) ) == 0) {

if ((strcmp(p->status, s)) t=o){
p-)status = realloc(p->status, strlenç")+1)
strcpy(p-)status, s);

p-)status = "yes'r i
)

flag = 1;
1 = n:
)
else

i++:
] while(i<n);
return flag;

//
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)
void netr^rork: : set_status(char *ndnm, char xfromd.or¡n){

char *sp, *st;
printf ("ndnm=1¿s fromd-own=%s\n", nd.nm, fromdown) ;if (terminalp(ndnm) == 1){

if(strcnp((sp = get_towhoup(ndnm)), ',none") == 0)
ere.terminate("%s towhoup not found',, nd.nn) ;

/ / printf ("%s up is %s\n", ndi.m, sp) ;
if((set-yes(ndnm, sp)) == 0)

printf ("set conn %s to %s f ialed.\n',, nd.nm, sp) ;// write-node(getnd(ndnm)) l
Ì

do{
st = ndnm;
ndnm = sp;
sp = get_towhoup(ndnm) ;printf ("ner,r ndnm. is %s, lower node is %s, up is %s\n", ndnm, st, sp);
set_yes(ndnrn, st) ;

// write-node(getnd(ndrun));
set_yes(ndnm, sp);

/ / r^rríte-node(getnd(ndn¡n)) ;
) r¡hile((topp(sp)) -= O);

set-yes(sp, ndnm);
)

f /*xx******{<t<***********>k end of network.h *************<)k***{<****** **xx/ /
// globe.h --- contains functions for globe use

static error_handler e(',bfmatrix computation error: ") ;

bfnatrix *and(bfmatril *1, bfmatrix xB){
int ar = A->grO;
int ac = A->gcO;
int br = B->grO;
int bc = B->gcO;

if(ar!=br I I ac!=bc){
printf (tt,/d 0/d 

%d 7,d\n" , ar, br, ac, bc) ;e.terminate("bfnatrix dimensions are not equal\n") ;)
natrix *I = new natrix(ar. ac. 1):natrix *k = new matrix(ar. ac- 1i ix¡ = (*J)/((*r)-((x(t-juei) )*.(*(Í¡1>¿i") ))

. -((x(A->dis))*.(x(s->beli))):*(A->bel) = (x(A->beI))x(*(¡->Uet))*(*t<) :x(A->dis) = (x(A->dis))x(x(B->disi)*(xr<) idelete I;
delete k:

/ / delete'B:
(*B) .bfmatíix : : -bfmatrix ( ) ;return A;
J;

bfmatrix *or(bfmatrix. *4, bfmatrix *B){int ar = A->grO;
int ac = A->g.O;
int br = B->grO;
int bc = B->gcO;
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if(ar!=br I I acl=bc){
printf ("%d %d %¿ %d\n',,aï,br,ac,bc);
e . terminate (',bfmatrix dinensions are not equal\n', ) ;)

matrix *I = new matrix(ar. ac. 1):
matrix *k = ne¡¡ matrix(ar. ac1 t) i*k = (xt)/ ((*l)-((*(A. >beÍ))*(*('¡:>¿is)))

( (* (t->¿id) ) x (* (Íl:>ÈeÌ) ) ) ta-' ' 'xf = (x(A->b91)-((x(A. Ìbel))_*(x16-¡âíe)))+(x(B->bel))
- ( (1(n->uel) )I( (x (A->Èer) )r(i(Á-j¿ii) ¡)))í(xr<) ;x(A->dis) = ((x(A->dis))-(x(t->¿is)i¡,È¡¡-to;itii"' \ --"

. + (x (B->dis) ) - ( ( (x (a->¡er) ) + (* (r->¿rã) ) ) o (* (B->dis) ¡ ¡ ¡ * (*k) ;x(A->bel) = *.Ii
delete I;
delete k:

/ / delete'B:
(*B) .bfmatiix : : -bfmatrixO 

;return A;
Ì

bfnatrix *pass_rule (bfmatrix *4,
int ar = A->grO;
int ac = A->gcO;

matrix *f = new matrix(ar" ac
natrix *k = new matrix(ar. ac
matrix *Bb = ner,¡ matrix(ai,ac
natrix *Bd = new matrix(ar.ac
*B = Gt) /((tr)-(*(n->¿is))*(
* (A->dis) = (* (A->bel) * (*Í¡¿) +
x(A->bel) = ç*(t->bel))i(*¡6)delete I;
delete k;
delete Bb;
delete Bd;
return A:
)

bfn *b){

, 1);
, 1);
,b->bel);
,b-)dis);
xBd) ) ;
( (* (n->¿:.s) ) ,r (*s6¡ ) ) x (*k)
* (*k) ;

/ / xxx***x***,{<{<*{<********t< end of globe . h **{.******{<***>F{<******t<*>k ***x / /
//target.h --- defines target object
class target{

tnt row, col;
char *ndnm;

public:
bfmatrix *B'
iãî[ãi(Ëiruî'orrdrru.^e, network &nr¡, int r, int c);-target O ;
void r¡rite_bfmap O ;

);
target::target(char *ndname, network &nw, int r, int c){
ndnm = malloc(strlen(ndname) +t) ;strcpy(ndnm, ndnarne) ;
fOI^l = f : COl = C:if ( (nr¡.topp (ndnm) ) == 0) {

printf("Z.s is not a top node", ndnm);
- exit(1);
Ì

Ì
void target : :write_bfnapO{
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B->print O ;
]

target::-targetO{
deJ_ete ndntn:

/ / delete B: 'j

/ /*xxx********************* end of target.h >k**************x*xx**xx/ /
// condactor.h def ines cond.uctor object
class conductor{

int row, col;
rules xruleb;
char *ndnn;

public:
bfmatrix *B;
friend class target;
conductor(char *ndname. char-conductorO;
rules *rulb(char *);
bfmatrix xapply_rules(char *)
void write_rules(char *msg) ;

- void r.¡rite_bfmapO;
);

*rulef, network &, int r, int c);

t

conductor: :conductor(char *ndname, char *rulef , network &nw,int r, int c){
ndnm = .ma1loc (strlen(ndname) ) ;strcpy(ndnm, ndnane) ;-
ro$I = r; co1 = c;
ruleb = rulb(ru1ef);

. . printf("conductor rúlebase set up successfully\n");
/ / nr¡. write-netwkO ;int it = nrü.terminalp(',conductor") ;printf ("terminalp=%d\n", it) ;

char *p = n$r.get_towhoup("conductor") ;

^ printf("forn conductor up is to %s\n", p);
)

rules *conductor : :rulb (char xrulf ) {rules xtemp = ner¡r rules;
t emp-) set_rules (rulf ) ;return tenp;

)
void conductor:

B->print O ;
]

: r¡rite_bfmap O {

:write-rules (char *msg) {

/os\n", nsg) ;
b->count O ;i<k; i++){
) (xruleb) [i] :

%s\n then %s\n",
%ã 

'i;sü;; ;:';.i,

void conductor:
rule *f:
if ('F¡sg)

printf ( "
int k = rule
for(int i=o;f = (rule x
printf ( " if
printf ("!{g
);

f-)pre, f-)cln);
f->dis, f-)unc);
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)
bfmatrix *conductor:

rule *ru;
int k, i, j;

: apply-rules (char xupnd) {

k = ruleb-)countO;
bfn xbelf = new bfn;

// bfmatrix *temp = áew bfmatrix(row, co1);j = o;
for(i=0; i<k; i++){
ru .= (rul-e *) (*ruleb) [i] :if((strcmp(upnd, ru-)cln)) == 0){

bel-f -)bel = ru-)bel:
belf->dis = ru-)disi
bel-f -)unc = ru-)unc:j

else
j ++;

Ì
if (j > k){

printf("fav_geoI error: Sorry, I d.on,t know %s\n',, upnd);
. exit (1) ;
J
else

return (pass_rule(8, belf)) ;
// return temp;
)

conductor: : -conductorO {delete ndnm:
/ / delete B; '

delete ruleb:
}__-----'
f / ***,***,r*)k**>k******* end of cond.uctor. h ***********{<{<*}k>k**( x,r***x*/ /
//fav-geol.h --- defines favorabe geological condition
class fav-geoI{_

l-nt rolf , col_ ;rules xruleb;
char *ndnm;

public:
bfmatrix *B;
friend class target;
fav-geo1_(char *ndnanne, char *rulef , network &nw, int r, int c);
ïav_geoI () ;

);

bfrnatrix *apply_rules (char *.ndnm) ;
rul-es *rles(char x);
void r,¡rite_rules(char *msg) ;
void r,rrite_bfmap O ;

fav-geol: :fav_geol(char *ndnanne, char *rulef , network &nw,
int r, int c){

ndnm = ,malloc (qtrlen (ndname) +1 ) ;srrcpy(ndnm, nd.name) ;
rOT¡I = f : COI- = c'
piintf(i'na"ñ,= Íå ro" = fd col = /od\n", ndnm, roür, col);
ruleb = rles (ruIef) ;wriie_rules ("fav_geól ru1es") ;
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void fav_geoI : :write_rules(char *msg){
rure +r:
if (*¡sg)

printf ("%s\n',, rnsg) ;
int k = ruleb-)countO;
for(int i=0' i<k; i++){
f - (rule *) (*ruleb) til :printf ("if %s then %s ('Ig '/"g %g)\n,'
_ f-)bel, f->dis, f-)unc) ;)

)

printf("fav_geoL rulebase set up sllccessfully\n") ;int it = nT¡r.terminalp("fav_geoI") ;printf ("terminalp=!/ud\n" , it) ;
char *p = nl¡r.get_towhoup("fav_geol") ;

- printf("from fav_geoI uþ is to-f,s\n", p);
)

rules *fav_geol: :rles(char xrulf){
rules *ternp = nert rules;
temp-)set_ru1es (rulf ) ;return temp;

Ì
void fav_geol : :write_bfmapO {

B->print O ;
]

, f-)pre, f-)cln,

bfmatrix *fav_geo] : : apply_ru]es (char xupndnm) {rule *ru;
int k, i, j;
k = ruleb->countO;
bfn *belf = new bfn;

// bfnatrix *temp = áew bfmatrix(row, co1);j = o;
for(i=0; i<k; i++){

ru = (rule x) (*ruleb) [i] :if ((strcmp(upndnm, ru-)cin)) == 0){
belf->bel-= ru-)bel;
belf-)dis = ru-)dis;
bel-f-)unc = ru-)unc;

)
else

j ++;
Ì
if (j > k){

prinlf!"fav_geol error: Sorry, I d.on,t know %s\n',, upndnm);
- exit (1) ;j
else

return (pass_rule(9, Uett)) ;
return temp;/t

)
fav-geoI : : -fav_geol O {delete ndnm:
/ / delete B;'
, 

delete ruleb;
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/ /x****x********************* end. of fav_geol"h xxxx*d<*******xxx/ /
/ /aír-em.h
class air-em{

int roi"¡, col ;rules *ruleb;
char *ndnm;

public:
bfmatrix xB'
ãi;-;ñ(ö¡u.l'*rrdrru.*e, char *rulef , network &nw, int r, int c);-air-enO;
rules xrulb(char x);
bfmatrix *apply-rules(char x) ;
void write_rules(char *nsg) ;
void r¡rite_bfmap O ;

I;
air-em::air-em(char *ndname, char *ruIef, network &nw,rnt r, int c){
ndnm = malloc (stiten(ndname) ) ;strcpy(ndnm, ndname);
rOT¡I=f;Col =C;

.. ruleb = rulb(ru1ef);
// printf("air-em ruiebase set up successfully\n");

int it = nÌôr.terminalp("air_em") ;

/ / printf("terninalp=%d\tt", it) ;

. char *p = nw.get_towhoup(',air_em");
// printf("from air-em uþ is to %s\n", p);
)

bfmatrix *air_em: : apply_rules(char xupnd) {rule *ru;
int k, i, j;
k = ruleb->countO;
bfn xbelf = new bfn;

// bfmatrix *temp = áew bfmatrix(row, cot);j = o;
for(i=0; i<k; i++){

rn = (ru1e x) (*ruleb) iil .

lf C C"ii.*pC"íia; ;":i.'iiJ ) == o) {belf-ibel- = ru-)bel;
belf->dis = ru-)dis;
belf-)unc = ru-)unc;

)
else
j ++;

lif(j == ¡¡1
printf("air_em error: Sorry, T don,t knor^¡ %s\n", upnd.);

_ exit (1) ;)
else

return (pass_rule(9, ¡ett)) ;
return temp;

rules *air_ern: :rulb(char *rulf){
rules xtemp = ner¡r rules;
temp-)set_rul-es (rutf ) ;return temp;

//
]
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void air_em: :write_rules(char *msg) {rule *f:
íf (x¡sg)

printf ("%s\n',, nsg) ;int k = ruleb-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){f = (rule *) (xruleb) til :printf ("if %s then %s ('/"g'/,g %g)\n',,

Ì 
f-)bel, f-)dis, f-)unc);

)

I
void air_em : :r¡rite_UfmapO{

B->print O ;
)

air-em: : -air_enO {delete ndnm:
/ / derete B; '

delete ruleb'
] ---

/ / *x*rlr*rrrr*r<**{<**{<*****,,F *****t end of air

//groundem. h

static error_handler gem('ground EM error: ");
class ground_em{

c.har *naDnanê'i"f-.oî]';;;;'
char *datfile'
ctrài xãnsiii; i

/ / ---*ãt'iï-;Ã;-'
/ / bfmatrix iB;

legend *grndem;
ruÏes xrüIeb.ui"ït."i---'
double píecision;

/ / bfrnatrix *B;
public:

friend class conductor;
ground-em(char *map, cÉar

char *rul-f
-ground_emO;

f-)pre, f-)cIn,

_em. h ***x,F,k***(x*x*rr**/ /

xdatf, char *ansf,
, network &, int r, int r);

bfnatrix *apply_rules(char x) ;matrix *dat (char *)
legend *tnd(char x)
rules xrulb(char x)
double get_precisioir(char *) ;
void write_map(char *msg) ;
void r¿rite_legend(char *msg) i
void write_rules(char xmsg) ;
void write_UfmapO;

);
ground_en::ground_em(char *flãpr char *datf, char *ansf,

char *rulf, network &nw, int r, int c){
maPna¡ne = map i
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]:Ott = r; CoI = C;
datf ile = malloc(strlen(datf )+l_) ;strcpy(datfile, datf) ;
ansfile = malloc(strlen(ansf)+1) ;strcpy(ansfile, ansf) ;
grndem = l-nd(ansf );
printf ("ground_em legend set up successfully\n") ;ruleb = rulb(rulf);
printf("ground_em rulebase set up successfully\n")
ni¡. set_status ("ground_em",',ground._en") ;

nw.write_net¡¡kO ;int it = nl;.terminalp("ground_em") ;printf ("terminalp=%d\n", it) ;
char *p = nÌt.get_towhoup("ground_em',) ;printf("forn ground_em up is to %s\n", p);

matrix *ground_em: : dat (char *datf) {
matrix *Gr = new matrix(row, coI);
Gr-)readat (¿att) ;

- return Gr;
_t.

legend *ground_em : : lnd(char *ansf ) {
legend ,f.temp = nel^r legend;
temp-)set_Ieg(ansf) ;return temp;

)
rules *.ground_em: :rulb(char *rulf){

rules *.temp = netr rules;
temp-) set-rules (rulf ) ;return temp;

)
double_ ground_em : : get_precision(char *ndn¡) {douþIe tenp;

int flag; -

rnt c;
flag = 0;
trhile(flag == 0){
printf("Please enter a number between 0 to 1 which shows");
printf ("the certainty based on the accuracy of the l/,s map,i',ndnm);
printf("0 means nothing believeable on thii map and',) ;printf("1 means you totally believe the map is true.\n");
do{
scanf ("%If", &temp) ;
if(tenp >1)

printf("The number you given greater than 1.\nplease reenter:");
else if(temp < 0)

printf("The number you entered less than 0.\nplease reenter:");
else{
printf("Your.certainty about %s map is %g\n", ndnm, temp);
c = getcharO;
if (6 == 'Y' )
_ flag = 1;

el-se
printf("Ts this number Iooks ok for you?(y/n)',);
print("If not, please enter your neÌr numbãr:");
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)
lwhile (ftag _= o);

Ì
prcn.Þgl = temp;
prcn.dis = 0;
prgn.urrc = 1.0 - ternp;
return temp;

]
voi9 ground-ern: :write_legend(char *msg) {leg-P *P;

if (x¡sg) printf ("%s\n", msg) ;
int k = grndem-)countO;

for(int i=0' i<k; i++){
p = (leg-p *) (*grndem) [i];

- printf("%s %g\n", p-)leg_narne, p-)num)
Ì

)
void ground_en: :write_rules(char *.nsg){

rure +1:
if (xms*)

printf ( "%s\n', , msg) ;
int k = ruleb-)countO:
for(int i=0; i<k; i+ì){
f - (rule *) (*ruleb) til ;printf ("if %s then %s ('/,g'Ag %g)\n',, f-)pre, f-)cln,

f->bel, f-)dis, f-)unc) ;)
)
ground_em : : -ground_em O {delete maþname;
/ / derete A:
/ / delete Bi
/ / delete picn;

delete ruleb'
dãiãi" giñãã'i';

Ì
/./.voíd ground-em: :write_map (char *msg) {
/ / A->print (rnsg) ;

// |
bfnatrix *ground_en : : apply_rules(char *upndrun) {

double legend_num [40] ;
double b[40], d[+o];
int k, 1, [, i, j, is;
bfmatrix *B = neur bfmatrix(row,col);
rule *ru;
leg-p *'1s;
precision = get_precision("ground_em") ;natrix *A = dat(datfile);
printf("ground_em data sét up successfully\n',)
k = grndem-)countO;
1 = ruleb->countO;
n = 0:
for(ilo; i<t; i++){

ru 
= 

(ru1e *) (*ruleb) [i];for(j=0; jck; j++){
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Ie = (l_eg_p *) (xgrndem) [jJ;
if(((strcmp(le->1eg_narle, ru-)pre)) == 0) &&

((strcmp(upndnm, ru-)cln)) l= 0)){
legend-num[n] = ]e-)num;
b [n_] = ru-)bel;
d[n] 

= 
ru->dis!

// u[n] = ru-)uic;
- n++j
I;

- );
Ì;
double dt;
ic = ô.

/ / -" t->iiint ("4") ;
for(i=9; i(row; i++)

for(j=0; j(co1; j++){
dt = (*.4).vaI(i, j);

for(int m=0; m(n; m++){
if (¿t == legend_num[m] ){

printf ("dt=7g 1n=7og\n', , dt , legend._num [n] ) ;B-)bfvat(i, j,b [m],¿[m] ) ;is++;

I
Ì

if (is != ron¡*col)
gem.terminate ("Please check

deIéte A;
- return (pass_rule(B, &prcn));
Ì

//

/ / *x*xx****>k****>k**>k***** end of groundem . h {.{<***,i.)k*>k{<*****)k*t<*(***** *,xxx / /
//em-grade. h

static error_handler emg("grade air EM error: ");
class em srade{_-9char *mapnane;

rnt rour, co1;
char *datfile;
char *ansfile;

/ / matrix *A;
/ / bfmatrix *B;

legend *19n4;
rul-es *ruleb;

if ground EM rules cover all legends!\n,');

*datf, char *anscif,
&,, int r, int c);

t

bfn prcn;
double precision;

pubI]-c:
em-grade(char *map_name, char

char *rulef, network-em-gradeO;
bfnatrix *app1y-rules (char *.)
matrix *.dat (char x) ;
Iegend xlnd(char x);
rules *rulb(char x.);
double get_precision(char x) ;

/ / void r^rrite-map(char *,msg) ;
void write_legend(char xmsg) j
void write_rules(char *msg) ;
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//

//

en-grade: :em_grade(char *map_nanne, char *d.atf , char x.anscif ,char *rulef , netraork &nw, int r, int c){
maPnajne = maP_nane;
rolí = r; col- = r-'
d.atf ile' = mãttoãtstrten(datf ) +1) ;strcpy(¿attite, datf) ;
ansf ile = mal1oc(strlen(anscíf )+L) ;strcpy(ansfile, anscif) ;
lgnd = lnd(anscif);
printf ("em_grade legend set up successfully\n',) ;ruleb = rulb(rulef);
pr_intf ("em_grade rulebase set up successfully\n") ;

B = apply_rules(nw);
nw. set_status ("em_grade", "em_grade") ;

nw.write_netr,¡kO;
int it = nlr.terninalp("em_grade") ;printf ( "terminalp=l{¿\n't, i{) ;
char *p = nr¡r. get_towhoup(',em_grade") ;printf("from em_grade up is tõ %s\n", p);

matrix *em_grade: :dat(char *datf){
natrix *Em = new rnatrix(row, col);
Em-)readat (datf) ;

- return Em;
,|

legend *em_grade : : lnd(char xasnf) {
Iegend *temp = new legend;
temp-)set_leg(asnf);
return temp;

Ì
rules_ *em_grade : : rulb(char *.rulf) {rul-es *temp = nert rules;

t emp-)set _ru1es (rulf ) ;return temp;
]

double- em_grade : : get_precision(char *ndnm) {double femp;
int flag; -

rnt c;
flag = 0;
r"rhile(ftag == 0){
printf ("Prease enter a number betr¿een 0 to 1 r¡hich shows',);printf("the certainty based on the accuracy of the %" mu.p,;, ndnm);printf("0 means nothing believeable on thiå map',);
printf("and 1 means you totally believe the *"þ i.Á true.\n");
do{
scanf("%ff", &temp) ;
if(temp >1)

printf("The number you given greater than 1.\npl_ease reenter:");
else if(temp < 0)

printf("The number you entered less tha¡ 0.\nPlease reenter:");
else{
printf("Your.certainty about %s map is %g\n", nd.nm, tenp);c = getcharO;
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if (c == 'y' )flas = 1:_U
el-se

printf("Is this
printf ("If not,

)
Ìwhile(fIag == 0);

number looks ok for you?(yln)");
please enter your ner.r number:");

prcn.ÞgI = temp;
prcn.dis = 0;
prcn.unc=1.0-temp;
return temp;

Ì

/./.votd em-grade : :write_map(char *msg) {
/ / A->print (msg) ;
// \
void em-grade : :write_legend(char *msg){

Ieg-P xp;
if(*ns*¡ printf("%s\n", nsg) ;
int k = lgnd-)countO;

for(int i=0; i<k; i++){
P = (teg-P x) (*lgnd) [il;

_ printf ("%s %g\n" , p-)leg_nanne, p->num) ;
Ì

)
vo -rul-es (char xmsg) {

f-)cln,

)
en-grade : : -em_grade O {delete mapna¡ne;
/ / derete A:
// delete Bi
/ / derete picn;

delete ruleb:
delete lgnd.; '

)
bfmatrix xem_grade : : apply_rules (char *upndnm) {printf ("em_grade : : apply_ru1es (%s) caifed\n',,upndnrn) ;double legend_num[40] ;

doubte b[40], d[40];
int k, 1, n, i, j, is;
bfnatrix *B = ner¡ bfrnatrix(row,col);
rule *ru;
1eg-p xls;
precision = get_precision("air_em_grade") ;
matrix xA = dat (datfile) ;
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//

//

printf ("em_grade data set up successfully\n',) ;k = Ignd-)countO;
1 = ruleb->countO;¡ = ô.
iot(ilo; i<t; i++){

ru = (rul-e x) (xruleb) [i] :for(j=0; j<k; j++){
le = (Ieg_p *) (*lgnd) [ji;
if (((strcmp(te->tég_narne, ru-)pre)) == 0) ga

((strcmp(upndnm, ru-)cln)) l= O)){
legend-num[n] = Ie-)num;
b ["] = ru-)be';
d[n]_ 

= 
ru->dis!

// u[n] = ru->uác;
- n++i
i

)
)
double dt;
is=0;

A-)print ("4',) ;
for(i=0; i(row; i++)

for(j=0; j(co1; j++){
dt = (*A) .val(i,j);

for(int m=0; m(n; m++){
if (dt == legend_nun[m] ){

printf ("dt=%g ln=%g\n" , dt , legend_num [m] ) ;B->bfval(i, j ,b[m] ,d[n] ) ;
ís++ j

)

char *ansfile;
matrix *A;
bfnatrix *B;

legend xlgn_d;
rules xrul_eb;

)if (is l= roi¿xcol)
ems.terminate("P1ease check if airEM-grade rulebase cover all legends!\n");delele A;

_ return (pass_rule(8, &prcn));
)

//**xx**tr*****>kr<******* end of en-grade.h ******(******************xx*xx*x//
/ /ínput.n
static error_handler inp('tINpUT error: ");
class Input{

char- *mapname;
rnt row, co1;
char *datfile;

//
//

bfn prcn;
double precision;

publr.c:

-I1put(char 
*, char x, char *, char *, network &, int, int);-Input O ;

bfmatrix *apply_ru]es(char x) ;
double get_precision(char x) ;
legend *Igd(char *);
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//

];

rules xru]b(char x);
matrix xdat (char *) i

void r^rrite_map(châr *msg) ;
void write_legend(char *msg) i
void write_rules(char *msg) ;

Input::Input(char *map_name, char xdatf, char *anscif,
char.*rulef,- network.&nw, int r, int c){

mapname = mal1oc(strlen(map_name)+t) ;
strcpy (mapn_ame, map_name) ;
fOT¡I = I; COI- = C;
datf ile = mal-l-oc(strlen(datf )+1) ;strcpy(dattiIe, datf) ;
ansf il-e = malloc(strlen(anscif )+1) ;strcpy(ansfile, anscif) ¡
lgnd = lgd(anscif);
printf ("Input legend set up successfully\n") ;ruleb = rulb(rulef);
printf ("Input -rulebase set up successfully\n',) ;
nw. set_status ("Input", "fnput") ;

nr,¡.write_netwkO;
int it = ntr.terminalp(',fnput");
printf ("terminalp=%d\n", it) ;
char *p = nw. get_towhoup("Input") ;printf("form Input up is to %s\n", p);

//

natrix *Input : :dat(char xdatfile){
matrix xlnp = new matrix(row, col);
Inp-)readat (datf ile) ;return ïnp;

I
legend xfnput : :Igd(char *ansf){

legend *temp = netJ legend;
temp-)set_leg(aasf);
refurn temp;

]
rules *Input : : rulb (char ,¡ru1f ) {

ruJ-es *temp = neT¡I rules;
ternp-) s et*ru1es (rulf ) ;return temp;

)
double_ Input : : get_precision(char xndnm){

doubl-e temp;
int flag; -

rnt c;
flag = 0;
r¡hile(ff ag == 0){
printf("Please enter a number between 0 to 1 which shows");
printf("the certainty based. on the accuracy of the %s map,i,ndnm);printf("0 means nothing believeable on thiå nap and");printf("1 means you toially believe the map ís'true.\n");
do{
sca¡f (',%tt", &temp) ;
if(tenp >1)
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printf("The number you given greater
else if(temp < 0)

printf (r'The number you entered. less
else{
printf("Your certainty about uls map is
c = getcharO;
if (c =- 'v' )
- flag =-1'

e-Lse

than l- " \nP1ease reenter: t,)

than 0 . \nPlease reenter: ")
%g\n", ndnm, temp) ;

printf("Is this number Looks ok for yout(y/n)");
_ printf("ff not, please enter your new num6er:");
)
)while(t1ag -= 0);

Ì
prcn.Þç1 = temp;
prcn.dis = 0;
prgn.un-c = 1"0 - temp;
return temp;

)
/./yoíd Input : : write-map (char xmsg) {
/ / A-)print (rnsg) ;// y

void Input : : write_legend(char *msg) {1eg-þ xp;
íf (*¡nsg) printf ("%s\n" , msg) ;int k = lgnd-)countO;

for(int i=0; i<k; i++){
P = (reg-P x) (*rgnd) [i] ;

- printf ( "%s %g\n" , p-)1eg_nanne, p->num) ;)

: write_rules (char *msg) {

T"g'/"Ð\n", f-)pre, f-)cln,
f-)unc) ;

Input: :-InputOt-delete ñapname;

)
void Input:

rule *f:
if (*¡nsg)

prin
intk=
for ( int
1=(ru
printf (

)
)

tf ("7,s\n", rnsg);
ruleb-)count O ;i=0; i<k; i++){
1e x) (*ru1eb) [i] ;

"if %s then %s (%e
f->bel, f-)dis,

//
//
//

delete A;
delete B;
delete prcn;

delete ruleb;
delete lgnd;

)
bfmatrix xlnput : : apply_rules (char *upndnm) {

double legend_num[40] ;
double b[40], d[40] ;// t [ao];int k, f, [ ,' í, j, - í";
bfmatrix *B = new bfmatrix(row,col);
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//

rule xru;
leg-p xls;
precision = get_precision("Input") ;
matrix *A = dat(¿attite);
printf("Input data set up sllccessfully\n");
k = lgnd->countO;
I = ruleb-)countO;
+ =,9;for(i=0; i<1; i++){

ru 
= 

(rule *) (xruleb) til :for(j=0; j<k; j++){
le = (leg-p *) (*lgnd) [j];
if(((strcmp(1e->1eg-nane, ru-)pre)) == O) AA

((strcmp(upndnm, ru-)c1n)) == O)){
legend-num[n] = Ie-)num;
¡ ["] = ru-)bel;
d [n]_ : ru->dis j

u[n] = ru-)unc;
- n++i

- Ì;
Ì;

Ì;
double dt;
is = 0;

A->print("4");
for(i=g; i(row; i++)

for(j=0; j(col; j++){
dt = (*A).val(i,j);

for(int m=0; m(n; m++){
if (dt == legend_nurn [m] ) {

printf ("dt=7,* In=%g\n", dt, legend_num[m] ) ;
B-)bfvat (i, j,b [m],d [m] ) ;

is++ j

//

//

)
)
if (is != rorn¡*col)

inp . terminate (',Please check
delete A:

_ return (fass-rule(B, &prcn));
]

if INPUT rules cover all legends!\n");

/ /x**xt*trx****t<x*r<t<**{< end of input.h **>k**{<****r(*******{<*(**** x**xxx*/ /
/ / geoL.n

static error_handler ger(',geoIogy error: ") ;

class_ geology{
char xmapnalne;
rnt rottr, col;
char *datfile;
char *ansf i-Ie;

/ / matrix *Geomap;
/ / bfmatrix xB;

legend *ggo_;
rules *ruJ_eb;
bfn prcn;
double precision;
void set_prcnO;

pirþJ-1c:
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geology(char x, char *, char *, char *, network &,-geologyO;
sþ¿¡ *get_nameO{return mapname;}
bfmatrix xapply_rules(char x) ;
matrix xdat (char *datf) ;
rul-es xrles(char *);
legend xfgnd(char x);
double get_precision(char *) ;

void write_map(char *msg) ;
void r^irite_legend(char xmsg) i
void write_rules(char xmsg) ;

geology : : geology(char tmap_name, char
char xrulef " netlrork &nw-

mapname = mall-oc(strlen(map_name) ) ;
strcpy (napn-arne, nap-name) ;row = r; col = c'
¿airirè' = 

-mãrroã (strlen(datf ) +1) ;strcpy(¿attite, datf) ;
ansf ile = ma]loc(strlen(anscif )+t) ;strcpy(ansfile, anscif) i
geo = lgnd(anscif);
ruleb = rles (rulef) ;

nv¡. write_netwkO ;
nr"¡ . set-status ( "geology', , "geology") ;int it = nw.terrninalp("geoIogy") ;
char *p = nw.get_towhoup("geology") ;

int, int) ;

//

);

xdatf, char xanscif,
int r, int c){

//

legend xgeology: :lgnd(char *ansf){
J_egend ttenp = neïr legend;
temp-)set_1eg(ansf) ;return temp;

)
rules_ xgeology: : rles (char *rulf) {rules trul = new rul_es:

rul-)set-rul-es(ru1f) ;'return ru1:
)

matrix xgeology: :dat(char xdatf){
/ / printf ("Geomap ('/d, '/,d) \n", ror,r, col) ;natrix xGeo Ì new matrix(row, col);

Geo-)readat (datf) ;

- return Geo;
J

double_ geology : : get_precision(char *ndnm) {
d.oubl-e temp;
int flag; -

rnt c;
flag = 0;
while(tlag == 0){
printf ("Pl-ease enter a number betrn¡een 0 to 1 ¡¡hich shows");printf ("the certainty based on the accuracy of the %s rnap,i,nd.nn);printf("0 means nothing believeable on thiå nap"); 

'- L ¿
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printf("and 1 means you totally beli-eve the map is true.\n");
do{
scanf ("%tt'', &tenp) ;
if(temp >1)

printf("The number you given greater than 1.\nplease reenter:")
else if(temp < 0)

printf("The number you entered less than 0.\nplease reenter:',)
else{
printf ("Your certainty about /,s map is %g\n", nd.nn, temp);c = getcharO;
if (6 == 'v' )
- flag =-1'

else
printf("Is this number Iooks ok for you?(y/n)");
printf ("If not, please enter you.r nelr nunËer:',);

Ìwhile(ftag == 0) i

return temp;
Ì

I
void geolosy : : set_prcnO{

Prcn.?gr = preclsLon;
prcn.drs = 0;
prcn.unc = 1.0 - precision;

)
/./.voíd geology: : write-map (char *msg) {
/ / Geomap-)print(msg) ;
// j

void geolggy: :write_legend(char *msg){
Ieg-p xp;
if (*r¡st¡ printf ( "%s\n" , msg) ;
int k = geo_)countO;

for(int i=0; i<k; i++)1p = (leg-p *,) (*geo) [i] ;

- printf ("%s %g\n", p-)leg_nanne, p->num) ;)
)
void geolggy: :write_rules(char *nsg){

TUIE XT:
if (xmsg)

printf ("%s\n", nsg) ;
int k = rul-eb-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){f = (rul-e *) (*ruteb) til ;printf ("if %s then %s ('/,g '/,g %g)\n"

_ ); 
f-)beI, f-)dis, f-)unc)

.i

, f-)pre, f-)c1n,
t

geology: : "geologyO{
del-ete napnarne;

/ / delete Geomap;
/ / detete B:
/ / del-ete pícn;

del-ete ruieb;
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d.elete geo;
]
bfnatrix *geology : : apply_rules (char xupndnm){

double legend_num [40] ;
double Þt4ol , d[40] ;// u[ao];int k, 1, n, i, j, i";
bfmatrix *B = neü/ bfrnatrix(row,col);rule *ru;
leg-p xls;
precision- = get_precision("geology',) ;
set_prcnO;
1¡ = geo-)countO;
I = ruleb->countO;
n = 0;
matrix *Geomap = dat(¿atfite);

/ / write-map ("geolmap") ;
/./" printf("geol data ãet up successfully\n");
/ / r¿rite-rules("rules") :for(i=O; i<l; i++){ ' '

to = (rule x) (*.¡rrf eb) [i] ;for(j=0; j<k; j++){
le = (reg_p *) (*.geo) [jJ ;
if(((strcmp(1e->leg-name, ru-)pre)) == O) gt

( (strcrnp (upndnn, ru-)cln) ) l= 0) ) {
Iegend-num[n] = Ie-)num;
b ["_] = ru-)bel;
d[n] = ru-)disi

// u[n] = tu->rá.;
n**:

Ì
)

)
double dt;
is = 0;

A->print("4");
for(i=9; i(row; i++)

for(j=0; j(col; j++){
dt = (*Geomap) .val(i,j) ;

for(int m=0; m(n; m++){printf("dt = %g legen_lum = %g\n", dt, legend_numtm]);
if (dt == legend_num[m] ){

B-)bfval (i, j ,b [rn] ,d [m] ) ;is++;

Ì
Ì

if (is != rowxcol-)
.89r:terminate("Please check if geology subrulebase covers all legends.\n");delete Geomap;

- return (pass_rule(8, &prcn));
)

//*'*xxxxx*tt<{<*****t{<**{<** end of geol .h **********<***************t,xx*x//
/ /gro,,nd-mag.h

static error_handler gndmg(',ground_mag error: ") ;

class ground_mag{

//

//
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char *mapnlme;
tnt row, col;
char *datfile;
char *ansfile;

/ / matrix *A;
/ / bfmatrix *B;

legend xlgn_d;
ruJ-es xrul-eb;
bfn prcn;
double precision;

puDJ_1c:
ground_mag(char *, char x, char
"ground_nagO;
bfmatrix *apply_rules (char
double get_precision(char

*, char *, network &, int, int)
*);

x);

);

legend xlgd(char x);
rules *rulb(char *):
matrix xdat (char *) Ivoid write_map(char- *msg) ;
void write_legend(char *msg) ;
void write_rules(char *msg) ;

ground-mag: :ground-rnag(char *map-name, char xdatf , char *anscif ,
char ,*rulef ,. network. &nr¡, int r, int c) {mapnaïe = malloc(strlen(map_name)+t) ]

strcpy (mapn_ame, map_name) ;-fO\¡I=f;col=c'
d.atf ilã'= mãrroãistrlen(datf )+1) ;strcpy(¿attite, datf) ;
ansfil-e = malloc(strlen(anscif)+1) ;strcpy(ansfile, anscif) i
lgnd = lgd(anscif);
printf ("ground_mag. Iegend set up successfully\n") ;ruleb = rulb(rulef);
printf ("ground_mag rulebase set up successfully\n") ;
nr¿. set_status ( "ground_magr' r "grouird._mag") ;

nw.write_netwkO;
int it = nw.terrninalp(',ground_mag',) ;printf ("terminalp=%d\n", it) ;
char *p = nrr.get_towhoup("ground_mag") ;printf ("from ground-mag up-is to /.s\n',, p);

matrix *ground_mag: :dat(char xdatfile){
matrix xlnp = new matrix(row, col);
Inp-)readat (datf ite) ;return ïnp;

)
legend xground_mag: : lgd(char *ansf) {legend *temP = neI¡I-legend;

temp-)set_1eg(arrsf);
return temp;

Ì
rules xground_mag: :rulb(char xrulf){

rules *temp = new rules;
t emp-) s et_rules (rulf ) ;

//
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return temp;
)

double. ground_mag : : get_precision(char *ndn¡) 1
cr-ouDJ_e temp;
int flag; -

rnt c;
flag = 6'
while(t1ag == 0){
printf ("Please enter a nunber betr,reen 0 to
printf("the certainty based on the accuracy
printf("0 means nothing believeable on thiå
printf("1 means you totally belíeve the rnap
do{
scanf("%tt", &temp) ;
if(temp >1)

printf("The number you given greater than
else if(temp < O)

printf("The number you entered less than
else{

1 r¡hich shows");
of the %s map,",ndnm)
map and");
is true.\n");

1.\nPlease reenter:")

0 . \nPlease reenter: rr)

printf("Your certainty about 7,s map is %g\n", ndnm, ternp);
c = getcharO;
if (c =- 'v' )
- flag =-1'

el-se

prcn.Þgl = temp;
prcn.dis = 0;
prgn.ung = 1.0 - ternp;
return temp;

)
void ground_mag: :write_legend(char *nsg){

teg-p *p;
if (x¡nsg¡ printf ("%"1t ", msg) ;int k = lgnd-)countO;

for(int i=0; i<k; i++¡1
P = (leg-P *) (xrgnd) lii ;

- printf("%s %g\n", p-)Ieg_nanne, p->num)
Ì

Ì
: write_rules (char xrnsg) {

printf ( " Is
printf ( " If

this number looks ok for you?(y/n)");
not, please enter your ner¡r nunber:");

o);

'/,g Y,Ð\n", f->pre, f-)cIn,
, f-)unc);

)
)while(flag =-

Ì

void grou!d_mag:
rul-e *f :
if (*'¡nsg)

printf ( "o/,
int k = ruleb
for(int i=o:
f = (rule *)
printf (',if '¡

f
)

Ì

s\n", msg) ;
->count O ;i<k; i++¡1
(*ruleb) [i] ;
s then %s ('/,g
-)beI, f-)dis

ground_nag : : -grouna_mag ( ) {
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//
//
//

delete mapname;
delete A;
delete B;
delete prcn;

delete ruleb;
delete lgnd;

Ì
bfnatrix xground_mag : : apply_rules (char *upndnm) {

double legend_num[40] ;
double b[40], d[40] ;// ! [a0];int k, 1, [, i, j, is;
bfmatrix *B = new bfmatrix(row,co1);
rule xru;
Ies p *Ie:
precision = get_precision("ground_mag,') ;matrix *A = dat (datfile) ;printf("ground_mag data éet up successfully\n") ;k = lgnd->countO;
I = ruleb->countO;
n = 0;
for(i=0; i<I; i++){

ru = (rule *) (xruleb) til :for(j=0; j<k; j++){
le = (Ieg-p *) (*,rgnd) [jJ;
if(((strcmp(1e->1eg_narne, ru-)pre)) == o) &&

((strcmp(upndnm, ru-)cln)) := O)){
legend-num[n] = le-)num;
b [n] = ru-)bel;
d[n] = ru-)disi

// u[n] = ru->unc;
n++:

l-.

j;' '
I;
for (i=g; i(n; í++)

d""Bíå"åfl"'r 
y'r %g\n"' legend-num[i] 'b[i] 'd[i])

is = 0:
R->piint (',A" ) ;

for(i=0; i(row; í++)
for(j=0; j(col-; j++){

4t = (*A).val(i,j);
't - i^.r.- tÞ¡

for(int m=0; m(n; m++){
if (dt == legend_num[m] ){

//

/t printf ("dt=%* In=%g\n',, dt, legend_nun[m] ) ;
B-)bfva1 (i, j,b [m],¿[m] ) ;
rs++ i

Ì
if (1 == is)

printf ("%g ", dt) ;
)
if (is != ror¡*coI)
gndmg. terminate ("Pease check
delete A:

- return (þass_rule(8, &prcn));
)

/ / *ar**x * xd<* * ** t<* {<,F* * * * * {<{< ** * ** * {<

if ground_mag rules covers all legends ! \n") ;

end of ground_nag.h
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/ /aír-magnet.h
static error_handler magerr(',air_magnetic error: ") ;

class_ air_magnet{
char *mapname;
int row, - co1 ;char xdatfile;
char *nrulf.

/ / ---*ãt'îi*o*ñåe*.p 
;

num_rul *ruléb;-
bfn prcn;

/ I bfmatrix xB;
double precision t
void set_prcnO;

public:
air_magnet(char *,, char *, char *, network &, int, int)-air-magnetO;
char *get_nameO{return napname;}
bfmatrix *apply_rules (char x.) ;
matrix xdat (ãhâr xdatf) ;
num_rul xrles(char *);
double get_precision(ðhar x) ;

// void write-map(char xmsg);
_ void write_rules(char ,.nsg);
);
/ / air -nagnet : : air-magnet O { ; }

air-magnet : :air_magnet(char *map_name, char xdatf ,char,*rulef ,. network &nr.¡, int r, int c){
mapna.tne = malloc(strlen(map_narne)+t) ]
strcpy(napn_ame, map_nane) ;-rOI^I=1^;COl =C;printf ("aÍr_magnôt data size is T,a * '¡¿ \n',, row, col);datfile = malloc(strl_en(datf)+1) ;strcpy(¿atrile, datf) ;
nrulf = mall-oc(strlen(rulef)+1) ;strcpy(nrulf, rulef) ; 

-

ruleb = rles (rulef) ;

.. printf("air_mag rulébase set up successfully\n");
/ / nw.write-netwkO;

nw. set_status ("air_magnet",',air_magnet',) 
;int it = nr¡T.terminalp("air_magnet")l

printf ("terminalp=%d\n", it) ;
char *p = ntrr.get_towhoup("air_magnet") ;

^ printf("from air_magnet up is to %s\n", p);
)

num_rul *.air_magnet : :r1es(char *rulf){
num_rul *rul = new num rul:rul-)set_nr(rulf) ;return rul:

Ì
matrix *air_magnet : : dat (char xdatf ) {printf ("air_magnet dat setup size is %d * y,¿ 1rr", row, col);natrix *Geo Ì new matri_x(ror¡, co1);

Geo-)readat (datf) ;
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return Geo:
]

double. air_magnet : : get_precision(char xn¿nln) 1double temþ;
int flag; -

rnt c;
flag = 0;
while(tlag == 0){
printf("Please enter a number betr¿een 0 to
printf("the certainty based on the accuracy
printf("0 means nothing believeable on thiä
printf("and 1 means you totally believe the
do{
scanf ( "7.f f ', , &temp) ;
if(temp >1)

printf("The number you given greater than
else if(temp < 0)

plintf("The number you entered less than
else{

L which shows");
of the %s map, ', , ndnm) ;
map") ;
map is true.\n");

L. \nPlease reenter: ") ;

0 . \nPlease reenter: ") ;

printf ( " fs
printf ( " If

)
)while(flag ==

Ì

printf("Your certainty about %s map is %g\n", ndnm, temp);c = getcharO;
if (c =- 'y' )flag = 1;
else

this number looks ok for you?(y/n)");
not, please enter your ne!ü number:");

0);

return temp;
)

void air_magnet : : set_prcnO{
Prcn.qgf = Precr.s]-on;prcn.drs = 0;
prcn.unc = 1.0-precision;
prjnt!("precisíon is set to belief = %g\n",precision);printf ( "prcn = '/,g '/"g %g\n" , prcn. be1 ,

prcn. dis, prcn. unc) ;

l"/1oíd air-magnet : :nrite_map (char xmsg) {
// magmap->print(msg) ;
// \
void air_TSgnet: :write_rul_es(char *nsg){

nruJ-e *f :

if (xm5t¡ '

printf ("%s\n" , msg) i
int k = ruleb-)countO;
for(int i=0' i<k; i++){
f = (nrule x) (*ruleb) til :printf ("if %" %g %S\n tiién %s (,/,g'/,g %g)\n", f-)pre,
r-. f-)numl, f-)num2, f-)cln, f->beI, f-)dis, f_)unc)

)"
air_nagnet : : -air_magnet O {
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//
//
//

delete mapname;
delete B;

delete ruleb;
delete magmap;
delete prcn;

delete datf il-e;
delete nrulf;

bfmatrix *air_magnet : : apply_rules (char *upndnm) {
char r<pre [+01 ,
doubte n1[40] , n2l4of , b[40], d[40] ;// ul4¡of ;int 1, n, i, j, k, is;
bfmatrix *B = neinr bfmatrix(row,col);
nrule xru;
precision. = get_precision(,'air_magnet") ;
set_prcnO;
printf ( "prcn = '/,8 '/"g %g\n', , pïcn. bel ,

1 = ruleb-r."lliÏidis' Prcn'unc);
n = 0;
write_rules ("air nagnet rules") ;
matrix {<magmap = dat(¿att:_te);

// write-map("magmap");
// for (i=0; i<10; i++){
/./. _ printf ("0/,I0.7g" , (*magmap) .va1(tO, i)) ;
// Ì
.. printf("magnet data set up successfulty\n',);

/ / write-rules ("ruIes") ;printf ("upnode is %s\n'i, upnd.nrn);
for(i=9; i<l; i++){

ru = (nrule *.) (xruteb) [i] ;if ((strcmp(upndnin, iú->cln)) == 0){
pre[n] = malloc(strlen(ru->pre)+1) ;
strcpy(pre [n] , ru->pre) ;
n1[n_J = ru-)numl;
n2[q] = ru-)num2i
b ["] = ru-)be';
¿[n]_ : ru->dis j

// u[n] = ru-)uác;
n++:

Ì
)

for (i=Q; i(n; i++)
. printf ("'/,s'lg'/,g'/,g %g\n", pre[i],nt[i],nZ[i],btil,dtil)
1S = U:
for (t<ig; k(n; k++){

printf (','/"g o/,g %g %g\n',, n1[k],n2[k],b[k],d[k]);
if ( (strcmp (pre [¡1 , "greater_tha¡,,) ) == ó) {for(i=0; i(row; i++)

for(j=0; j(col-; j++){
if ((xmagmap).vat(i,j) )= nltkl){

B-)bfval (i, j,b [k],¿[k] ) ;is++:
)

)
Ì
else if((strcmp(pre[t], "1ess_tha¡")) == 0){
for(i=g; i(row; i++)
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for(j=0; j(coI;
if ((*magmap)

B->bfval (i
rs++i

Ì
else if

( ( strcmp (pre [kJ , "between,,) )for(i=0; i(row; i++)for(j=0; j(col; j++){
if (((xmagmap) .val(i,¡¡ >=

((xmagmap) .vat(i,j ) <=
B->bfval(i,j ,b[k] ,d[k] ) ;is++ j

)
)
else

magerr.terminate("Sorry, I don,t know 7os.\nrr,

(is < rowxcol)
magerr.terminate("please check if rules cover

pre [k] ) ;

all magnetic values ! \n") ;

j++){
"vaI(i,j) <= nl[k]){
,j,b[k],¿[k]);

== 0){

nr [k] ) t¿
nz[lc])){

)if

for (i=0; i<q-1; i++)
delete pre [i] :
delet e ir1 ;
delete b;
delete d;
delete n2;
delete magmap;

return (pass_ru1e(8, &prcn)) ;

//***xx***r<*r<**{<*{<**{<{<* end of air_magnet.h *********<{<>F***xx*******x*//

//charge.h --- handles chargeability data
static error_handler cha("chargeability error: ") ;

class_ chargeability{
char *mapnane;
tnt roi¡, coI ;char *datfile;
char *ansfile;

/ / matrix *A:
/ / bfmatrix iB;

legend *fgnd;
rules *ruleb;
bfn prcn;
doubÌe precision;

puþl-1c:
chargeability(ghar *, char *, char *, char *, network &, int, int);"chargeabitityO 

;
bfmatrix xapply_rules (char *) ;
double get_precision(char *) ;
legend xlgd(char x);
rules *ru1b(char x):
matrix xdat (char x) ivoid i¿rite_map (char- *msg) ;void write_legend(char xmsg) ;void r+rite_rules (char *msg) ;
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);

//

chargeabirity: :chargeability(char *map_name, char *datf , char +anscif ,char ,xruJef ,, netloork. &nw, int r, int c) {mapnarne = mal_loc(strlen(rnap_name)+t) ;
strcpy (mapn_ame, rnap_name) ;-row = r; col = r"
¿airi.rã' = 

-*ãrroã (strren (datf ) +1) ;strcpy(¿attile, datf) ;
a¡sf ile = malloc(strl_en(anscif )+L);strcpy(ansfile, anscif) ;
lgnd = lgd(anscif);
printf ("ch_argeability fegend. set up successfully\n',) ;ruleb = rulb(rulef);
printf ("chargeabifiiy rulebase set up successfully\n',) ;
nw. set_status ("chargeability,', "charþeabílity") ;

nw . write_netr¿k O ;int it = nrr.termináIp("chargeability") ;printf ("terminalp=%d\n',, itI;
char *p = nr^r. get_towhoup("chargeability") ;printf("form chargeability up is to %s\n',, p);

matrix *chargeability: :dat(char vrdatfile){
matrix xlnp = new matrix(row, co1);
Inp-)readat (datf íle) ;return Inp;

Ì
legend xchargeability: : lgd(char *ansf){

J-egend xtemp = ne!ü lefiend;
temp-)set_1eg(a¡sf);
return temp;

]
rules *chargeability : : rulb(char *rulf) {rules xtemp = neÌ^r rules;

ternp-)set_rul-es (rulf ) ;return temp;
)

double. chargeability : : get_precision(char xndnm) {
ct ouÞJ-e temp;
int flag; -

rnt c;
flag = g'
while(ftag == 0){
printf("Please enter a number between 0 to Lprintf("the certainty based on the accuracy
printf("0 means nothing bel_ieveable on thiå
printf("1 means you toially believe the map
do{
scanf ("%tt", &temp) ;
if(temp >1)

printf("The number you given greater than
else if(temp < 0)

printf("The number you entered Iess than
else{

r¡hich shows") ;
of the %s nap,", ndnm)
map and");
is true.\n");

1. \nPlease reenter: ") ;

0 . \nPlease reenter: t') ;

printf("Your certainty about %s nap is %g\n", ndnm, temp);
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c = getcharO;
if (c == 'y' )flas =- 1:

-9e-Lse
printf("fs this
printf (',If not ,I

)whíIe(tfag == 0);

number looks
please enter

ok f or you?(y/n),') ;
you.r neT¡I number: " ) ;

prcn.ÞgI = temp;
prcn.dis = 0;
prgn.unc=1.0-temp;
return temp;

)
/"/,void chargeability: : virite_map (char xmsg) {
/ / A-)print (msg) ;
// j

void-chargeability : :write_Iegend(char *msg) {Ieg-P xp;
if (*,ms*¡ printf ( "%s\n" , nsg) ;int k = lgnd-)countO;

for(int i=0; i<k; i++){
P = (Ieg-P x) (xrgn¿) [i];

_ printf ( " f,s %g\n" , p-)Ieg_natne , p->num) ;)
)
void chargeability: :write_rules (char *nsg){

rul-e *f :
if (*¡nsg)

printf ("%"\n", msg) ;
int k = ruleb-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){I = (rule x) (xruleb) til :printf ("if %s then %J (,/,g ,/,g %g)\n',, f-)pre,

f->bel, f-)dis, f-)unc) ;)
)
chargeab ility : : -chargeability ( ) {

oel-e-Ee mapnaïe;
/ / delete A:
// delete Bi
/ / delete píctt;

del-ete ruieb'
delete lgnd;

)
bfnatrjx xchargeability : : apply_ru1es (char *upndnm) {

double legend_num[40] ;
double b[40] , d[40] ;// a[ao];int k, f , fl,-i, j,-í";
bfmatrix *B = net¿ bfmatrix(row,col);rule *ru;
leg-p *.ls;
precision = get_precision(',chargeability") ;matrix *A = dat(datfile);
printf ("chargeability data set up successfully\n") ;

f-)cIn,
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¡¡rite_rul-es ("charge rules',) ;k = lgnd->countO;
1= rul-eb->countO;
n = 0:
for(i=0; i<1; i++){

nt - (rul-e x) (xruleb) [i] ;for(j=0; j<k; j++){
le = (leg_p *) (*rgnd) [ìJ;
if(((strcmp(te->tég_name, ru-)pre)) == O) AA

((strcmp(upndnn, ru-)cln)) l= 0)){
legend-nun[n] = le-)num;
U ["_] = ru-)be1;
d[nJ_ I ru->dis j

u[n] = ru-)unc;//

//

//

n++.'ì-. '
)r"

];
for (i=0; i(n; i++){

printf ("0/,g o/,g %g\n',
Ì

, Iegend_num [i] ,b [i] ,¿ [i] ) ;

double dt;
is = 0;

A-)print ("4") ;
for(i=9; i(row; i++)

for(j=g ' j <co1; j++) {
9t =. (*A).val(i,j);
'l 

= io.
for(int m=0; m(n; m++){if (dt == legend_num[m]){

printf(',dt=7* In=%g\n", dt, legend_numtm] ) ;B->bfva] (í, j,b [m], d [m] ) ;is++;

)
if (1 == is)

printf ("Tog ,, 
,

Ì
if (is l= row*col)

cha. terminate ( I'please
delete A:
return (Éass_rule(8,

Ì

dt) ;

check if rules of chargeability cover all legends I \n") ;

&prcn) ) ;

/ /*rv***x**********r<{<x**<>k** end of charge . h *****>k********* x**x**x*/ /
//resís.h ----- handles resistivity data
static error_handl-er rer(',resistivity error: ") ;

class resistivity{
char *mapname;
tnt row, co1;
char *datfile;
char *ansfile;

/ / matrix xA:
/ / bfmatrix it;

leeend xlsnd.
;"fã;-.'ü?äü;
bfn prcn;
doubl-e precision;

public: '
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I;

resistivity(char x, char *, char *, char *, network &, int, ínt);-resistivityO;
bfnatrix *apply_rules (char *) ;
double get_precision(char *) ;
legend xlgd(char x);
rules xrulb(char x);
matrix xdat (char x) ;void v¡rite_map(char *msg) ;
void r,rrite_legend(char *msg) ;
void r^rrite_rules(char *nsg) ;

resistivity: :resistivity(char *map_name, char *datf , char *.anscif ,char ,xrulef ,. network- &nl,l o int r, int c) {
mapnarne = malloc (strlen(map_name)+1) j
strcpy (mapn_ame, map_name) ; 

-

roüI = r; col- = c'
¿airirã' = 

-*ãrroã 
tstrlen(datf ) +1) ;strcpy(¿atfite, datf) ;

ansf ile = mal-l-oc(strlen(anscif )+t);strcpy(ansfile, anscif) j
lgnd = lgd(anscif);
printf ("resistivity legend set up successfully\n") ;ruleb = rul-b (rulef ) ;printf ("resistivity-rulebase set up successfully\n")
nr,r. set_status ("resistivity', , "resiËtivity") ;

/ / nw.write-netwkO;
int it = nÌ^r. terminalp("resistivity',) ;printf ("terrninalp=l/od\n", it) ;
char *p = nr¡r.get_towhoup("resistivity',) ;

^ printf("form resistivity up is to %s\n", p);
)

natrix *resistivity : :dat(char *.datfile){
matrix xlnp = new matrix(row, col);
Inp-)readat (darf ile) ;return Inp;

]
Ieg_end *resistivity: :Igd(char *ansf ) {legend xtemp = ñer¿ Iegend;

temp-) s et_1eg (a¡rsf ) ;return temp;
]

rules *resistivity: :rulb(char *rulf){
rules *temp = ner^r rules;
t emp-) set_rul_es (rulf ) ;return temp;

Ì
double resistivity : : get_precision(char xndnn) {double temp;

int flag; -

Inr c;
flag = g'
while(tfag == 0){
printf("Please enter a number betr+een 0 to 1 which shows");printf("the certainty based on the accuracy of the %s map,;,ndnrn);
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printf("0 means nothing believeable on this map and");printf("1 means you toially betieve the map is true.\í");do{
scanf ("%tt',, &temp) ;
if(temp >1)

printf("The number you given greater
else if (temp < 0)

printf("The number you entered. less
else{
printf("Your certainty about %s map is
c = getcharO;
if (6 =- 'v' )
- flag =-1'

else
printf("fs this number looks ok for you?(y/n)")

- printf ("If not, please enter youï net^r number:',)
)
]while(flag == 0) i

)-
prcn.Þg1 = temp;
prcn.dis = 0;
prgn.unc=1.0-temp;
return temp;

)
/ /voíd resistivity: :write_rnap(char *msg){
/ / A->print (msg) ;
// j

void resistivity : :write_legend(char *msg){
1eg-p xp;
if (*,rnsg¡ printf ( "%s\n" , msg) ;int k = lgnd-)countO;

for(int i=0; i<k; i++){
P = (Ieg-P *) (*lgnd) [i];

- printf ( "7.s %g\n" , p-)leg_nalne, p->num) ;Ì
]
void resistivity : :write_rules(char *msg){

rule *f:
if (xms*)

printf (',%s\n" , msg) ;
int k = ruleb-)countO:
for(int i=0; i<k; i+i){
f = (rule *) (xrul-eb) til :printf ("if %s then %s ('/,g'/,g %g)\n',, f-)pre, f-)cln,

f->bel_, f-)dis, f-)unc) ;Ì
Ì
resistivity : : -resistivity O {delete mapnane;
I / delete A:
// delete Bi
/ / delete prcn;

delete ruleb;
_ delete lgnd;
I

than 1. \nPlease reenter: ") ;

tharr 0 " \nPlease reenter: ,') ;
%g\n", ndnm, temp);
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bfmatrix *res i st ivity : : Spp1y_rules ( char *upndnm) {
double legend_num[40] ;
doubte b[40], d[40] ;// t[ao];int k, l, n, i, j, i";
bfmatrix *B = neti bfrnatrix(row,col);rule xru;
leg-p xls;
precision = get .precision("resistivity") ;matrix *A = dat (datfile) :printf ("resistiyity d.atâ'set up successfully\n,') ;k = ]gnd->countO;
1 = ruleb->countO;
n = 0:
for(tlo; i<t; i++){

ru - (rule *) (*ruleb) [i] :for(j=0; j<k; j*+){
le = (leg_p *) (*tgnd) [j];
if (((strcmp(te->tãg_narne, ru-)pre)) == 0) &&

((strcmp(upndnml ru-)cln)) l= 0)){
legend-num[n] = Ie-)num;
¡["] = ru-)bef;
d [n] = ru-)d.is i

// u[n] = ru->uác;
n++'t

J;
);

];
for (i=0; i(n; i++)
, F5i"ll ('%g oLg %g\n" , legend_num [i] , b [i] , ¿ [i] ) ;oouDle dt;
is = 0:

/ / A->piint ("4") ;
for(i=0; i(row; i++)

for(j=0; j(col; j++){
4t = (*a).va](i,j);
I = is;

for(int m=0; m(n; m++){if (dt == Íegená_num'[m] ) {
/ / printf("d.t='/,g \n=o/"g\n", d.t, legend_nurntm] );B-)bfval(i, j,b [m],d[m] ) ;is++'I

)if (] == is)
- printf ("%g ", dt) ;
iif (is != row*col)
rer.terminate("Pease check if resistivity rules cover alI legend.sl\n");delete A:
return (pass-rule(8, &prcn)) ;

/ /xx*xx*******t<{<{<*{<****t end. of resis . h **.*t**{<***************** ***x***/ /
/ lvl-f .h
class vlf{

int row, col;
rules xrul_eb;
char xndnm;

public:
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bfmatrix xB;
vlf(char xndname, char *ru]ef, network &nw, ínt r,-vtf O ;rules xrul_b(char x);
bfnatrix xappty_rules (char *) ;
void writ.-rufã"(char *nsg) ;
void r^irite_bfmap O ;

Ì;
vlf;:vlf(char xndn+me, gþar *rulef, network &nw,rnt r, int c){
ndnm = mal-loc ( strlen (ndname) ) ;strcpy(ndnm, ndname) i
fOI¡t=f; COl=C;
ruleb = rul_b(ruIef);
printf ("vl-f rulebase set up successfully\n") ;int it = rrvtr.terminalp("vIf");
printf ("terminalp=%d\n", it) ;
char xp = n.hr.get_towhoup("vlf") ;

- printf ("from vlf up is to %s\nr', p);
]

bfmatrix *vl-f : :apply_rules(char *upnd){
rul-e xru;
int k, i, j;
k = ruleb-)countO;
bfn *belf = new bfn;

/ / bfmatrix xtemp = áew bfmatrix(row, co1) ;j = o;
for(i=Q; i<k; i++){

ru _- (rule *) (*ruleb) til .

if ( (siràmp (uii¿l;ù:f .'iiJ ) == o) {belf->bel = ru-)beI;
belf->dis = ru-)dis;

- belf-)unc = ru-)unc;
Ì
el-se
j +*;

rules *vl-f : : rulb (char xrulf ) {rules *<temp = neïi rules;
t emp-) set _rules (rutf ) ;return temp;

)
void vlf : :write_btmapO {

B->print O ;
)

void vlf : : v¡rite_rules (charFmsg) {rule *f:
if (x¡sg)

int c);

//
]

\
J

if (j > k){
ptliiff "fav_geol error: Sorry, I d.on,t know %s\\n", upnd.);

- exr-t(1r;
Ì
else

return (pass_rule(9, Uetf)) ;
return temp;
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printf ("of s\¡',, msg);
int k = ruleb-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){f - (rule x) (xruleb) [i] :printf (',if %s then %s (,IC ,/"g

Ì 
f-)bel_, f-)dis,

I

%g)\n", f-)pre, f-)cln,
f-)unc);

v1f

//
)

::-vlfO{
delete ndnm;

delete B;
delete ruleb;

//
//

/ / ***xt xxr<********* end. of vl-f . h ****************<****<**** *****x / /
/ / vl-f t.h
static error_handler vf1("VLF1 error: ',);
class vlfl{

char xmapname;
int row,- col;
char *datfíle;
char *ansfile;

matrix *A;
bfmatrix xB;

legend xlgn$;
rules xruleb;
bfn prcn;
double precision;

public: -

vlfl(char x, char *, char {., char *, network &, int, int);-vtf1 O ;
bfrnatrix xapply_rules (char *,) ;
doubl-e get-þieãision(char x) ; 

-

legend xlgd(char x);
rules xrulb(char x);
matrix xdat (char x) i

/ I void write-map (cÍrär tmsg) ;
void write_legend(char *nsg) j
void write_rules(char *msg) ;I;

vlf1::vlf1(char *map_name, char xdatf, char xanscif,
char,*rulef ,, network.&nw, int r, int c){

mapnane = malloc (strlen(map_name) +t) ;
strcpy(mapname, map_nane) ;-
rOI¡I = T; CO]- = C;
datfile = maltoc(strlen(datf)+1) ;strcpy(datfile, datf) ;
ansf ile = malloc(strlen(anscif)+1) ;strcpy(ansfile, anscif) j
lgnd = lgd(anscif);
printf (',vff l.legend set up successfully\n',);
ruleb = rulb(rulef);
printf ("vlf1 rulebaÁe set up successfully\n") ;

, , nw. set_status ("v_lf 1", ',vlf 1',) ;
/ / nw.i¿rrte_neti¡kO;

int it = nrv.terminalp(',vlf 1");
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printf ( "termi-naf p=%d\n" , it) ;
char *p = nur.get_towhoup("vlf1") ;

- printf (',f orm vIf 1 up is to %s\n", p);
Ì

natrix xvl-f 1 : : dat (char xdatf ile) {matrix xlnp = neur matrix(row, -col);
Inp-)readat (datf ile) ;return fnp;

)
1eg_end xvl-f 1 : : Igd (char xansf ) {

Iegend *temp = neÌ¡r legend;
temp-)set_1eg(ansf);
return temp;

]
rules *vlf 1 : : rulb (char *rulf) {rules *temp = neÌ^r rules;

temp-) set_rul_es (rulf ) ;return temp;
Ì

doubl-e_ vlf 1 : : get_precision(char xndnrn) {double temõ;
int flag; -

rnt c;
flag = 9'
while(tfag == 0){
printf("Please enter a number between 0 to 1 r¡hich shows");printf ("the certainty based on the accuracy of the %" *ap,'i,ndnn)printf ("0 means nothing believeable on this map .rr¿ii) i '
printf("1 means you toially believe the map is true.\i");do{
scanf ("7.1f " , &temp) ;
if(temp >1)

printf("The nunber you given greater
else if(temp < 0)

printf("The number you entered. less
else{

than 1 " \nPlease reenter: ") ;

than 0 . \nPlease reenter: ") ;

printf ("Your. certainty about %s map is %g\n", ndnm, ternp);c = getcharO;
if (c == 'y' )flas =- 1:

-9else
printf ("Is this
printf("ff not,

)
Ìwhi1e(ttag == 0);

]

nunber looks ok for you?(y/n)");
please enter your new number:',);

prcn.Þ91 = temp;
prcn.dis = 0;
prgn.unc=1.0-temp;
return temp;

)
/ /voíd vlfl: :write_map(char *nsg){
/ / A->print (msg) ;

// j
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void v1f 1: :v¡rite_l-egend(char xmsg) {leg-p xp;
if (x¡nst¡ printf ( "%s\n,' , msg) ;int k = l-gnd->countO;

for(int i=0; i<k; i++){
P = (leg-P x) (*lgnd) til ;

- printf (',ols %g\n" , p-)leg_nalne, p->num) ;)
Ì
void vIf1 : : write_rules (char *msg) {rule *f;

if (*¡n5a;
printf ( "%"\tr" , msg) ;

int k = rul-eb-)countO:
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){
f - (rul-e x) (xruteb) til :printf ("if 7.s then %s ('Ig y"C %g)\n"

f-)bel, f-)dis, f-)unc) ;)
)
vlfl::-vlf1O{

delete mapname;
/ / delete A:
// detete Bi
/ / del-ete prcn;

delete ruleb'
delete lgnd;

Ì
bfmatrix *v1f1 : : apply_ruIes (char xupndnm) {

double legend_num[40] ;
doubre b[40], d[40] ;// u[ao];int k, 1, n, i, j, i";
bfnatrix *B = ner,r bfmatrix(row,col);rule *ru;
les ¡ *1e:
precision = get_precision("vlf 1") ;matrix *A = dat (¿atfite) ;printf ("vlf1 dat_a set up'successfully\n") ;k = lgnd->countO;
I = ruleb->countO;
n = 0:
for(1!9; i<I; i++){

ru - (rul-e x) (xrut_eb) [i] :for(j=0; j<k; j++){
le = (leg_p x) (*rgnd) [jJ;
if(((strcmp(le->tãg_name, ru-)pre)) == 0) gg

((strcmp(upndnml ru-)cln)) l= 0)){
legend-num[n] = Ie-)num;
¡ ["_] = ru-)be1;
d[n] = ru-)disi

// u[n] = ru->uác;
n**:'ì- .

J,
);

-t. ;
double dt;

, f-)pre, f-)cln,
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//

//

is = 0;
A-)print (',4" ) ;

for(i=0; i(row; i++)for(j=0; j(coI; j++){
dt = (xa).val(i,j);

for(int m=0; m(n; m++;¡rf (dt == legend_nun[m] ){
printf l'.'dl=%g Jn=[g\n" , dt , legend_num tm] ) ;B-)bfva1 (i, j,b [m],d[n] ) ;is++;

]
)

)
if (is l= rowxcol)

vfl.terminate("prease check if vrfl rules cover alldelete A;

- return (pass_rule(8, &prcn));
)

legend ! \n") ;

/ f 'x*'*x*xx****x********(** end. of vIf l- "h ***x******.*<*****x*,1.x**x**x*//
/ lvlf?.h
static error_handl-er vf2("VLF2 error: ");
class vl,f2{

char *rnapname;
rnt roi^l , co1 ;char *datfile;
char *ansfile;

/ / matrix xA'
/ / _ Ërìåiii""ie;

legend *fgnd;
rules xrul_eb;
bfn prcn;
double precision;

public: '
vlf2(char i., char *, char *, char *, network &, int, int);'vLf2O;
bfmatrix xappty_rules(char *) ;
double get_precision(char *) ;
legend *lgd(char *);
rules xrulb(char *):
natrix xdat (char x) i

/ / void writ"-map (.Ítår *.msg) ;void i^rrite_legend(char *msg) ;

- void write_rules(char *msgt;
);

vlf2::vlf2(ch-ar xmap_name, char xdatf , char xanscif ,char.*rulef ,. network.&nw, int r, int c)tmapnane = mal-l_oc (strlen(map_name)+t) istrcpy (mapn_arne , map_name) ; 
-

roÌI = r; col = c;datfile = matt-oc(strlen(datf)+1) ;strcpy(¿attite, datf) ;
ansf il_e = mal-Ioc(strle¡r(anscif )+1);strcpy (ansf ile, u.n".if ) ; ---- -
lgnd = lgd(anscif);
printf("v]f2 legend set up successfully\n',) ;ruleb = rulb(rulef) ;
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//

printf ("vJ-f2 rulebase set up successfully\n")
nw. set_status(',vlf2',, "vlf 2ì') ;
. [W : ¡,irit e_neti^lk ( ) ;int it = nü7.terminálp(,'vlf2");
printf ("terminalp=/,d\n", it) ;
char *p = nv/.get_towhoup("v1f2',) ;printf ("f orm v1f2 up is to %s\n',, p);

natrix xvlf2: :dat(char *datfile){
matrix *Inp = new matrix(row, col);
ïnp-)readat (datf iIe) ;return Inp;

Ì
legend xvl-f 2 : : lgd (char xansf ) {Iegend *temp = ner¡r legend;

temp-)set _1 eg ( arLsf ) ;reTurn temp;
)

rules *v]rf2: :rul-b(char *ruIf ){rules *temp = new rules;'
temp-)set_rul_es (ru1f ) ;return temp;

Ì
double- uL12 : : get_precision(char xndnrn) {double temõ:

int flag; '
rnt c;
flag = 0;
r"rhile(f f ag == 0){
printf ("Please enter a nunber betr^reen 0 to 1 r"rhich shows");printf("the certainty based on the accuracy of the %; ;;p;i,ndnm);printf ("0 means nothing berieveable on thiå map urr¿iì) ; "
printf("1 means you to{aIly believe the map is true.\t");do{
scanf("%tt", &temp);
if(temp >1)

printf("The number you given greater than 1.\nplease reenter:',);else if(temp < 0)
printf("The number you entered less than 0.\nplease reenter:,,);else{

printf("Your.certainty about %s nap is %g\n", ndnn, temp);c = getchatO;
if(c == ',/')fl-as ='1:
else

printf("Is this number looks ok for you?(y/n)");
- printf ("ff not, please enter your ne!Í ,,o*ú"r,");l
]r¿hile(ttag == 0) j

Ì-
prcn. bel_ = temp;
prcn.dis = 0;
pr9n.un9=1.0-temp;
return temp;

]
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/ /voíd vlf2 : : write_map (char *msg) {
/ / A-)print (msg) ;

// j

void vlf 2 : : ¡,¡rite_Legend(char xmsg) {leg-p xp;
if (xn¡st¡ printf ("%s\n", msg) ;int k = fgnd->countO;

for(int i=0; i<k; i++¡1
P = (leg-p *) (xlgnd) [i] ;

- printf ("%s %g\n", p-)leg-narne, p->num) ;)
Ì
void vlf2 : : write_rules (char *msg) {rule xf:

if (xl¡5*)
printf ( "7.s\n" , msg) ;

int .k = ruleb-)count O ;for(int i=O; i<k; i++){
f - (rule x) (xruleb) til ;printf ("if fs then %s ('IS'/,g %g)\n", f-)pre, f-)cln,

f->bel_, f-)dis, f-)unc) ;)
)
vlf2::-v1f2O{

delete mapname;
/ / delete A:
// delete Bi
/ / delete pícn;

delete ruieb'
del-ete lgnd;

l
bfmatrix *vlf2: : apply_rules(char xupndnm){

double legend_num[40] ;
double b[40], d[40];
int k, f, [, i, j, i";
bfnatrix *B = nerni bfnatrix(row,coI);
rule *ru;
lee n xle:
precision = get_precision("vJ,f?') ;
matrix .*A = dat (datf ile) ;printf ("vl-f2 data set up' successfu1Iy\n" ) ;k = lgnd->countO;
1 = ruleb-)countO;
n = 0;
for(i=9; i<1; i++){

ru - (rule x) (*ruleb)
for(j=0; j<k; j++){

Ie = (reg_p x) (xrgnd) [j];if (((strcmp(te->teg_name, ru-)pre)) == O) e.e
((strcmp(upndnml ru-)cIn)) l= 0)){

legend-num[n] = le-)nun;
b ["] = ru-)be';
d[ni_ ¡ ru->dis j

// u[n] = ro->uá.;
n++'t

[i] ;
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Ì, 
)'

);
double dt;
is = 0:

/ / l->piint ("A',);
for(i=0; i(row; i++)for(j=0; j<col; j++){

dt = (*A).vat(i,j);
for(int m=0; m(n; m++){

if (dr == iegend_num'[m] ) {
printf ("dt=7* In=%g\n"

B-)bfvat_ (i, j,b[m],¿[m] ) ;is++:
)

)
Ì
if (is != row*col-)

vf 2 . terminate ( "Pl_ease check
delete A;
return (pass_rule(8, &prcn)) ;

// , dt, legend_num[m] ) ;

if vlf2 rules cover alI legend.!\n");

/ /tr*x*x***********x**{<****** end. of vlf 2.h ****{<**{<******* *x**xx**** / /
//suscep .h/ /LARE class
static error_handler ler("lake error: ");
class lake{

char *mapname;
int row,- col;
char xdatfile;
char xansfile;

/ / matrix *A''/'/ Ëi'nãiit''^ie;
legend xlgnd;
rul-es xruleb;
bfn prcn;
double precision;

puþIr-c:

-'Iake(gþar x, char *, char *, char *, network &, int, int);-lakeO;
bfmatrix xapply_rules(char x) ;
double get_precision(char *) ;
legend xlgd(char x);
rul_es xrulb(char *);
matrix xdat(char x) i

/ / void write-map(.Írár *.msg) ;
void r^rrite_legend(char *msg) j
void write_rules(char *.msg) ;

);
lake::Iake(char *map_name, char *datf, char *anscif,

char,*rulef, network.&nw, int r, int c){
napnane = malIoc (strlen(map_name)+t) j
strcpy(mapname, map_name) ;-roI,t = r; col- = c;
datf ile = malt_oc (strlen(datf)+1) ;strcpy(datfile, datf) ;
ansfile = mal-l-oc (strlen(anscif ) +1) ;
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//

strcpy(ansf ile, anscif) ;
lgnd = lgd(anscif);
printf ("fnput legend set up successfutty\n',) ;ruleb = rul-b (rulef ) ;printf ("Input _ru1eúáse set up successfully\n")
ni¡. set_status ("lql..',, "lake") ;

nw. write_netr^rkO ;int it = nr¡/. terminalp("J_ake") ;printf ("terminalp=fd\n", it) ;
char *p = nw.get_towhoup("lake',) ;printf("form Input up is to %s\n", p);

scanf("%ff", &temp);
if(temp >1)

printf("The number you given greater
else if(temp < 0)

printf("The number you entered less
else{

than 1. \nPlease reenter: ") ;

than 0. \nPlease reenter: ") ;

matrix xlake: :dat(char xdatfile){
natrix xlnp = new matrix(row, -coI);
Inp-)readat (datf i le) ;return fnp;

)
legend *l-ake: : tgd(char *ansf){

Iegend *temp = ner¿r legend;
temp-)set_1eg(aasf);
rerurn temp;

Ì
rules *lake : : rulb (char *.ru]f ) {rules *temp = netrr rules;

temp-)set_rul_es (rulf ) ;return temp;
Ì

double_ lake : : get_precision(char *ndnm) {double temõ:\)r-nt ïJ_aq;
int c; -
flag = 0;
t¡hile(tf ag == 0){
printf ("Pl-ease enter a number between 0 to L r,rhich shows");printf("the certainty based on the accuracy of the %r *áp,i,ndnm);printf ("0 neans nothing believeable on thiä rnap an¿ii) i '
printf("1 means you toially believe the map is'true.\å',);do{

printf ("Your.certainty about o/,s map is Z.g\n", ndnm, temp);c = getcharO;
if (s == 'v' )

ïIas = 1:
else

printf("Is this number looks ok for you?(y/n)");
- printf ("If not, please enter your ner{ ,rlr*ú"r, ") i)
)while(ttag == 0) j

l-
prcn.bel = temp;
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prcn.dis = 0;
prgn.unc=1.0-temp;
return temp;

]
void lake : : write_l-egend (char *msg) {les p xo:

if (x¡1s*; printf ("%s\n", msg) ;int k = lgnd-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){

P = (leg-P x) (*lgnd) [i];
- printf ( " %s Z.g\n" , p-)leg-narne, p->num) ;)

)
void lake: :write_rules (char xmsg){

rule xf:
if (x¡n5t)

printf ( "o/.s\n" , msg) ;
int k = rul-eb-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){
f = (rule x) (*ruleb) [i] :printf (',if %s then %J ('Ic ,/,c %g)\n',
_ f-)bel, f-)dis, f-)unc);
Ì

Ì

, f-)pre, f-)cln,

lake::-lakeO{
delete mapname;

/ / delete A:
// delete Bi
/ / delete picn;

delete ruieb'
delete lgnd;

Ì
bfnatrix *1ake : : apply_rules(char xupndnm){

double legend_num [fO] ;
doubte Þt1ol, d[10] ;// a[ao];int k, 1, rr, i, j, i";
bfmatrix *B = nei¿ bfnatrix(row,col);rule *ru;
les ¡ *le:
precision = get_precision("Iake") ;matrix *A = dat (¿atfite) ;printf ("lake data set up'successfully\n") ;k = lgnd->countO;
1= rul_eb->countO;
n = ô.v,

for(i=0; i<1; i++){
ru - (rule x) (xruleb) [i] ;for(j=0; j<k; j++){ - -'

l-e = (reg_o x) (xrgnd) [j];
if(((strcmp(Ie->lãg_nane, ru-)pre)) == 0) &&

((strcmp(upndnm, ru-)cln)) l= 0)){
legend-num[n] = le-)num;
¡ ["_] = ru-)bel;
d[n] = ru-)disi

// u[n] = rn->rá";
n++ j
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1.
J.

- );
T;
double dt;
is = 0:

// l->píint("4',);
for(i=0; i(row; i++)

for(j=0; j<co1; j++){
d! = (xa).va1(i,j);
l- = Ís;

for(int m=0; m(n; m++){if (¿t == iegená_num'[m] ) {
/ I printf("dt=%g ln=%g\n',,

B->bfvat(i,j ,b [m] ,d[m] )is++'
]

Ì
if (1 == is)

- printf ("/og ", dt) ;
Ì
if (is != rorrxcol)

ler.terminate("pIease check if lake rules coveïdelete A:
return (pass-rule(8, &prcn)) ;

dt , legend_num [rn] ) ;

successfully\n', ) ;

t

all legends ! \n") ;

class susceptibility{
rnt row, col;
rules *ruLeb;
char *ndnm;

public:
bfmatrix xB.
iti."ã-ãraãå target;
susceptibility(char *ndname, char *rul-ef, network &, int r, int c);-susceptiUilityO;
rules xrulb(char x);
bfnatrix xapply_rulês(char x) ;
void write_ruIes(char *msg) ;
void r^rríte_bfmapO;

];
susceptrbility : : susceptibility(char *nd.name, char *rulef, network &nw,int r. int c){
ndnm = malt-oc (stíl-en(ndiràne) ) ;strcpy(ndnm, nd.name) ;
roqt = r; col- = c;
ruleb = rulb (rulef) ;

.. printf("susceptibílíty rulebase set up
// nw.write_netwkO: -

int it = nr¡r.terminálp("susceptibility")
printf ("terminalp=%d\n", it) ;
char xp = rrtrr.get_towhoup("susceptibility") 

;

- printf("form susceptibifity up is to %s\ni', p)
]

rules- *suscepiibility: : rulb (char xrulf) {ruJ_es xtemp = neI¡I rules;
temp-)set _rules (ru1f ) ;return temp;
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void susceptibility:
rul-e *f-:
if (*¡¡1st)

printf ("%"1t "int k = rufeb-)co
for(int i=O; i<k:
f = (rule x) (xru
príntf ("if %s\n
printf ("'/,g o/"g 

'/"g
Ì:

Ì

)
void susceptibitity : : write_bfmap O {

B->print O ;

]
: write_rules (char *msg) {

f-)pre, f-)cln);
f->dis, f-)unc) ;

bfmatrix xsusceptibility : : apply_rules (char *upnd) {ruJ_e xru;
int k, i, j;
k = ruleb->countO;
bfn xbel_f = new bfn;

// bfmatrix xtemp = áew bfnatrix(row, co1);j = o;
for(i=0; i<k; i++){
ru = (rul-e *) (*ruleb) lil :
if((strcmp(upnd, ru-!ðIñ)) == o){belf->bèl = ru-)bel:

belf-)dis = ru->disi
- belf->unc = ru-)unc;
Ì

else
j ++;

]
if (j > k){

prlnjtJ"fav-geoI error: Sorry, I don,t knot¡ %s\n", upnd)
exit ( 1) ;

)
else
return (pass_rule(g, Uett)) ;

return temp;

suscept ibil íty : : - susceptibif ity O {
clele.Ee ndnm:

// delete B;'
delete rul-eb.l ---

//x*xxx****xx*xx*****x* end. of s'scep.h ****.******(***{<***xx*xx****//
/ /raxe.n
static error_handler ler(',lake error: ");
class lake{

char xmapname;
tnt rovr, col;
char xdatfile;
char *ansfile;

// matrix *A;

, msg);
untO;
i++) 1

leb) [i] ;
then %s\n",
\n", f-)bel,

//
Ì
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/ / bfmatrix xB;
legend xlgnq;
rul-es *ruleb;
bfn prcn;
doubl-e precision;

publr-c:
J3k-e(gþar x, char *, char *,
rake();

bfmatrix xapply_rul_es (char x)
doub1e get_precision(char x) ;
legend *lgd(char x);
rules xrul_b(char x);
matrix xdat(char x):

// void write-map(ciLär +.msg);
void r¿rite_legend(char xmsg) ;

- void write_rules(char *msg);
];

natrix xl-ake: :dat(char xdatfile){
matrix *Inp = new matrix(row, coI);
Inp-)readat (datf ile) ;return Inp;

)
1eg_end *lake : : lgd (char xansf ) {Iegend *temp = ner¡r legend;

temp-)set_1eg(arrsf);
return temp;

1

rules *l-ake : : rul-b (char xrulf ) {rules *temp = rrew rules;
temp-) s et _rules (rulf ) ;return temp;

)
double- lake : : get_precision(char *ndnn) {

doubl-e temo:
int flag;

char *, network &, ínt, int);
t

//

lake::l-ake(char *map_name, char *d.atf , char *anscif ,char,*rulef ,. network-&nw, int r, int c){
mapname = mal_loc(strlen(map_name)+1) j
strcpy (mapn_ame, map_name) ;-fOI¡I=f; col=c'
datf ile' = *ãttoãistrten(¿atf)+1) ;strcpy(datfile, datf) ;
ansf ile = mal-loc(strl-en(anscif )+1) ;strcpy(ansfile, anscif) i
lgnd = lgd(anscif);
printf ("Input legend set up successfully\n',) ;ruleb . rulb(ruIef);
printf ("Input _rul_ebáse set up successfully\n") ;
nw. set_status ( "la,kg', , "lake', ) ;

nw . writ e_netwk ( ) ;int it = nr^r . termináIp ( "1ake', ) ;printf ("terminalp=%d\n',, it) ;
char *p = nür.get_towhoup("lake',) ;printf("form Input up is to %s\n", p);
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int c;
flag = 0;
r¿hile(ftag -- 0){
printf ("Please enter a number betr¡een 0 to j- r"rhich shows");printf("the certainty based on the accuracy of the %" *ap,;,ndnm);printf ("0 means nothing believeable on thiä map urr¿ii) i '
printf ("1 means you totally believe the map is true.\rr',);do{
scanf ("./ort',, &temp) ;
if (ternp > 1)

printf("The number you given greater than 1"\nplease reenter:,,);else if (temp < 0)
printf ("The number you entered l-ess tha¡r 0"\nplease reenter:,,);else{

printf("Your certainty about %s map is %g\n", ndnm, temp);c = getcharO;
if (6 == t Y')

f J-ag = 1;
else

number looks ok for youZ(y/n)");
please enter your nerâr number: ");

prcn.Þgl = temp;
prcn.dis = 0;
prgn.unc = 1.0 - temp;
return temp;

)
void lake: : r,irite_legend(char *msg) {leg-p xp;

if(xlsg¡ printf("%s\n", msg) ;int k = lgnd-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){

P = (Ieg-p x) (*lgnd) [i];
^ printf("%s %g\n", p-)1eg_narne, p->num);ìr

)
void l-ake : : write_rules (char xmsg){

rule xf:
if (x¡5g)

printf ("f s\ntt, msg) ;int k = rul-eb-)countO:
for(int i=0' i<k; i++){
f - (rule x) (xruleb) lil :printf ("if '¿s then %J (,lg'/,s %g)\n", f-)pre, f-)cIn,

f->bel, f-)dis, f-)unc) ;)
]
lake::-1akeO{

delete mapname;
/ I det-ete A:
// delete Bi
/ / derete picn;

delete ruleb;
delete lgnd;

printf (',f s this
printf ("ff not,

)

,)whi1e(flag 
== 0);
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)
bfrnatrix *lake: : apply_rules (char *upndnm) {

double legend_num If O] ;
doubl-e b[10],.d[10] ;/ / u[ o] ;Int K, 1, rI , 1, J, 15;
bfnatrix *B = new bfmatrÍx(row,col);
rule *ru;
les o *fe:
precision = get_precis j_on(',lake") 

;
matrix xA = dat (¿attite) ;printf ("lake data set up'successfully\n") ;k = fgnd->countO;
I = ruleb->countO;
n = ô.

ior(ilo; i<r; i++){ru - (rule x) (xruleb) til;for(j=0; j<k; j++){
le = (Ieg_p x) (xlgnd) [jJ;
if ( ( (strcrnp (1e->1eg_narne, ru-)pre) ) == 0)

((strcmp(upndnm, ru-)cln)) l= O)){
legend-num[n] = Ie-)nun;
b ["] = ru-)be';
d[nl_ ¡ ru-)dis;

u[n] = ru-)unc;
n++:

);

8tk

//

):
);
double dt;
is = 0:

// A->píint("4");
for(i=0; i(row; i++)

for(j=0; j(col; j++){
d! = (*l) 'val(i,j);1 

- 
i-l_ = ]-s;

for(int m=0; m(n; m++){if (dt == iegená_num-[m] ) {
/ / printf ("dt=%g Ln=o/,g\n",

B-)bfvat(i, j,b [m],¿ [m] ) ;is++'
Ì

)
if (l == is)

printf (',o|g ,' , dt ) ;
)
if (is != ror+*col)

l-er. terminate ("Please check
del-ete A:
return (pass-rule(8, &prcn)) ;

/ / *x*xxxx*xx*xx*{<*******

//high-con. tr

class high_con{
tnt roi^l , col;
rules xruleb;
char *ndnn;

public:

dt, legend_num[m] ) ;

if lake rul-es cover all legends ! \n") ;

end of lake.h *,t **x*****<********<****x**<xx*xx**/ /
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bfnatrix xB;
friend cl-ass target;
high_con(char xndname, char *rulef
-high-conO;
rules xrul_b(char x);
bfmatrix xapply_rules (char *) ;void write_rules(char *msg) ;
void i^rrite_Ufmap O ;

);
high-con: :high-con(char *ndname, char *rulef , network &nw,

int r, int c){
ndnm = mal-loc (strlen(ndname) ) ;strcpy(ndnm, ndname) i
fOÌ¡I=f; col=c;
ruleb = rulb (rulef) ;

,, printf("high_con ruiebase set up successfully\n");
/ / nw.write_netwkO ;int it = nÍr.terminalp("high_con") ;printf ("terminafp=%d\n", it) ;

char *p = n.w.get_towhoup("high_con") ;

- printf("form high_con uþ is ão %s\n", p);
)

rules_ *high_con: : rul-b (char *rulf) {rules xtemp = ner^r rules;
tenp-)set_rul_es (rulf ) ;return temp;

)
void high_con : :write_bfmapO {

B->print O ;

)

, network &, int r, int c);

void þigh_con : : write_rules (char
rule *f:
if (*¡s*)

printf ( "f s\ntr , msg) ;int k = rul_eb-)countO;
for(int i=o; i(k: l++){f = (rut_e 'i.) (*rúteu)'til :printf ( " if %"\n then -f J\n', ,printf ("0/,g o/,g %g\n,', f -)beI,

- );
l

'f,msg) {

f-)pre, f-)cln);
f->dis, f-)unc);

bfna_t_rix *high_con: : apply_ru1es (char *upnd) {rule *ru;
int k, i, j;
k = ruleb->countO;
bfn xbelf = new bfn;

// bfmatrix xtemp = á"" bfnatrix(row, col);j = o;
for(i=0; i<k; i++){
ru .= (rul-e x) (*ru]eb) til :if ( (str_cmp (upnd, ru-)cln) ) == 0) {

bel-f :>bè1 = ru-)bel:-
belf->dis = ru-)dis ibelf->unc = ru-)unc!

)
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else
j ++;

]
if (j > k){

prlnlf!"fav_geol error: Sorry, f don,t know %s\n", upnd);
exit (1) ;

)
el-se

return (pass_rule(8, belf)) ;
return temp;

high-_con : : -! igh_conO {
deJ-ete ndnm:

/ / delete B;
delete rul-eb'

) ---

/ / ****xx**r<*x*>k*****{<****** end of high_con . h ******.******<*** ***x* / I
/ /Itígh-aírmag. h

class high_airm_ag{
rnt rorv, col ;rules *rul-eb;
char *ndnm;

public:' bfnatrix xB;

//
]

//

high-airmag(char *nd.name, char *ruIef, network &, int r, int c);-high_airmagO;
rules xrulb(char x);

bfmatrix xset_B(int, int) :bfmatrix xapply_rules(char *) ;
void write_ruIes(char *msg) ;
void r"irite_bfmapO;

Ì;
high-airmag: :high_airmag(char *ndname, char *rulef , network &nw,

rnt r, int c){
ndnm = malloc(strlen(ndname)) ;strcpy(ndnm, ndname);
roÌr = r; col = c;
ruleb = rulb(rulef);

. " printf ("high_airmag'rul_ebase set up
/ / nw . r,rrit e-netr¿k O Jint it = n.rnr.terrninalp("high_ainnag")

printf ("terminalp=fd\n", it) ;
char *p = rrw.get_towhoup("hígh_airmag") ;

- printf("from high_airmag up is to %s\n", p);
);

/ /bfnatrtx *high-airmag : : set-B(n, n){
// bfmatrix xtemp = nãw bfmatrix(il, r, 0);
/ / return temp;
/lj
rules_ xhigh_airmag: : rulb(char *rulf){

rules xtemp = rlehr rules;
temp-)set _rules (rulf ) ;return temp;

successfully\n");

t
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)
void high_airmag:

B->print O ;

Ì

: i¿rit e_bfmap ( ) {

void high_airmag: :write_rules(char *nsg)
rure xr:
if (*'45t)

printf ("%"\n", nsg) ;
int k = ruleb-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){
f = (rule x) (*ruleb) [i] :printf ( " if 7.s\n then %s\n,' , f -)pre,
printf (','/,g o/,g %g\n", f -)bel, f -ldís,

_ );
Ì
bfmatrix xhigh_airmag: :apply_rules(char *upnd){

ruJ-e xru;
int k, i, J;
k = ruleb->countO;
bfn *belf = new bfn;

// bfmatrix *tenp = áew bfnatrix(row, col);j = o;

f->cln);
f->unc)

//
Ì

for(i=0; i<k; i++){
ru .- (rule x) (*ruleb) til :
if((strcmp(upnd, ru-)cln)) == 0){

belf->bel = ru-)bel;
belf->dis = ru-)dis;

- belf->unc = ru-)unc;
Ì

else
j ++;

)
if (j > k){

prjnff!"fav_geo1 erïor: Sorry, I don,t know %s\n", upnd);
exit (1) ;

)
else

return (pass_rule(8, belf)) ;
return temp;

high_airmag : : -high_airmag O {
oele'ce ndnm:

// delete B;'
delete ruleb'

] ---

/ /**x*******x*******(r<**** end of high_airmag.h

/ / step-aírmag. h

static error_handler ste("step_airmag error:',)
class- step_airmag{

char *mapname;
tnt row, col;
char *datfile;
char *ansfile;

/ / matrix xA;

****************** *x* / /

t
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//

);

bfmatrix *B;
legend xlgn_d;
Tu.Ies xruleb;
bfn prcn;
double precision;

public: -

step_airmag(char *, char *, char *, char *, network &, int, int)-step_airmagO;
bfmatrix *apply_rules (char x) ;
double get_precision(char x) ;
legend xlgd(char x);
rules xrulb(char x);
matrix xdat (char x) ;void r^rrite_map(char *.msg) ;
void write_legend(char xmsg) j
void write_rules(char *msg) ;

step-airmag: :step-airmag(char *map-name, char *d.atf , char *anscif,
char.*ru1ef ,. network &nw, int r, int c){

mapname = malloc (str]en(map_name) +t) ]
strcpy (mapname, map_nane) ;
foT¡I=1l;co1=c;
datfile = ma]l-oc(strlen(datf)+1) ;strcpy(datfile, datf) ;

ansfile = mal-l-oc(strlen(anscif)+1) ;strcpy(ansfile, anscif) ;
lgnd = lgd(anscif);
printf ("step .airrnag legend set up successfully\n") ;
ruleb = rul-b (rulef ) ;printf ("step_airmag-rulebase set up successfutty\n") ;
nw. set_status ("step_airmâg",',step_airmag") ;

/ / nw . i¿rit e-netr,¡k O ;int it = nrn/.terminalp("step_airmag") ;printf ("terminalp=fd\n", it) ;
char *p = nvü.get_towhoup("step_airmag") ;

^ printf("form step_airmag up is to %s\n", p);
)

natrix *step_airmag : :dat(char xdatfile){
matrix xlnp = new matrix(row, col);
Inp-)readat (datf ile) ;return Inp;

Ì
legend xstep_airmag : : lgd(char *ansf){

legend xtemp = neür legend;
temp-)set_leg(a¡sf) ;return temp;

)
rules *step-airmag: :rulb(char xrulf){

rules xtemp = ner^r rules;
temp-)set _rules (rulf ) ;return temp;

]
double, step_airmag : : get_precision(char *ndnm) {

cr.ouD]e -E emp ;
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int flag;
rnt c;
flag = 0;
while(ttag == 0){
printf ("Pl-ease enter a number bet¡¿een 0 to L which shows',);
printf("the certainty based. on the accuracy of the %s rnap,i,ndnm);
printf("0 means nothing bel_ieveable on this map and.") ;printf("1 means you totally belíeve the map is true.\n");
do{
scanf ("7olf ", &ternp);
if(temp >1)

printf("The number you given greater than 1.\nplease reenter:");
else if (tenLp < 0)

printf("The number you entered less than 0.\nplease reenter:',);
else{
printf("Your.certainty about %s map is %g\n", ndnm, ternp);
c = getcharO;
if (c =- 'Y' )
_ flag = 1;

else
printf("Is this number looks ok for you?(y/n)");

_ printf("ff not, please enter your new nun6er:");
)
)while(tfag -= 0) i

prcn.Þ91 = !"*p;prcn.drs = 0;
prgn.unc=1.0-temp;
return temp;

: write-map(char *msg) {

void step-airmag : : write_legend (char *.nsg) {
l-es D *D:

9-t L )

if (x¡s*¡ printf ( "%s\n" , msg) ;int k = lgnd-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){

P = (leg-P x) (xrgnd) [i];
- printf("%s %g\n", p-)leg_nane, p->num);
)

f-)pre, f-)cln,

Ì
/ /voíd step-airmag:
/ / A->print (msg) ;/t j

void step-airmag : : rnirite_rules (char *msg) {rule xI:
if (*'¡5g)

printf ("Z.s\n" , msg) ;
int k = ruleb-)countO;
for(int i=0' i<k; i++){
f = (rule x) (*ruleb) til :printf ("if %s then %s ('/,g y,g %g)\n',,

f-)bel_, f-)dis, f-)unc) ;)
)
steg_airmag : : "step_airnagO {oelete mapname;
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l/
//
//

delete A;
delete B;
delete prcn;

delete ruleb;
delete lgnd;

)
bfnatrix *step_airmag: : apply_rules(char *upndnm){

double legend_num[40] ;
double b[40], d[40] ;// u[aO];
int k, 1, n, i, j, is;
bfmatrix *B = new bfmatrix(row,co1);
rule xru;
les p xfe:
precision = get_precision("step_airnag") ;
matrix xA = dat(¿attite);
printf ("step_airmag data'set up successfully\n") ;
write_rul-es ("charge ru1es") ;
k = lgnd->countO;
I = rul-eb->countO;
n = ô.

iot(i1o; i<t; i++){
ru = (rule *) (xruleb) [i] :for(j=0; jck; j++){

l-e = (leg-p *) (xrgnd) [jJ;
if (((strcmp(le->Ieg-nane, ru-)pre)) == 0) gg

((strcmp(upndnm, ru-)cln)) == 0)){
Iegend-num[n] = Ie-)num;
b["] = ru-)bel;
d[n] = ru-)disi

// u[n] = ru->uíc;
n++'ì-. '

);"
Ì;
for (í=0; i(n; i++){

printf ("'/,g n/,g %g\n" , legend-num [i] , b Ii] , ¿ [i] ) ;
)
double dt;
is = 0:

/ / A->píint ("4") ;

for(i=0; i(row; i++)
for(j =0 ; j <coI; j ++) {

4t = (*A).var(i,j);
l- = is:

for(int m=0; m(n; m++){
if (dt == legend_num[m] ){

/ / printf("dt=7* ln=%g\n", dt, legend-num[n] ) ;B->bfval(i, j,b[m] ,d[m] ) ;is++'
)

]
if (1 -= is)

printf ("7og ", dt);
Ì

if (is != row*col)
ste.terminate("Please check if rules of step-airnag coveï al1 legends!\n");delete A;
return (pass_rule(8, &prcn)) ;
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);

/ /****xx****',<xx********* end of step_aj.rnag.h **xx**********xx*x*x*xf f
/ / step-atrmag. h

class image{
tnt row, col;
rules xrul-eb;
char xndnm;

oublic:' bfmatrix xB:
image(char índname, char *rulef, network &nw, int r, int c);"imageO;
rules *rufb(char *);
bfmatrix xapply_rules(char x) ;
void write_rules (char *.msg) ;
void r,rrite_bfrnapO;

image::image(char *ndname, char *rulef, network &nw,
int r, int c){

ndnm = rnall-oc (strlen(ndname) ) ;strcpy(ndnm, ndname) irolt = r; col- = c;
ruleb = rulb (rulef) ;printf ("image rulebase set up successfully\n") ;int it = nw.terminalp("imagel') ;printf ( "terminalp=/,d\n" , ii) ;
char *p = nhr . get _t owhoup ( " image', ) ;

- printf("from image up is to %s\n", p);
)

bfnatrix ximage: :apply_rules(char *upnd){
rul_e *rui
int k, i, J;
k = ruleb->countO;
bfn xbelf = new bfn;

// bfmatrix *temp = iew bfmatrix(row, col);j = o;
for(i=0; i<k; i++){

ru .= (rule x) (*ru]eb) til :if((strcmp(upnd, ru-)cln)) == 0){
belf->bel = ru-)bel;
belf->dis = ru-)dis;

_ belf-)unc = ru-)unc;
]
else
j ++;

)
if (j > k){

printf("fav_geol erïor: Sorry, I don,t know %s\\n", upnd);
- exit(1);
-|
else

return (pass_ru1e(9, betf)) ;
return temp;/t

Ì
rules_ ximage : : rulb (char *rulf) {rules xtemp = ner,r rules;

t emp-) s et _rul es (rulf ) ;
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return temp;
]

void image : :r¡rite_UfmapO{
B->print O ;

]
void image: :write_rules (char *msg){

rule xI;
if (x¡5g¡

printf("%s\n", msg);
int k = ruleb-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){
f = (rul-e x) (*ruleb) [i] :printf ("if %s then %s ('Ag '/,5 1/,g)\n",

] 
f*)bel, f-)dis, f-)unc)

)
image_::"imageO{

delete ndnm:
/ / delete B; '

delete rul-eb:
)

f-)pre, f-)cIn,

*X** ** ****tt *.rf XXrl.**XX.//

");

/ /*,***xxx*************>k***r<{<**r<* end of img.h

/ /ingt.n
static error_handler imgl_error(',image1 error:
class_ imagel{

char *mapname;
int row,- col;
char xdatfile;
char *nruff;
num_rul xrul-eb;
bfn prcn;

/ / bfmatrix *B;
double precision;
void set-prcnO;

public:
irnagel(char x, char *, char *,, network &, int, int);-inagel O ;

"¡.¡ 
xget_nalneO{return napname; }

bfmatrix xapply_rules (char x) ;
matrix xdat(char xdatf) ;
num_rul *rl-es(char x) ;
double get_precision(char x) ;

// void write-map(char *msg);
void write_rul-es(char *msg) ;

);
/ / ínaget: : imagel O t ; )

imagel : : imagel (char *map_name, char *datf,
clr ar .xrulef ,. network. &nt¡, int r, int c) {

napname = mal-loc(strlen(map_name)+t) ]
strcpy(mapname, map_name) ;
for¡l=f; COI-=C;
datf ile = mal-l_oc(strlen(datf )+1) ;
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//

strcpy(¿attite, datf) ;
nrulf = mal-1oc(strl-en(rulef )+1) ;strcpy(nrulf, rulef);
ruleb = rles (rulef) ;printf ("air_mag rulebase set up successfully\n',) ;

nw . r¡rit e_neti^rk ( ) ;
nw. set_status ("imagel" , "image1") ;
int it = nr¡r.terminalp("imagel',) ;printf ("terminalp=%d\n", it) ;
char *p = nr^r. get_towhoup("image1',) ;printf("from imagel up is to %s\n',, p);

num-rul- *imagel : :rles(char xrulf){
num_rul *ruf = new num_ruf:
rulr)set_nr(ru1i) ; 

_------'
return ruf:

)
matrix *imagel : ; dat (char *datf) {

natrix *Geo = new matrix(row, col);
Geo-)readat (¿atf) ;return Geo:j

double- imagel : : get_precision(char xndnm){
doubl-e temp;
ínt flag; -

int c; -
flag = 0;
r¿hile(ttag == 0){
printf("P1ease enter a number between 0 to 1 which
printf("the certaínty based on the accuracy of the
printf("0 means nothing believeable on thiá map',);
printf("and 1 means you totally believe the map is
do{

shows");
%s map,"rndnm)

true.\n");
scanf("%lf", &temp) ;

if(temp >1)
printf("The number you given greater than 1.\nprease reenter:");

else if(temp < 0)
printf("The number you entered less than o.\nplease reenter:,,);

else{
printf("Your.certainty about %s map is %g\n,,, rrdnm, tenp);
c = getcharO;
if (c =- 'v')flag =" 1 '
else

printf("fs this number
printf("If not, please

Ì
)while(tfag == 0);

)
return temp;

Ì
void imagel: : set_prcnO{

Prcn.?gr = Preclslon;prcn.dj-s = 0;
prcn.unc = 1.0-precision;

looks ok f or you?(yln)',);
enter your nelÀr number:");
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prÍntf("precision is set to belief = %g\n',,precision);
printf ( "prcn = o/"g %g %g\n" r pïcn. be1 ,

prcn.dís, prcn.unc);

/./.voíd imagel : :virite-map(char *msg){
/ / imagel-map->print (msg) ;

// j

void inagel : : write_rules (char *msg) {
nrul-e *f :

if (*rn5*¡ '

printf ("%s\n", msg) ;
int k = ruleb-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++¡{
f - (nrule x) (xruleb) [i] ;printf ("if %s %S %S\n tñén '/,s ('/"g'/,g'/"Ð\n", f-)pre,

f-)num1, f-)num2, f-)c1n, f-)bel, f-)dis, f-)unc);
- );
J

/t
l/
//

irnage_l::-imagelO{
delete mapname;

delete B;
delete ruleb;

del-ete imagel_map;
delete prcn;

delete datfile;
delete nrulf;

bfmatrix ximagel : : apply_rules(char *upndnm){
çþ¿¡ xpre [ao] ;

doub_le n1[a0], n2l40f , b[40], d[40];// u[40];int 1, n, i, j, k, is;
bfmatrix *B = new bfmatrix(row,co1);
nrul-e *ru;
precision = get_precision("imagel") ;
set-prcnO;
printf ( "prcn = '/,g '/,g %g\n', , prcn. bel ,

r = rureb-r."n"iiiidis ' Prcn 'unc) ;

n = 0;
write_rules (" image_1 rules',) ;
matrix ximagel_map = dat(datfile) ;

/ / write-map("image1_map") ;
// for (i=0; i<10; i++){
/ / - printf("%10 .7g" , (ximagel-map) .val(10,i));
il)
.. printf("image1 data set up successfully\n',);

/ / write_rul-es ("rules") :printf ("upnode is %s\n'l, upndnm);
for(i=0; i<1; i++){

ru = (nrul-e *) (*ruleb) til ;if ((strcmp(upndrun, rú->cln)) == 0){
pre [n] = malloc(strlen(ru->pre)+1) ;strcpy(pre[nl, ru-)pre) ;
n1 [n-J = ru-)numl;
n2[n] = ru-)num2i
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b[n] =
d[n] =

u [n]
n++'

J

//
ru-)bel;
ru-)dis;
= ru-)unc;

)
for (i=0; i(n; i++)
. priltf ("0/"s o/,g '/,g '/,g %g\n"r pre[i],n1[i],n2[i],btil ,dtil )1S = U;
for (k=0; k(n; k++){printf (',0/,g o/"g %g %g\n", n1 [k],n2[k],b[k],d[k]) ;if ((strcmp(pre[t<], "greater_tha¡'r)) == O){

for(i=0; i(row; i++)
for(j=0; j<co1; j++){

if ( (ximagel_map) .var(i,j) >= n1 [k] ){
B->bfvat (i, j,b [k], ¿tkl ) ;rs+*j

)
else if

( (strcmp (pre [¡1 , rrless-than") ) == O) {
for(i=0; i(row; i++)
for(j=0; j(col; j++){

if ((ximagel-map) .val(i,j) (= n1 [k]){
B->bfval(i,j,b[k] ,dtkl ) ;is++i

)
else if

( (strcmp (pre [k] , ',between',) )
for(i=9; i(row; i++)
for(j=0; j(col; j++){

if ( ( (ximagel_map) .va1(i,j)
( (ximagel_map) . vat (i, j )

B->bfval (i, j,b [k],d[k] ) ;
is++ j

)
)
else

- imgl_error.terminate("Sorry, I don,t know %s.\n"r pretk]);
)
if (is < ror¡*col)
imgl-error.terminate("P1ease check if rules cover all pixel valuesl\n',);for (i=0; i<n-1; i++)

delete pre [i] ;
del-ete n1 :

delete b;'
delete d;
delete n2;
delete imagel_map;

- return (pass_rule(8, &prcn));
]

//*****xx***********{<*** end. of img1.h *****************************x**//
/ /ingz.h
static error_handler img2_error(',image2ic error: ") ;

)=
(=

== 0){

n1[k] ) &&
n2tkl)){
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class image2{
char *mapname;
int roinl ,' co1 ; '
char xdatfile;
char *nrulf'

/ / ---*ãttï*-iitiue.z-*.p;
num-rul xruleb;
bfn prcn;

/ / bfmatrix xB;
double precision;
void set-prcnO;

public:
inage2(char x, char *, char *, network &, int, int);
-image2 O ;

6þ¿¡ *get_nameO{return mapnane;}
bfmatrix *appty_rules (char x) ;
matrix xdat (char *datf) ;
num_ruI xrles(char x);
double get_precision(char *) ;

// void write-map(char xmsg);
void write_rul-es(char {.msg) ;

);
//ínageZ::image2O{;}

image2 
' ' '*"*;lj:ii:"i:i:-i#i;,ïläiniuîlr ,,, 

int c) {
mapname = malloc (strlen(map_name)+t) !
strcpy(mapnare, map_name) ;
fOI^I=f; COI-=C;
datf ile = malloc(strl-en(datf )+1) ;strcpy(¿attite, datf) ;
nrulf = mall-oc (strlen(rulef ) +1) ;strcpy(nrulf, rulef);
ruleb = rfes(rulef);

.. printf("image2 ruleÉase set up successfully\n");
/ / nr,¡. write-netr^ikO ;

nn. set_status ( "image2", "image2',) ;
int it = nr¡r.terminalp(',inage2") ;
printf ("terminalp=%d\n", ii) ;
char *p = nr¡r . get_towhoup ( "inage2', ) ;

- printf("from image2 up is to %s\n", p);
)

num-rul ximage2 : : rl-es(char *rulf){
num_ru-L *rul- = new num_rul_:
rul-)set_nr(rulf) ;return rul:

)
matrix ximage2 : :dat (char xdatf){

matrix *Geo = new matrix(row, col);
Geo-)readat (aatf) ;return Geo:

\
double_ image2 : :get_precision(char *¡fln¡n){

d.ouble temp;
int flag; -

rnt c;
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flag = 0;
while(ttag == 0){
printf ("Please enter a number between 0 to 1 r¿hich shows,');
printf ("the certainty based on the accuracy of the o/.s map,",ndnm);
printf("0 means nothing believeable on this map");
printf("and 1 means you totally believe the maþ ís true.\n,,);
do{
scanf (ttofol-f', &temp) ;
if(temp >1)

printf("The number you given greater than l_"\nplease reenter:r');
else if(temp < 0)

printf("The number you entered less than 0.\nPlease reenter:");
el-se{
printf("Your.certainty about %s map is %g\n", ndnm, temp);
c = getcharO;
if (c == 'v')
- flag =-1'

el.se
printf("Is this number looks ok for you?(y/n),');

- printf ("If not, please enter your ner^r numùer:");
)
ÌwhiIe(tfag == 0);

return temp;
]

)
void image2: : set_prcnO{

prcn.bel- = precision;
prcn.dis = 0;
prcn.unc = 1.0-precision;
printf("precision is set to belief = %g\n",precision);
printf ( "pr.n = '/"g o/"g %g\n', r prcn. bel ,

prcn.dis, prcn.unc);

void inage2 : : write_rul-es (char *msg) {nrule xf:
if (*¡nsg) '

printf("%s\n", msg);
int k = ruleb-)countO;
for(int i=0; i<k; i++){
f = (nrul-e x) (*ruleb) til :printf ("if %s 7.g %g\n thán %s ('/,g'/,6 %g)\n", f-)pre,

f-)num1, f-)num2, f-)cln, f-)bel, f-)dis, f-)unc);l-.

l"

/./void image2 : : write-map (char *msg) {
/ / image2-map->print (rnsg) ;// v

image2: : "image2O{
d.elete mapname;

/ / delete B;
. delete ruleb;

/ / derete imafe2-map;
/ / delete prcn;

delete datfiL o'
dãiãi; ;ñ1i;"'
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Ì
bfrnatrix ximage2 : : apply-rules(char xupndnm) {

çfu¿¡ xpre [40] ;

double n1[40], nz[40], b[40], d[40] ;// a[40];
int 1, n, i, j, k, is;
bfmatrix *B = nen bfmatrix(row,col);
nrule xru;
precision = get-precision("image2") ;
set orcnO:
printf ( "prcn = '/,g o/,g %g\n" : prcn. bel ,

prcn.dis, prcn.unc);
1 = ruleb-)countO;
n = 0;
r^rrite-rul-es ("image2 ru1es") ;

matrix ximage2-map = dat(aattite) ;

/ / write_map("image2_map") ;

// for (i=g; i<10; i++){
/ / printf ("7.10 .7g", (ximage2-map) .val(10,i)) ;
// Ì

printf("image2 data set up successfully\n");
/ / write-rules ("rules") ;printf ("upnode is %s\n'i, upndnrn);

for(i=0; i<t; i++){
ru = (nrule x) (xruleb) til ;

if ((strcmp(upndnm, ru-)cln)) == 0){
pre [nJ = mal]oc(strlen(ru->pre)+1) ;
strcpy(prelnl, ru-)pre) ;

n1 [n] = ru-)numl;
n2 [ir] = ru-)num2;
b [n] = ru-)bel;
¿[n] : ru-)dis;

// u[n] = ru-)unc;
n++:

'ì-
J

]
for (i=0; i(n; i++)
. prilrtf ("0/"s ofog'/,g'/,g %g\n", pre[i],nt [i],n2[i],b[i],d[i])ts = 0;
for (k=0; k(n; k++){

printf ("0/"g o|g %g %g\n", n1[k],n2[k],b[k],¿[k] );
if ((strcmp(pre[kJ, "greater-thar")) == 0){
for(i=0; i(row; i++)
for(¡=g' j<co1; j++){

if ( (ximage2-nap) .val(i,j) >= n1 [k] ){
B->bfval (i, j,b[k],¿[k] ) ;
is++ i

]
)
else if

((strcmp(pre[k], "1ess-tha¡")) == 0){
for(i=0; i(row; i++)
for(j=0; j(col; j++){

if ((ximage2-map) .va](i,j) <= n1[k]){
B->bfval(i,j,b[k] ,¿[k] ) ;
is++j

Ì
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ERROR: invalidrestore
OFFENDING COI4MAND: ,resto_rel , "between"))

for(i=O: í(row: i++)srACK: for(j=o; j<coi; j++){
if ( ( (ximage2*map) .val(i,j)

( (ximage2-map) . val (i, j )
?:ll{""1 (i, j,b [k],d[k] ) ;
lÞ¡ | ,

-savelevel-
( (pass_rule)

== 0){

)= n1[k] ) &&
1= n2tkl)){

)
Ì
else

img2-error.terminate("Sorry, I don't know %s"\n"r pretk]) ;

)
if (is < ror¡xcol-)-lmj--.rtor.terminate("Please check if rules cover all inage2 values!\n");
for (i=0; i(n-1; i++)

delete pre Iil ;
delete n1;
delete b;
delete d;
delete n2;
del-ete image2-map;

return (B, &prcn) ) ;

]
/ /*XxXXx********** end. of img2.h *,*<*.***x********>k*(**(*(************,t<*XXX***/ /
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